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ABSTRACT 
D Ĉ hns Johnson. December IWM 

I Jntvcrsity of Kansas 

The town of Sc home hen. Kansas, lies 11 miles south of Hays. Kansas, in Ellis 
(ounty Schoenchen was founded in 1876 by German-speaking immigrants from the 
wuihern Volga region in Russia. Their forebears first came to Russia largely from the 
tout hen* Hessian and northeastern Palatine regions of Germany in the second half of 
the eighteenth century at the invitation of Catherine the Great of Russia 

The V o l g a German dialect of Schoenchen. Kansas, remained strong for two 
generations following immigration to Kansas, Most of the grandchildren of the original 
immigrants were still actively using the dialect as young children during the years 
between the First and Second World Wars. The use of German began to decline during 
these years due to strong anti-German sentiment in the I mtcd States. 

This dissertation describes the current state of the German dialect in Schoenchen. 
Kansas, which, like most of the other German dialects in Kansas, is tn its last stages of 
existence Seven informants participated in recorded interview sessions using 
»nter\ iew materials which provided the basis for the Deutscher Sprachatlas and the 
Deutscher Wortatlas In addition, informants were asked to describe pictures of rural 
cencs and to participate tn extended question and answer sessions on a * anet> of 

4 o p t o dealing with life on the Great Plains pnor to «he 1^50* Some informants also 
'dated jokes and short anecdotes All interviews were bilingual, with translation 
exercise* and other questions presented in bnglish and the informants answering in 
«terman In addition, recordings of dialect interviews made in also provided data 
for this study 

Based on the data gathered from these interviews, the phonological, morphological 
ind syntactic systems of the dialect are described and analyzed In addition, a chapter 
is devoted to the analysis of Russian and English loanword* m the dialect. The final 
chapter deals with the decline and impending death of the dialect The appendices 
contain all the interview questionnaires, as well as phonetic transcriptions of some 
translation esernses and Mrlected anecdotes. 
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This dissertation is dedicated to those speakers of the Volga German dialects who 

have participated in dialect interviews and recording sessions. Because of their interest, 

a record of the Volga German dialects, which were spoken for more than a century in 

central Kansas and are now in decline, is preserved on cassette tape and on paper. 
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Foreword 

The history of a language often relates the story of its spread far from the land of 

its origin. Overpopulation may create conditions of hunger and lack of shelter, 

forcing people by necessity to seek new land. Customs may force family 

descendants without a land inheritance to seek property elsewhere. Political 

conditions may force some to seek better treatment in a distant land. Some are lured 

to new lands by the promise of cheap land and personal freedoms. These people often 

settle together in a distant location and create "islands" of immigrants, unified by 

language and cultural background. 

Separation by distance and time creates a condition in which the speech habits of 

the homeland no longer play a role in influencing speech habits in the speech island. 

The language of the speech island may seem frozen in time to the speakers in the 

homeland, People making up the speech island often come from different dialect 

areas of the homeland, leading to dialect mixture in the speech island. The influence 

of speakers of another language in the newly settled regions may create pressure on 

the speech island to either resist the intrusion of the neighboring language or to suffer 

language death by assimilation. 

The Volga (ierman dialects represent a German language speech island which 

separated from the main body of German dialects and established itself along the 

southern Volga River in the districts of Samara and Saratov during the reign of 

Catherine the Great in the second half of the eighteenth century. After a century in 

Russia, many Volga (krmans chose to move again to the Americas in the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century. Those who remained in Russia were forcibly relocated 

during the Stalin years to Kazakhstan and Siberia and other regions of the former 
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Sen let Union.1 Thus today only a few widespread remnants of the original large 

Volga German speech island remain. 

The dispersal of the speakers throughout the world has led to the gradual 

abandonment of the dialects by subsequent generations. In South America. Spanish 

and Portuguese have gradually replaced German as the first language of many Volga 

German descendants. In the United States and Canada, most Volga German 

descendants now speak English. Even in the former Soviet Union, the Volga German 

speakers who remaned behind have gradually chosen to give up their German 

language in favor of Russian. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide written documentation of what is left 

of a Volga German dialect spoken in Schoenchen. Kansas. Based on interviews with 

dialect speakers earned out in I9BI. and again from 1991 -93. an "Ottsgrammatik* is 

presented for a dialect which has survived and evolved for more than 200 years since 

the firm emigrants to Russia left their German homeland. 

' <*cc €«ir*»ftfrt I I « /M i Um the hs«**> <rf ihr Ocfiiumt in Rwu* inm Ihr I " * * * Ihrwfrh the caft> 
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Chapter I 

Tbc Study of ihr Volga German Dialects: An Overview 

The Volga German speech inland* have been the subject of research since the 

middle of the nineteenth century. The earliest call for research on these dialects in 

Russia appears to have come in I KM from a member of The Russian Geographic 

Society. D. Mordowzew, In volumes 18and 19of the newspaper Nachrichten des 

Saratov sehen Gouvernement» Mordowzew wrote the article "funige Worte Uber das 

Volk »tum der deutschen Kolonisten im Saratowschen Gouvernement." in which he 

called for scholars to study the history, culture and language of the Germans on the 

Volga Based on some poems he acquired. Mordowscw made some basic 

otnervaiions about the peculiarities of the German language spoken along the Volga. 

Hi* » *% the first published work about the Volga Germans and it prompted others to 

begin to write about the Volga Germans from a historical and cultural perspective. 

Scrtou* linguistic research on Volga (ierman dialects did not really begin however, 

until some fifty years laier. at the prompting of German dialectologists. 

Beginning in 1876, Georg Wenker. a German dialectologist. sent out 

questionnaire* to schoolteachers in Germany, asking them to render some written 

•entence* in the dialed spoken in the area where the teachers worked. He used these 

trammptions a% the basis for his Deutscher Sprachatlas. Around forty years later, 

thi* research using the Wenker sentences started to be carried out on the dialects in 

the (ierman speech islands in Russia. At the urging of Ferdinand Wrcdc. Wcnkcr"* 

«luden! and weecssor as head of the Deutscher Sprachatlas project, two teachers in 

Ruwua began in 1913 to gather samples of (ierman spoken in villages in the Volga 
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region, as well as to collect dialed samples from the Ukraine, from the Caucausus 

region, from along the Crimean Sea and in the Urals. August Friedrich Lonsingcr. a 

teacher at the Saratov Slate University and Johann Georg Kromm. a schoolteacher in 

Jagodnaja Poljana on the Volga were able to gather Wenker sentences from eighty-

seven villages during 1913 and 1914. Their work was halted by the First World War 

and the subsequent Russian Revolution and civil war. 

World War 1 did. however, provide an opportunity for the German linguist. Wolf 

von Unwert», to study the dialects of German-speaking Russian prisoners of war 

being held in a camp at Holthausen in Westfalia. With the support of Wrede and the 

Deutscher Sprachatlas, von Unwenh collected dialect samples of German-speaking 

prisoners from the Volga region and from the Ukraine in March. April and June 1917. 

Hi* research was sponsored by the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, as part of an 

effort by the society to investigate the German dialects among prisoners of war. Von 

t inwerth's task was not only to gather dialect samples, but also to analyze the dialects 

linguistically and attempt to identify a linguistic homeland. 

Von I Inwerth. in fact, divided his 1918 study Proben deutschrussischer 

MWHhfffll Mi fcfl Wolmtotomen WH* Öffll fo»vqT*mcn< CteHBÜ »n»° chapters 

according to dialect regions in Germany. The three chapters he devotes to Volga 

(ierman dialects arc titled • Vogelsberg und Spessartmundarten.' " Hessisch-

Ifal/ischr Mundarten* and "Westpfalziscbe Mundarten" (von Unwertb. 1918). In 

each chapter the forty Wenker sentences are given, followed by a discussion of the 

phonology, morphology and syntas of the dialect samples, with the greatest attention 

paid to the diachronic study of the phonology1. The influence of German dialect 

1 Sfvvtf wa i l ) . ihr namf ««inataast I n m MKkftr H i fB German m meutern V i 4 * a German d u k e * are 
ueatr«! «n tat« «Hat) 
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geography i* obvious in this work, as phonological and lexical evidence is the sole 

basis for any conclusion about the German homeland of the dialects. 

In the decade after the civil war in Russia, a period of great productivity ensued 

with regard to the study of ethnic and immigrant languages in the Soviet Union. 

Three centers for the study of Russian-German dialects were established2 One 

center, headed by Viktor Schirmunski.* was in Leningrad. This center was 

responsible for the study of the dialects around the widely separated cities of 

1 Leningrad and Voronezh, as well as in parts of the Ukraine, in the Crimean Sea area 

and in the Caucasus. The second center, located in Odessa under the direction of 

Alfred Strom, was also responsible for the study of Russian-German dialects in the 

Ukraine The third center was responsible for the study of the Volga German dialects. 

This center was located in Saratov and was headed by Georg Dinges, arguably the 

moit productive researcher of the Volga German dialects in Russia. 

Dinges's dissertation, written in 1917. and entitled "Der rassische Einfluß in den 

Mundarten der deutschen Kolonisten der Gouvernements Samara und Saratov," 

treated the phenomenon of Russian borrowings in the Volga German dialects.4 A 

* i k w » d and k%k$ i i w i i prt*»dr «fi e%irmi%r lu*ii«r> of research on the German dialect* in ihr 
( « w m c t h i Mama Thr> proud* good » n m m * n o of Ihr key f iodmj» ol tchotan * i * fc i f t f * itb their 
dialect* 
1 The IJtfJtth t r » f m t i (*><«, for an% RaaaMai name i% ZhirmunMüi I ha%e elected to w e the German 
tranteriptiua S t t u r m i m d L i . tanee he also published to Oermsa 
4 A t * « * ü i n f S i Betend and k%k$ C 1***1 • Dinget^» di%wtiat**i * a * protabl) de*tro)cd *Um$ muh 
i ihet t n r a t t h and prr*t«iaJ paper* after hi* <k»ah in 1 9 3 2 f w m t>phi*d fc%ct The* *umman/c the 
c«*ttritt% *4 h i % J i % % c t u u H « n bmcdon • lue < u n d a t e d * u n p u N n h c d maritimen pi b > Dlflgei e n t i t l e d M 'he* 
d m I jftf lull d o R u % M * h e n in d m * « r f f s a d r v t « * h r t i M u n d a r t r n * located in the ! > i n p r > l > u l * * i A f t h n c 
at ihr I n$ci* U r a l * * <4 ihr Sara** State RegKmal A f d u m (Manutcnpt 2 5 ) Baaed cm their 
m m n u f ) . t *n*c% i U w d n r e a * « t % for h i n « i f t f l e v * * ! iiem% Itxmn Rinmian intiiGerman a c m d m i 
w » 4 r r a « * i a t « V or * e a * 4 * * i t ! * fat**% A mmnmbk came I I * bumming i* for the druynauun*4 a 

n r * t > r r % « « j n t r t r d itrm f t iwyn w » the f ie* «etiler* Another ttmmiuMc b a * i * for tioruming t* »«• 
teotatc an emitting German term Um «mcihtny » t l h a U n l e t foreign N < n * m g He altode*ifrnair% 

f r » * » « u M r ihr h o m m i n f « 4 the R o m a n tame f i * an item, even if «t*ne Volga German *peaker* 
« u \ hj%c U u m n a Ckttaan term for it Haa lK . he c n w u k n a* rcminahle t * * i t m i n * a foreign term 
f i « ««rteihmf « h m ihr %prakrt no Unart ha* a firm gnaap of ihr mniher augur and cannot qutci l ) 
i » « n c «p m iih a name term M an item and %wh%utmr% the more of am heard bumming 

I j B j t « * * a i l t e a * * ait Um taarotving an item refer to a borrrminf mtnch ma\ e\pre%* mcae feeling than 
thr i w u % c * « * d %u*h a% t u * % * * * d v t * ma) rt*«c pwo ic i ) c\prr%* a (<*cigncm m*tmcni h r t a l l > . a 
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related Russian language article about Russian borrowings in Volga German entitled 

•(Iber die russischen Wörter, die von den Wolgadeutschen bis zum Jahre 1876 

entlehnt wurden"* was published by Dinges in 1929. 

Along with August Lonsingen Dinges established the "Arbeitsstelle zur 

Hrforschung der Wolgadeutschen Mundarten" in the early 1920s. At this time. Dinges 

was a professor in the Department of West European Languages and literature at the 

Chcrnyshcvsky University in Saratov. While in Saratov, Dinges made many field 

trips into the Volga German villages during the early 1920s, collecting data for the 

creation of an atlas of the Volga German dialects similar to the Deutscher 

Sorachtatlas He used the Wenker sentences and questionnaires he developed 

himself to gather information for his "Wolgadeutscher Sprachatlas" and other 

research projects. Altogether over 1000 samples of Volga German dialects were 

gathered from villages in the southern Volga region.6 

Dinges made another important contribution to the study of the Volga (ierman 

dialects. He began to study the Volga (ierman dialects syncbrontcally. studying the 

phenomenon of dialect mining He initiated the comparative study of the differences 

between the dialects of mother colonies and daughter colonies in the Volga region. 

He began to analyse which dialect features predominated in towns where several 

dialects competed* a typical situation in the daughter colonies. This was only possible 

because records were available at that time about the towns of origin of many of the 

residents in the various Volga German towns. Dinges and others were able to analyze 

tfcaJU? may find ihr l<*eiff) Umfmgt ft**c rk«|urot than ihc noli* c dialect and Uwvnpi *«<dk are 
t * *n«»cd ti» cmhrlliUi the diakct 
* U t t r u f t ttaft%L»ii<tft% f t * K u w a i t title* aft p r m n f c d by B e t e n d a m i Jkdift ( I W I » 
'* c % <4 i h r ifurO!t«ta«fe% and m c a t v t i «lala and tnuncnpt io f t t aic arctmeU at i h r I jnpcU B r a n c h «4 
the Sasai«* Suie K c f p H 4 i a l Arrttoet. m arc map» Un the *Wc4|adcuUchcf Sprachat la* * See B c r c n d 
and Jcdif l i w i i 
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the competition among primary and secondary characteristics of mother colony 

dialects tn the daughter colonies. 

Dinges was able to collect and publish data until 1929. a year before deportation 

from his Volga German homeland. Although his ambitious goat of a Volga German 

Sprat haiku was never realized, he did publish several articles and a map which today 

provide valuable information about the Volga German dialects in the 1920s. One 

article, "Uber unsere Mundarten." written in 1923, was intended to convince the 

Volga Germans of the worth and stature of their dialects in comparison to literary 

Standard German.7 It did so by drawing connections between the dialect areas of the 

old homeland and the dialects along the Volga, thus showing that the spoken German 

of the Volga Germans was not a corruption of literary Standard German. He also 

published a companion map to this article which graphically illustrates major German 

homeland dialect characteristics found in the Volga German towns. This map 

remains a valuable research tool. 

Two students under Georg Dinges published works about the Volga German 

dialects following his departure from the university and the Volga region. Franz 

Schiller d i d mote research on foreign borrowings in the Volga German dialects which 

resulted in his article "Uber den Einfluß des Krieges und der Revolution auf die 

Sprache der Wolgadeutschen." published in 1929. When Dinges was forced to leave 

Saratov, he turned over much of bis research materials to his former student, Andreas 

Dulson. Dulson had become a close associate of Dinges and helped organize the 

large quantity of data involved in the "Wolgadeutscher Sprachatlas." Dulson 

published a short article in 1933 entitled "Einige lautliche Eigentümlichkeiten der 

W o l g a d e u t s c h e n Mundarten." He published this article as a teaching aid for those 

Sec V tv*h t l<*Ui fur * curmN anal)*»« of ti»« article 
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leaching literary (ierman and Russian lo the speakers of Volga German dialects. His 

article provided an extensive phonological description of the dialects, designed to 

help teachers overcome the problem of dealing with the pronunciation peculiarities of 

the dialect speakers. 

Meanwhile in 1 Leningrad. Schirmunski was establishing his reputation as a linguist 

working with Russian German dialects. Best known outside Russia for his 

Nemetskava Dialektolomva I956(transl. Deutsche Mundartkunde 1962). 

Schirmunski wrote two general articles about the Russian German dialects prior to the 

Second World War. In one of these articles. "Sprachgeschichte und 

Siedlungsmundarten." written in 1930. Schirmunski draws from Dinges's research on 

Volga German dialects. 

The deportation of the Volga Germans between the 1920s and the 1940s spelled 

the end of intensive research on Volga German dialects. The great Volga German 

speech island ceased to exist. Today, the Volga Germans in Russia are spread 

throughout Kazakhstan. Tadshikstan. Siberia and other republics of the former Soviet 

Union, with few traces remaining of their nearly 180 years along the Volga.8 

The Volga Germans who emigrated to the United States one hundred years after 

settling along the Volga began to catch the attention of scholars in Kansas within a 

generation after resettlement in that stale. Three works were written prior to World 

War I which mention the Volga German dialects. One work, written by William H. 

('smith in 1893 entitled "Foreign Settlements in Kansas." only mentions that there 

were communities of (ierman* from Russia located in H I is County. Kansas, and other 

counties in the state who still used German in the churches and in the schools as of 

1891 

* l\m W««ld W « II «fcalect f e n - a n t ! in R U M U «kalt M a laryr deptx «Hh dialcvt miunp in ihr 
J r f * « t « i « < n w i i l r m m i « r « * Srr Hc-trod M Ü Jcdif ( l<*»l i 
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An excellent *tud> by Rev. Francis S. 1 jsing. a Capuchin monk in Ellis County. 

Kansas, relates the settlement history and cultural practices among the Volga German 

towns in Ellis County. His article. "German-Russian Settlements in Ellis County. 

Kansas." written in 1910. also confirms the use of German in the home, school and 

church at that time. Furthermore, his article mentions some of the Russian lexical 

borrowings in use among the Volga Germans in Kansas. 

In Russell County. Kansas, directly east of Ellis County. J. C. Ruppenthal. a 

district judge, also wrote a very detailed article about the settlement of the Germans in 

Kansas, including names of settlements and German language newspapers. His 

article. "The German Element in Central Kansas." published in 1913-14. concentrates 

mainly, but not exclusively on the Russian Germans in central Kansas. He names the 

Russian settlements from which the immigrants originated and also lists Russian 

vocabulary still in use at the lime by the German speaking settlers. A similar list of 

Russian borrowings used by the Volga Germans in Kansas was submitted by 

Ruppenthal to the American Dialect Society. This list was published in 1914 under 

the title "Russian Words in Kansas* 

World Wars I and II interrupted scholarly study of the German dialects in Kansas. 

It was not until 1946 that a Catholic sister. Mary Eloise Johannes, published her 

dissertation "A Study of the Russian-German Settlements in Ellis County. Kansas." 

In this dissertation, she describes, among other things, the use of German and English 

in the Flits County schools and the effects of Russian and English on the German 

dialects. She provide* example* of Russian and English loanwords and speculates on 

how the Russian loans may have entered the language. She also briefly defines the 

differences in vowel pronunciation of the various Volga German dialects in Ellis 

County 
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M Erancesca Keller, another Catholic titter, wrote a master's thesis in 1956 

entitled "A Study of St Anthonys Parish. Schoenchen. Kansas. 1877.1956." In this 

thesis, she briefly touches on the (ierman dialects of Ellis County and provides some 

more examples of English words Ottering into the dialect. 

The period between World Wan I and II was a time of high decline in the 

transmission of the dialect to the younger generation, due in part to extreme 

persecution of German ethnic groups. It was not until 1962 that notice was served 

that the use of foreign languages tn Kansas was in decline. Foreign Language Units 

of Kansas, by J. Neale Carman, describes the extent of use and decline of all non-

English languages in the counties of the slate. An important aspect of the work is the 

eMahltshment of a "critical year" for each settlement founded by non-English 

speakers This designates an approximate year "in which a community ceased to use 

(lang (foreign language| habitually in the majority of homes where there were 

growing children" f Carman 1962. 2). In effect. Carman draws attention to the 

impending death of the una-English speech islands in Kansas. He also provides a 

great service by identifying areas of great potential for the gathering of language data 

for people interested in studying foreign language speech islands. This work gave 

birth to tenon* study by linguists of the Volga German dialects in Kansas from the 

1970s to the present. 

The centennial of the establishment of the Volga German settlements in Kansas 

awakened renewed interest in the history of the Volga German language and culture. 

Books and articles were written by descendants of the original settlers in an effort to 

reinsull a sense of worth in the Kansas Volga Germans.9 Scholars were once again 

i J Tfvpfet ami Drci l iaf f a l io trfl ihr tnah ol ihr V o l p Gcf iMft* a tale in R i i w a . cm ihr »«> 
ii* A tarne* , and d a n n * Um* Um century tn Kaatas. snacipMr ihr «aakenutf cultural «»arene** and 
«ctl «<«th t 4 tfcr V«tf j a C k r u i M * a t t * h ci iaui i t fc* to the ornteftmal cclcbratu** uf ihr f iwuiinft i 4 ihr 
V i 4 § » Ckfatan ctmmumtic» is central Kansas ten >car* Islet The centennial itself s a cckrbr.tted tn 
v t k c m h r t i Katwa» ta fmsx thrtioph ihr puhitcatiua < 4 Werth C I W ) . mhtch thfwfth ptct t im and i r \ i 
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drawn to central Kama* to investigate the re-emerging culture.10 It was at this point 

that Itngums began to seriously study the Volga German dialects in Kansas. 

In the mid 1970s, two articles were written about the Volga German dialects in 

Hit* County. Kansas. Gilbert (1976). drawing heavily from Carman, provides some 

vocabulary data showcasing some differences between Standard German usage and 

dialect usage among the Volga German towns in Ellis County. He also mentions a 

few of the differences among the dialects with regard to vocabulary, morphology and 

sentence word order in his article. Interestingly. Gilbert also compares 

characteristics of the Kansas Volga German dialects with Texas German and 

f¥nnsy Ivama German. He also claims a Southwest German origin for the Volga 

(•ermaa dialects in Hits County. 

Denning (1977) in turn relies heavily on Gilbert in introducing the research goals 

in his article. His article does provide much more data than Gilbert with regard to 

vocabulary and grammar collected from speaker! in Victoria and Emmeram, both in 

Mlis County, as well as in Odin (Odin Austrian German from Moravia), located in 

neighboring Barton County. Drawing from Gilbert« Denning compares the Volga 

Gemtan dialect characteristics with those of Texas German speakers and 

tVnnsylvama German dialect groups. He also agrees with Gilbert's conclusion about 

ihi%mmic* t!»r f<***fcag «4 .Vhnr**hm and e t «inrett the modern general*m* * H h their immigrant 
ancetfc«% 

D m l t n g f I M o t h e r centra***! publication, chronicle* the estabttthmcnt of the Volga German 
«rtUcmrm« in Ul i» and Roth oajnoe» He ac tno* ledge* ljun$ ( | U W ) as « prtman tourer (or hit 
t a t * * * * * * material a* mti l m Overling 1 t h e golden jubilee piiMicauon celebrating the S * h 
aftni%ef%«r> *4 tctucmcnt 

, r i Saul 1Hi74i rtpfcae* ihr rcaanat f«* the V«4ga German immigration to Kama* and teilt at*mi the 
effort of immigrant agent* to attract the teiltet* to Kama* 

K*4*m!a*v i i*/*s l*at i ivMfrj. * * * * * * ihr V«4gs» German* fnan an a n i h r t i p i 4 o g K a J perspective, 
analysing armaig **hrt Unrig* thr adaptatitai i4 die Volga Gennant to the Great Plaint and the 
i m r r a c t N a i arming ft* inhabitant* of the t artout tomtit He teilt of tome t u n it ing Rtmian lexical 
i i c m » fiajnd aft* at g the Volga Cktmam He al**» mcnuon* tome «4 the affiliation characirn*tic* 
armaig the %artout V«4ga German %illagrt in Kama* noting thai lettdetii* i4 one l i m n ha%e 
unftanmng n * tnamr* for nmdrat* of af»4brt \ c i he doet not mention an* of the dialect difference* 
annaig ihr % il lagrt 
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• «outhwest (ierman origin for Ine dialects, keying incorrectly in on Swabia as the 

likely homeland, as does Gilbert.11 

AIbrecht (1979» relies heavily on research done by I -sing. Ruppenthal and 

Carman in his study of German speech communities in Kansas. He deplores the 

'phonetische Korruption* (1979.165)'* among the Volga German speakers, basing his 

judgment primarily on information collected sixty-four years earlier by Ruppenthal 

(1913-14). He also mentions as a source a one paragraph anecdotal article. Sacket! 

(1960). which is based on second-hand information told to the author by a student. 

Samples of Volga German dialects in Ellis and Rush counties were finally 

systematically collected in the early 1980s, soon after the arrival of William Keel at 

the University of Kansas. With the help of grant funding from the University of 

Kan«as. Keel was able to undertake the collection of Wenker sentences and words 

from the Deutscher Wprtatlas for all the Volga German communities in Bus and 

Rush counties He and his students were able to collect approximately fifty hours of 

dtalcct interviews. These data were the basis for one master's thesis (Shire.1981). two 

research papers. (Wronger. 1985 and Johnson. 1985). and a number of articles 

written by Keel 

Shire* 1981 thesis is a study of one specific Volga German dialect in Ellis 

( mint) She investigates the sound system of Kathennenstadter Deutsch, spoken in 

( «throne. Kansas. She provides a current as well as a historical analysis of the 

phonoloftcal tytfem of this dialect. 

Keel (19811 pros ides an introduction to the six dialect divisions of Volga 

(ierman in Hit* and Rush counties. He also attempts to determine the German 

homctand for the Volga German dialect in Schoenchen. Kansas. By the use of 

11 < HAPM 1 UM « ****** <4 <ar Ckrnun huncUod <4 THE Scbumchrn d u k e ! 
1 - ( « r t M n u H i .ft < i * t f N * > « « * « iOi Modem .Swadwd German 
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traditional (ierman dialect iaoglosses. Keel comes to the conclusion that Schoenchen 

German exhibits many characteristics common to the area in and southwest of 

Frankfurt. He expresses surprise that, despite the potential for extreme dialect mixing 

following migrations from Germany to Russia and then to America, such strong 

characteristics of a localized German homeland dialect are still exhibited. 

Keel (1982) then enlarges the scope of the search for linguistic homelands for all 

the Volga German dialects in Kansas. Keel describes this "Heimalbestimmung" not 

as an attempt to determine the point of German origin for the dialects, but rather as "a 

linguistic description of the Ellis County dialects in terms of the characteristics which 

distinguish the West Germanic dialects" (1982.98). In this article he concludes that 

along with the Schoenchen dialect, the dialects of the towns of Munjor. Pfeifer and 

I jebenthal all show strong affinities to South Hessian. Herzog dialect, (spoken in 

Victoria. Kansas) is categorized as West Palatine and the dialect of Catharine is 

described as descended from a West Middle German Stadl murukin. similar to its 

namesake on the Volga. 

Schach (1984) also treats, among other things, the Volga German Herzog dialect 

spoken in Victoria. Kansas. He takes exception to the assignment of the dialect by 

Keel to the dialects of the western Palatinate, claiming equally good arguments can be 

made for classifying Herzog German as Hessian, along with the majority of the other 

Volga (ierman dialects in Ellis County. Kansas. 

Keel (1989) is a study of the verb morphology of Herzog dialect, spoken in 

Victoria. This article is the first attempt to begin to create an "Ortsgrammatik" for an 

individual Volga German dialect in Kansas. In this article he describes the verb 

system as being very consistent with the system found in the Rhenish Franconian 

dialect region of Germany. There is also first mention in this article of the desire to 

create a Sprachatlas for the Volga (ierman dialects. 

I I 



In ine 198* volume Sprachatlanten de» Deutschen edited by Werner H. Veith and 

Wolfgang Puttchke. Keel introduces the "Sprachatlas der Wolgadeutschen Mundarten 

in Kansas." as a work in prog rest 

The work of Keel and others has not gone unnoticed by dialectologists in 

(iermany Vctth 11989) relies on the evidence provided by German language speech 

islands, one of those being Ellis County Volga German, as the basis for his claims 

regarding the age of a particular realization of |c| in certain dialects of the German 

homeland 1 1 

Volga (ierman dialects in Nebraska have also been the focus of study by Paul 

Schach Schach < 1983) provides information about the Balzer dialect, spoken in 

Uncotn. Nebraska.14 He chose this dialect because of the good fortune that the 

origins of the original settlers on the Volga could be traced with reasonable certainty 

to the region in and around Büdingen. Germany. Based on his observations about the 

lack of central Hessian features in Balzer German, he speculates the dialect is based 

on a Volga f m««viff »«/*<* ne. which developed in the Volga region prior to 

emigration and which had many Rhine hranconian features. He also describes 

btdialectal language activity among the Balzer speakers by virtue of their use of 

linguistic registers in various speech situations.15 

The Volga Germans in Colorado also received some attention in the 1986 article 

by Klaus D. Hoffmann. His article is a discussion of the gradual decline of the use of 

mainly Volga (ierman in towns situated on the Colorado plains east of the Rockies. 

' * S f r o f wal l ) V n m dnevmr* ihr Unliing « I Kl * * Ii I •» central German) He aar» Vntpj German 
o MMMisc. a . « r l i a* <4hr< dwax i o Kamee lacking ilu» acrurrnce. to determine thai ihr «w«u» i / a i i . «i 
had a« hrt««nr atdrt faead atlet I h n e «prakc» left ihr German htaneland U* Ruttta in the tele 
eighteenth ccttur) 
«•» The i n f i e m a M * immigrated k* \ e h n w U aller Wrnld War I and were educated in b u h Standard 
( ierman and R o m a n 
• * I k t e f e r * h > U i r w h a f a m t i c le fwama* le%cH Hedescribe*ihr H M » I O c U in u*cam.«ig the dialed 
Hvaket * a» l . t k w « * ( J n r •% w e d Urn caaaal eumervaonn among tbemarhev ihr .-her Un tinging 
trading akaal. M l l < * «fwafcing a» b a m t i » . » m i r u d m h ie m ) w M * i I M i 
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where many Russian Germans sealed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. No specific information is provided about any one Colorado Volga 

German dialect. 

Scholars have also been drawn to the Volga German settlement areas in Argentina 

and Brasil. As in the United States. Volga German culture in the South American 

settlement areas has received the most attention, the dialects being described mostly 

as one manifestation of the culture. 

Thomas Kopp, a German schoolteacher from Hamburg, first worked among the 

Volga Germans in the Entre Rios region of Argentina. His early encounters with the 

Volga Germans resulted in his 1957 article 'Deutsche Muttersprache in der Pampa 

Argentiniens/ In this very unscientific article he speaks of the colloquial speech 

(Koloniesprache) as a mixture of mainly Rhenish Franconian dialects. He also 

comments on the incursion of Spanish and Russian words into the speech of the 

Volga Germans •* 

Kopp"* travelogue style in his 1957 article gives way to a much more scholarly 

approach toward the Volga German dialects in his 1979 book Wolgadeutsche siedeln 

\m tflffltiniWhfft Z ^ t l ^ ^ f W ? ^ Although he claims there arc no phonetic 

characteristics separating the dialects of the various towns in Entre Rios. he is able to 

cast some light on some of the residual dialect characteristics of original settlers 

which still stand out in the town of Marienthal, a town settled by speakers of six 

different Volga German dialects in Russia. In this discussion be does bring out some 

of the phonological differences among the dialects. Kopp relies bevily on Dinges 

(1911) in discussing the problem of determining the "UfteimaT for the Argentinian 

"* In h i * . m n m a d * * & * t e ! »Icht fc*l die t iaupttpr*. he der Pamoate**ti%iro i*t f * v h die dcu t *h r 
WKT »Hei in einen K i * heran* Rimmm anfettreut und. *» jriN e* auch hier in der Spracht dunkle 
Punkte* (mi 
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Volga German dialects. As a part of this discussion. Kopp provides a useful analysis 

of Volga German dialects in Russia. He comes to the conclusion that no firm 

information about a particular place of origin for the speech of a German community 

in Argentina can be derived through analysis of a dialect alone, due to factors such as 

prestige, which influence which dialect might prevail in a community where there is 

dialect mixture. He also provides more information about the influences of Russian 

and Spanish on the dialects in his book. 

Graefe (1971) is a description of the Volga German culture in Argentina. She 

devotes one section of her book to the dialects. She dwells mainly on German 

language lexical characteristics of the dialects, but does provide some useful 

examples of Russian and Spanish loans found in the dialects. 

Fausel (1959) provides a list of Portuguese loanwords found in the colonial 

German in Brazil. Among the towns from which he culled his list he mentions Santa 

( atarina. a Volga German colony. The majority of the list is derived, however, from 

the largest colonial dialect. Hunsrucktsch. brought over by immigrants from Germany 

in the 1820s and 1830s. 
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Chapter 2 

Schoenchen: A Short History and Current Population Statistics 

Schoenchen. Kansas, is located 11 

miles south of Hays in Ellis County. It 

KANSAS 
central Kansas, eventually feeding into 

is located on the banks of the Smoky 

Hill River, which stretches across 

the Kansas River. Surrounding the 

town are farms, which derive their 

income from raising wheat and other 

Ellis County crops, ranching, some oil drilling and 

sand extraction. The landscape is 

characteristic of the high plains, mainly flat, but hilly in the areas near the rivers. The 

geology of the area is dominated by the remnants of a former great inland sea. 

Beneath the topsoil lie sand and limestone deposits, very important in the construction 

of many of the enduring buildings in the area. Oil deposits have also provided 

sources of income for many of the farmers in the region. 

After the Civil War. the Great Plains of the United States were opened up for 

settlement, primarily due to the construction of the railroads. In an effort to settle the 

areas surrounding the railroad lines.1 the major rail lines advertised heavily for 

homesteaders to settle the plains. Word of the availability of large tracts of land made 

it to immigration agents, who made a major effort to attract foreign immigrants 

seeking new opportunities. In Kansas, the Kansas Pacific and the Atchison. Topeka 

1 In Kama* , ihr nulmad« * c r t granted right* to land 20 mile* cither «de of ihr track* See Saul 
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& Santa Fe railroad companies played major roles in attracting Russian Germans to 

Kansas.2 with the Kansas P^ific* reaching Hlis County. 

In the southern Volga region, conditions which had first attracted the original 

settlers from Germany to Russia had vastly changed.4 Due to population growth, 

there was not much land left to support the large population. The Volga German 

villages grew to be very large* The inducements for settling the region* offered by 

Catherine the Great on July 22. 1763. had been rescinded a century later by 

Alexander II in 1871. Russification policies began to be implemented in the Volga 

German villages, affecting local self government and military service requirements. 

A few years earlier in 1862. Abraham 1 Jncoln signed the Homestead Act, offering 

160 acres of free land to any immigrant willing to become a United States citizen. 

Brazil. Argentina and Canada also made similar offen. After hearing of the 

opportunities to acquire land overseas, the Volga Germans began to send out scouts to 

find desirable land for relocation. The landscape in central Kansas was reminiscent 

of the Volga steppe, which the immigrant farmers felt compelled to leave. 

Schoenchen. founded in 1877. was the last of the original Catholic Volga German 

villages in Ellis County to be founded by the first major wave of immigrants from 

Russia, litis major immigration period started with scouting expeditions in 1874. 

2 Sec Saul c l«/74 f f<« detail* «bmn the effort* o f THE ralruad* and ihctr «gern« m attract «etiler* m 
Ul i« C ount> and «min Kama* ci»uaue% 
1 N u * the Uftttin Pacific Kailnmd 

4 Sec O icwi fc r C 1^74) for a ix*wpfei*am%e factory uf the Ckni iam tn RUMHL Chapter I describe* the 
inducement* Calhcnnr offered the Gcrmari immigrant* Chapter X I I relate* the rcpudiaii««! tn* 
Catherine'* prt«ni*c* and the re*ulung m i g r a i n « ) of man) Rti***an German* 
* f ^ m J u t j c R u w * tenanted Schiietichrfi m a * f<*tindcd in 1767 According mSiumppi l * m ) . 
S c f e r a h e n had a pi^iulai**! *4 l « m 1772 and t n N 1 2 had grtmn to ha%e a populat*.* IL J . I32 \CV <**RMT*\TMI ( B t t h n m U ) f«-undcd in IHJW a* a daughter c n t a ) for O b c m * * ^ *J (Knmmkiifc) 
had a I M l 2 p r ^ u l a t M m of I.05.V according t » Sailen ( W 4 ) , muh no figure g o en far the fimmdtng >eai 
pi-puiat*** The** imo UM m p n n tded n*o*t «4 the onpnal *ct lkr* «4 Schnenchen Kama* (XNRTTMMUM had a 177? popuUlwtn c4 27Mand g r r * In tn L<*\2. despite «pamiung the daughter 
i«4<*n In fact, all 1<*I 2 p t p u l a i H « figure* * h o * HTM the area continued to g r i m de»f»te the evmJu* c4 
a large number «4 Volga C toman* a generator* earlier in the !K7ik 
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The majority of «etiler» left Russia in 1875 and established villages in Ellis County in 

1876 

KUfe 
County 

HU. 

I I » ) 

N 

I K ) Wa l le t 

V i d n f i a 

Ruth 
County 

Holet 

The Catholic Volga German 
Settlement Area 

The si* original villages, 1 Jebenthal (actually located just south of the Ellis 

County line in Rush County), Catherine. Herzog (now Victoria). Munjor. Pfeifer and 

Schoenchen were named after the villages along the Volga from which their 

respective founders originated. Ironically. Schoenchen was the last village to be 

settled because of a controversy among the settlers in 1 Jebenthal. the first Volga 

German village established in Rush County. 
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Urbenthal was firn settled by three groups of immigrants from Russia. The first 

group left Saratov in 1875. and included people from Ncu-Obcrmonjou.* About six 

months after the establishment of liebenthal in February 1876, a second group 

arrived from Schoenchen. Russia, with a third group arriving from Ncu-Obcrmonjou, 

Russia a month later.7 

These early settlers began to pursue plans to move liebenthal to a more suitable 

location on higher ground with a good water supply. Some settlers built dwellings on 

lots at the new location. The new location was« however, zoned as school land. Due 

to lack of funds, the settlers were unable to purchase the title on the land in order to 

build a church. Meanwhile, another settler had donated four acres of land to the 

Catholic diocese for a church within the bounds of the original town, making the 

move to a new location impractical. The settlers who had begun settling the new 

location abandoned the buildings they had erected on the unpurchased lots and 

decided to move farther north to the banks of the Smoky Hill River to establish a new 

village.11 

Of the three groups mentioned above who arrived in liebenthal in 1875 and 1876. 

those in the first group who were from Neu-Obermonjou. the majority of those in the 

second group who came from Schoenchen. and most of the third group, also from 

f a The k m ft 14 C J t i r t n * w i j t m i Ruaua. <4 « h a h Neu Oheomaijtiu * a * a daughter colon). * a* named 
aller Maf ia CJNndr Mnnjiaj. an immigrant agent 
" Sec l * i n g (l«i|<»i f<* the name* of the <*tgsna! «eitlen of the tanou* Volga German \ illagc* in FJIi* 
and RifO) aajntte*. a* » c l ! a* the name* of the *hip* * hich earned them a c n m the Atlantic Th i * 
ifUtwmation can aJ*t> he found in Pierling t IM76) and Werth t mith the deacendant generaucat* of 
the original «etiler* al*o li«*ed 
* A c c i a d i n g m Toepfcr and fretting* t jcbenthal mas «ctüed b> people from the Rusuan torn n* i4 
I jchenthaJ Schönchen Graf. Maocnhurg and Neu Gfaermonjou The) describe the cau*e* leading i n 
ihr again in the U4Umm$ a t ) T h i * ma* the on!) *eitlemeni in wluch major group* fnan diffcreni 
Vi4ga umm toed toewlaMiah thrm*e!*e* in America in a nem cr4ony Th i * natural enmit) a* «teil a* a 
d o M i g r e e m e n i o* er the um n *iie led m the emiahli*hmeni of Schicnchen on the *ne u pre*enU) c*xuf»c% 
in the head t4 the Sn*a\ ) Hil l m e t in B i t * count) * (1^*6.167) 
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Neu Obertnonjou. moved to the new location which was to become Schoenchen, 

Kansas. 

The next issue of controversy dealing with the founding of Schoenchen involved 

naming the village. The town was first called St. Anthony. f> named for the patron 

saint of the Catholic church in Neu-Obermonjou. Russia, the town of origin of 

approximately half of the new settlers. The town name also appears in 1882 records 

as San Antonio. The Schoenchen residents who emigrated from Schoenchen. Russia, 

did not like the name San Antonio for the village, preferring the name of their former 

town on the Volga. The final compromise was to name the village Schoenchen, but 

the church St. Anthony, thus appeasing all the settlers of the young town. By 1885 

the name Schoenchen (Schoengen) appears. 

The new community started out with approximately 200 residents.10 The 

population appears to have remained at or above this number until 1940. No actual 

population figures for the town are officially recorded until the census of 1940, the 

population for that year being 259. The figure for the 1950 census, 170, provides 

the first evidence for a decline in population. By 1970 the population dipped even 

further to 162. according to census records. The 1990 census lists the population of 

Schoenchen as 128. 1 1 

The 1990 population is divided among 48 households, making the average 

number of persons per household 2.67. The average family size for Schoenchen is 

1 1 The umn »a» a i m Mum n few • «tfc«i time a» Tyncf. alter the Finn AwtMant Rwtmasier General. 
Jame* N U n c i * h o prmided hi* name lew the first pewt office in the umn in UM> 

1 ( 1 Tht t figure mas reported tn the fu%t ptmmaster lor St Anthem). George Gt*uchalk (Worth 

1 1 The papulation i4 Uaduait T tmmhtp . that area including and immediate!) «unuunding 
Schiwnchen. d i e * nut dttpla) the %aroe trend toward population decline The l « * ö cemu% «htrncd it* 
p l i a n t * * tit he 57M The l<*50 ccmu* repotted 636 residente in the t tmmhip and the I W O cemtt* 
rcpiaied The 1 w o ccmu* Im» the pupulatnai lor Uiokout T i m m h i p at » 4 
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3.11. 1 2 The median age for Schoenchen residents is 37.1. The age breakdown for 

Schoenchen is as follows: 1 3 

Ar Number of Residents 
5 and under 6 

94 
88 
2 

16 yean and older 
18 yean and older 

18 to 20 yean 
21 24 yean 

25 to 44 yean 
45 to 54 yean 
55 to 59 yean 
60 to 64 yean 

38 
13 
5 
6 
23 
10 
3 

65 yean and older 
75 yean and older 
85 yean and older 

The table can be broken down into larger age categories. The population of the 

17 yean old and younger group is 40. For the category 18 yean old to 44 the 

population is 41. The group from age 45 to 64 numbers 24. The population of those 

65 and over numben 23. It is primarily from the last two groups that competent 

speaken of Schoenchen German can be found. These are the people born before the 

critical year 1945 established by Carman (1962. 133) for Schoenchen. 

I - h * U«oi«IUI T imiWi ip the « t c o L f t e household use i t 2 75 and ihr average famil) * i /c i* 3 15 
I I The median age for Un*tnn Tcmmhip i* 36 2 The break***»n of age* i* 5 and under, .17. 16 
>ear% and i4der. 3 W . |H >ear% and older. W\. IM m 2f» year*. I * . 21 to 24 >car%. 12. 25 io 44 >earv 
157 .45 m 54 yvmn. 53. 55 lo 5W >carv 2 3 . 6 0 i o 6 4 >carv 3 8 . 6 5 >ear% and older. 7V 75 >car* and 
•4der. 33. K5 >can and oklet. 6 



Chapier3 

The Methodology for Dialect Interviews and Transcriptions 

The "Omgrammatik" lo be presented in Chapter 4 is designed to provide a 

permanent record of the main features of the Schoenchen dialect as well as to provide 

data for scholars interested in German dialectology. Volga German foreign language 

speech islands, and German dialects in the United States. To this end. the dialect 

interviews were designed to collect data for comparison with the work carried out on 

(ierman dialects in Germany by Georg Wenker and his followers in the last quarter of 

the nineteenth century, the research conducted in the 1920s in Russia by Georg 

Dinges, as well as research conducted in the United States by Lester W. J. Seifert. 

William Keel and others.1 

The determination of fluency was not a critical factor in designing the interviews, 

due to the limitations of the dialect informants. The Schoenchen dialect is on the 

verge of extinction. One symptom of this is the paucity of highly fluent informants. 

There are very few left who can converse easily in the dialect on a variety of topics. 

Most informants speak from recollection, not constant, continual usage. The 

language lives on in childhood memories, but English is the primary language at 

home and outside the home. The informants can be mostly classified as what Dorian 

1 M a n ) «|ue*t*«triaf re* mere *%W\MC a* ref creme* for the JCUPT «f the mien used for thi* *tud> 
.Nome «4 I h n e que*t*wiaire* mere designed to gather actual dialect data. B u m German). these 
include the 4i i Weaker *entcme* published in Mi t /ka (1*52. 13-14) Volume 20 of the Pratochcr 
w 1 T f l Ü k t »tutt t appeared in IV73, prmtdc* a litt of the 200 item* used in creating the dialect map» 
found in the alia* I torn the United Stale*, the unpuNi*hed Seifen QuesUiwinaire (l<*46) ma* u*ed 
Other V S qucMnmruire* a w u l i e d include Kuralh ( I W . I49-5B). Haugen ( I W . 645 53) and 
Gilbert ( l«J72.4 5) Berend and iedig V*<Stf) puMi*hed the que*tionnairc* used BY Dinge* in 
Ru**ia in die l«2 fh These quetiwinnairr* mere also comulied for thi* stud* 

An unpuNi*hed que%ti<*tnaire designed by Kurl Rein for the *tud> «4 German immigrant* INM 
H m i * ina and ***c designed BY Phillip Webber for Amana German mere consulted for question* meant 
n» %*4icit data at**Jt the frequent) of dialed use a* met I as determining the <xxa»iort* m hen a «peaket 
mouW MTMI (rroucnth «peak Schoenchen German rather than EnglitJi These data are di*cu**cd in 
Chapter ft 
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refers to as "semi-speakers" (1977.24), in that they can make themselves understood 

in Vmm*n. but feel more at home in English. 

Several were capable, however, of extended conversation in the Schoenchen 

dialed on a variety of subjects, so long as conversation avoided matters dealing with 

modem technology, the moat obvious trigger for code-switching to English. 

Informants selected for inclusion in this study were more than capable of providing 

the necessary data for comparison with prior dialect research carried out in Germany. 

Russia and the United States. 

The bilingual capabilities of the informants did play an important role in the 

dialect interviews. Translation exercises were employed with English cues being 

rendered into German dialect equivalents. Conversations were also bilingual. 

Questions were posed to the informants in English, with the responses in German 

dialect. There was very little concern among informants about the correctness of the 

German spoken, since Standard German was not employed.2 Few had difficulty 

dealing with bilingual interaction, since it has been a fact of life for all involved for 

most of their lives. 

The basic interview 1 consisted of four distinct exercises and was designed to last 

ninety minutes to two hours. 4 All informants were first given the forty Wenker 

sentences in English (Appendix I ) 5 and were asked to translate them into German. 

The next translation exercise involved providing the German equivalent for as many 

items as possible from the two hundred item list from the Deutscher Wortatlas, also 

translated into English (Appendix I). The third exercise involved describing three 

2 D ia led inftwmant* are aware of dir "High German* once med b> pnest* and teacher* 
1 A« mod in the I W | Wmm%wm% 

4 l ie**u*e ot time restraint* wane inter* ie%%% had to he *hortcned< * h i c h u*uall> meani reducing the 
number ttf item* W a i t e d from the P W A 
* The appendix g n e * the «wiginaJ German «enience muh the English equivalent u*ed f t* the in terne* 
The informant* neither «a» ma heard the laiginal German model* 
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pictures depicting rural life (Appendix I). The final step in the basic interview 

consisted in asking the informant to relate an anecdote in German or asking the 

informant assorted questions in English and requesting replies in German. Topics 

included such things as describing the first day at school, the depression and dust 

bowl years, the wedding day. or questions about the family. A critical factor in 

choosing conversation topics was to attempt to have the informants recall events prior 

to the 1950s, when English began to make major encroachments into the life of the 

Schoenchen German speakers, due to the increasing access to radio and television and 

the necessity of using English terminology for all the new appliances and electronic 

devices. 

The Wenker sentences were utilized because they have been used by German 

dialectologists since 1876 for the determination of dialect isoglosses in Germany. 

They provide comparison data for determining a possible German place of origin for 

the Schoenchen dialect. Although the sentences could be criticized as being 

provincial or outdated for the study of modem German dialects, they have proven 

themselves to be very practical for translation exercises involving informants born 

into a rural environment. All the informants for this study were easily able to 

translate the sentences into the Schoenchen dialect. Informants also found the 

translation of the Wenker sentences very entertaining. 

Another possible weakness of Wenker sentences for comparative dialect study 

evolves from their original use as a tool for an indirect method of dialect data 

acquisition. Wenker originally sent out the sentences to schoolteachers throughout 

central Germany and asked them to transcribe the sentences into what the 

schoolteachers felt was an accurate rendering of the dialect in their immediate 

vicinity. These transcriptions were then returned to Wenkcr for analysis. There was 

no training of the schoolteachers in transcription and inconsistencies were apparent 
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when questionnaires were returned." Over the years, however, as linguists trained i n 

phonetic transcription began to take over the task of gathering the dialect data, the 

reliability of the transcriptions improved. There is no reason to think that 

transcriptions of Wenker sentences provided by trained linguists like von Unwerth 

and Dinges are not accurate and reliable for comparison with data collected in the 

I9H0* and 1990s, even considering the minor differences in transcription systems. 

Comparisons of this son are critical for analyses of the similarities and changes in 

dialects over space and time. The Wenker sentences are indispensable for this type of 

analysts, since so many transcriptions of the sentences have been made over the last 

century. 

Another weakness of the Wenker sentences concerns their utility for syntactic 

analysis. The sentence structure of an informant's response may be influenced by the 

sentence structure of the model sentence, regardless of whether the model is provided 

in (ierman or English ~ The response may not reflect how the informant might 

construct a sentence in natural speech. Because of this weakness, the Wenker 

sentences are utilized only to a small extent in the discussion of syntax in the 

grammar. 

The reason for collecting the two hundred items from the Deutscher Wortatlas 

(DWA) was to have more data for drawing some clues about the possible place of 

origin of the dialect in the German homeland. The ability of the informants in Kansas 

to give a German equivalent for all two hundred items proved to be impossible. 

H W a i t e r mxmmcndcd thai teacher* use the .Standard German * n u n g «>«icm for svnting the 
transcriptase See Setiirmunski < !«*>2 . I tHB) lor a good men iem of Wenker4« methodology and the 
m u l l i n g im.itmi%1em.ie« in transcript)*** Schirmunski then gne* his opinion uf the indirect method 
i4 dia led research * ln Wirklichkeit ist es l iar , daß durch die Anzahl der tun Laien ohne Kcnntiu« der 
pm wtctischen Transknptmn ausgefüllten Fragcbngm «he Genauigkeit ihrer Antworten nicht erhöht 
mod* <l<**2 v i ) 
7 llosteser. an interesting study tn Maurer (IV2*S) of the *uwd order of the subordinate clause in 
Weaker sentence 24 (Appendix I ) could art hate been svntten. if the Standard German model indeed 
influenced the dialect rcaJi/at**i« * huh mere produced 

24 
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Many of the plant life terms asked for in the German model arc not native to the 

steppes of Russia or the Great Rains of Kansas, such as primrose or cranberry. 

Informants were unable to provide these terms. Other terms lost from the German 

dialed in Schoenchen throughout the years involve occupations such as tinsmith and 

barrel maker, or an obscure item such as a barrel hoop.8 Aside from this fact, and the 

fad that some terms were forgotten by some and remembered by others, many of the 

most common terms from the DWA charted in the dtv Atlas zur deutschen Sprache 

could be successfully collected. 

The last two exercises in the initial interview were designed to gather Schoenchen 

dialed in a free speech environment. First, informants were asked to describe three 

picture* of rural settings. They could talk about the landscape and buildings, the sky 

and weather, the seasons, and about the animal life depicted in the pictures. None of 

the ptdurcs proved difficult for the informants, and in fad. the exercise was 

surprising in that it provided an excellent way to get some informants to use 

subjutidivc verb forms. 9 

To complete the initial interview, some informants took part in a simple question 

and answer session. This exercise was intended to colled examples of conversational 

dialed. Other informants, however, chose to recite anecdotes and jokes in 

Schoenchen dialed. These had been memorized earlier, but were useful in 

determining the sound system of the dialed in extended discourse. Three versions of 

the same joke were recorded from the same informant over a ten-year period, each 

version differing slightly from the others with regard to vocabulary chosen. This is a 

rr fled ion of this informant's ability to improvise within the dialed. 

* lnf««mant* mcic. homo er. «hie m pnmide the cqtmalcni for barret 
Informant I dttcimc» in hi* first w i e n i e * , for etample. thai the acene k ink*a* if a hone mere out 

m the pasture and had a ci4t 
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This ability to improvise was critical for determining which informant would 

serve as the principal informant for the detailed description of the grammar, with the 

other informants providing the supporting data. The principal informant would have 

to be the most comfortable and fluent in the dialect in free conversation. Ideally, this 

person would also be able to recite verb paradigms and noun phrases within the 

context of a sentence or in isolation. 

The principal informant (Informant I ) chosen for this study was bom in 1927, a 

grandson of one of the founders of Schoenchen. Kansas. He has worked as a housing 

inspector and has earned income as a farmer and by selling sand from his property. 

He has a high school education, but was never schooled in Standard German. He is 

highly regarded by many German-speaking residents in Ellis County for his ability to 

speak Schoenchen dialect fluently. 

Informant 1 was first recorded in 1981. 1 0 His recording was the basis for the 

seminar paper written by Wasinger in 1985. He was chosen as the principal 

informant for this study based on the quality of this interview, and based on the 

recommendation of a highly regarded expert on Ellis County Volga Germans. 

Lawrence Weigel. 1 1 

Along with the data provided by the principal informant, recordings from another 

three of the eleven Schoenchen speakers interviewed by Shire in 1981 were 

transcribed for this study.12 

1 0 Cmrnatc cop*?* of the l<*il i n te rne* * . oinducte*) b> ll«e Shoe, a* * c l l a* all interview * conducted 
between I W I and | w . t tn the author, are kept at the H a \ Kade Center lor German-American Städte* 
at the Uni%cr*ti> of K a m a * 

1 1 Weigel. aside from hi* evpem*c cat German fotkaung* in El l i* Count) , has published dtvera of 
e**ay% in the EHt*Cotam Star related to the culture of the Volga German* These ©way*, recording* 
of folkatatg*. and other item* contained in the Wetgel Collection are kepi in the Ethnic Heritage 
C<4lccaon in Forsyth Library at Fort Hay* Slate Um%cr*tt) in Hay*. Kama* See Schindler < \mn few 
a NMit tguptn of the complete collection 
•* M a m informant* interviewed b> Shire had difficulty remembering h o * to «peak in German Tbo*c 
c In wen for thi* *tud> from the I W l group had the least difficult) in crumbling the Wenker *enience* 
into Schncnchen dialect 
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Information on these three other 1981 informants: 

Informant I S « Year of Birth 

2 F 1914 
3 M 1912 
4 M 1919 

These three informants were able to provide translations of the Wenker sentences, 

as well as a few items from the DWA. Informant 4 also was able to relate several 

short anecdotes in the dialect, which were transcribed. 

Informant I participated in interviews again in 1991 and 1992. providing a new 

set of Wenker sentence translations as well as a more complete list of the 200 items 

from the DWA than had been collected before in Ellis County. He also participated 

in picture description exercises, recited anecdotes and participated in question and 

answer sessions. He was able to provide verb and noun phrase paradigms in 

notation. In subsequent interviews, he provided a complete translation of the Seifert 

Questionnaire and provided data on Fngtish and Russian loanwords in Schoenchen 

German. 

Information on other 1991 informants: 

Informant f So Vear of Birth 

* F 1932 
6 M 1909 

Informant» S and 6 both provided recordings of the Wenker sentences, with Informant 

6 a I wi providing a »hört anecdote. 

Informant 4. first interviewed in 1981. agreed to be interviewed again in 1993. 

He provided a new set of Wenker sentences as well as picture descriptions, anecdotes, 

free conversation, and some verb and noun paradigms. 

Three other informants were also interviewed in 1993: 
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Informant i Sex Year of Birth 

7 M 1921 
K M 1926 
9 M 1926 

These informants recorded Wcnkcr sentences, described pictures, and participated in 

question and answer exercises. 

All the informants except Informant 9 were educated beyond the eighth grade. 

Informant 6. the oldest informant, was the only one to receive schooling in Standard 

German. 

The family histories of the 9 informants were researched in order to ascertain the 

extent of dialect mixture in the informants' families. The following fable provides 

parental place of birth information as provided by the informants themselves or by 

chapter 22 of Werth (1979, 128 52) ( Russian locations in bold): 

Mother Father 

1 Schoenchen Schoenchen 
2 Schoenchen Schoenchen 
\ ISggilioesMrhMFSi Munjor 
4 Schoenchen Schoenchen 
$ Schoenchen Schoenchen 
to 
•j 

Schoenchen 
Pketaft 

ScimeMckea 
i 
K Schoenchen Prewt 

IVeadft 
<> Schoenchen Munjor 

Informants 1.2.4. and 5 fit in one class in which both parents were born in 

Schoenchen. Kansas. All other informants have at least one parent born in 

Schoenchen. Kansas, or Schoenchen. Russia, except for Informant 7. whose parents 

were both bom in Preuß. Russia, and came to Schoenchen in 1915. All the 

informants grandparents were from Russia except for the paternal grandfather of 

Informant 5. who came from Bucovina. All informants are considered Schoenchen 
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natives, as evidenced by their inclusion in Werth (1979) and their recognition of one 

another as such. 

The transcription system used in this study is based on symbols adopted by the 

International Phonetic Association with one arbitrary modification by the author. n 

Vowels in the dialect are described in terms of position and tense/lax distinctions.14 

Vowel length is not marked, since it is predictable that tense vowels in stressed 

syllables are naturally longer than tense or lax vowels in unstressed syllables.15 

Informants participating in the 199193 interviews were recorded on cassette tape 

using a Realistic VSC-2001, a variable speech control cassette recorder. A small 

external table-top microphone was used during recording sessions. Sessions were 

either held in informants' homes, or at the Forsyth library at Fort Hays State 

University in Hays. Kansas. 

1 1 Pullum and t jmkmm* < !<**») tva* awisulied Un ctanftcalion on specific questions about the use of a 
particular «>mt*4. such as the arbiträr) decision louse | a | lor the lax losver back unrounded % o * d and 
|u | I t * the tense 
1 4 < h.«*ing the tense tax distinct**) * a » dime in accordance %%ith modern comcnuon (or describing 
Standard German and German dialects Dinges, him ex er. stressed the xosxd length distinctit** »hcn 
instructing his fiekfuorket* in transcription Thex sxcte toid to designate u r n el length tn transcribing 
tmucisnsfaiants after the short xosvcf or using tsxotosvel symbols to designate the long unset, if the 
primunctaticm did mn ctsnrcspond to Standard German See Betend and Jedig ( I w i . 5Ki 
1 * See Moulum (1<*>2.62-4) Stress cvsnesponds to Standard German pattern* at both the * twd and 
the sentence lex el 
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Chapter 4 

The Grammatical Description of Schoenchen German 

This chapter presents an 'Ortsgrammatik', or overview of the linguistic structure of 

Schoenchen German. The phonology, morphology and syntax of the Schoenchen 

dialect will be described and analyzed in as complete a manner as the present state of 

the dialect allows. 

Briabiaj Latao- Denial A l t e n a u Pll*t- Palatal Vdur GUniaJ 
Dcntaj Alveolar 

VotidoM P i k 
Viiuod h d 1 
H t o m e * 
V i auric** l % I * x h 
Vetoed V ft / \ v 

Y c a c e l c * * 
«1 Affncat» i* «1 

m n Q 

I j i j u a J 1 

Tn l l f 

A ppn *%i mant J 

The Cnttuinani 9>«lcm<4 ihc Sctmcndten Diatari 
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PWoaofty : Cotmuats • 
Stop* 

IpJ The voiceless bilabial slop is aspirated in word initial position only. In 

word final position, syllable-final position before a following consonant, and in 

consonant clusters, the sound retains its voiceless nature, but with no aspiration in the 

release. It never occurs in intervocalic position. 

word-initial position- /pevnr/ pepper'; /punt/ 'pound'; /[MRTLAR/'pasture' 

word-final position- /blatp/ 'stay!'; FYNAP/ 'Joseph'; /Jtep/ 'steppe' 

clusters- /gipt/ 'give!'; /Jprcrcp/ 'speak (dependent infinitive)' 

AV |b| The voiced bilabial stop occurs mainly in word-initial position. It occurs 

rarely in intervocalic position and never word finally. Clusters containing /b/ and a 

following liquid or resonant occur only syllable initially or word-initially. 

word initial position /bet/ 'bed'; /bcscV "angry*; /htnp/ 'mountains' 

intervocalic position /vM/ "apple* 

clusters- /Mctor/ leaves'; /braoaV "brown* 

A/ |t I The voiceless alveolar stop occurs only occasionally in word-initial 

position, where it is aspirated.2 It most often occurs word finally and in clusters. 

With regard to dusters. A/occurs only as the second element. Intervocalic use of A/ is 

rare. Instead, the voiced fricative AV often occurs in this position. 

word initial position Aocbvaxt/ funeral"; Aanabcm/ "pine trees' 

intervocalic position /vetnr/ "weather" 

1 h * m * in table* are phonemic representation* 
2 There i v howeter %analttai in word irotiaJ p tMiuan aith At/, which occur* much more aanmonh 
One lacua in the phtaiemtc sanation in ««*d-initial N and AV ma> be the wa> data •* collected A 
» i « d ptiamunced in i * « 4 * t » t * i ma> ha*e tm*e cmphast* on the initial cormwiant The word Aoctwaxi/ 
'burial* wa* c t 4 l c * t c * l u * m | the D W A two hundred word hit. while /dot/ 'dead* was collected in the 
vfWitcxt « 4 Wenker Sentence 14 
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word filial position- /bet/ "bed*; /dorjl/ •thirst*; /falsch/ told (past 

participle)*: /hont/ dog* 

clusters /blast/ '(it is) lightning'; /koxt/ 'cooks' 

Hi/ |d | • The voiced alveolar stop occurs most often in syllable-initial and word-

initial position. It also occurs in intervocalic position. It only occurs initially in 

clusters accompanied by a following A7. 

word-initial position- /dot/ 'dead'; Afcqk/ '(I) think' 

intervocalic position Asaicb/ limes'; /fnaidb/ 'cutting (dep. inf.)'; /nxW 

'red* 

clusters- /dntgaaV 'dry'; /drat/ 'three" 

A/ |k I - The voiceless velar slop occurs aspirated word-initially and syllable-

initially alone or as the first element of a cluster followed by a voiceless fricative. It 

also occurs in one instance in a cluster preceded by the affricate /If/. It occurs also 

aspirated in word-final position preceded by a vowel or as the second element of a 

cluster, preceded by A|/. All words collected with tkl in intervocalic position involved 

the preceding past participle prefix Ijp/ . the IkJ actually acting as the first element of 

the following syllable. 

word initial position- /km/ 'child*; /kox.V 'to cook*; A sat/ 'said (past part.)' 

intervocalic position- /gekernt/ 'combed (past part.)' 

word final position Afctjk/ (1) think*; Asonk/ 'back (adverb)*; /kck/ 

"biscuit' 

clusters- /fcwtkl/ 'craxy'; /kftokV stole (past part.)'; AiatkfaLV Tell (past part.)'; 

AntW nothing (adv.); Abtjfcot/ '(spinning) top' 

IfJ |g | . The voiced velar stop occurs alone word-initially preceding a vowel or in 

a two consonant cluster followed by a resonant. It occurs in intervocalic position as 
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well, bul is often realized as the corresponding fricative. It does not occur in word 

final position. 

word-initial position- /gaol/ •horse*, /gnratst/ "stolen (past part.)' 

intervocalic position- /fognl/ •bird': /nmguip/ 'went down (past part.)'; /agnr/ 

acre* 

/gakganhait/ 'opportunity'; /gngokt/ 'looked (past pan.); /aignn/ 'own (adv.) 

dusters- /grcznr/ 'bigger'; /gkvuV 'small"; /glaikst/ "(you) like'; /gigl/ 

'rooster* 

4V |p) • The voiced bilabial fricative occurs only in intervocalic position or in a 

cluster following a resonant. 

intervocalic position- Atßant/ 'evening' 

dusters- /sclßnr*/themselves' ; /gnfiarpty'died(past part.)' 

A/ |f) - The voiceless labiodental fricative occurs most often word-initially and 

word finally. It also appears in clusters word-initially and word-finally. 11 occurs 

occasionally in intervocalic position. 

word-initial position- /fair/ Tire'; /fon/ tram'; /felt/ field' 

intervocalic position- /kufi/ 'coffee'; /pewilik/ "Pacific' 

word final position /»(/ 'monkey'; /vif/ 'soap'; /dif/ 'deep' 

dusters- /fripr/ Spring (the season)'; /lUu// 'meat'; Abrf/ town'; /kfmW 

found (past part.)'; /hurfistc/ "barefoot'; /fnf/ Trog"; /cft.^r/ 'more often* 

M |v| • The voiced labiodental fricative occurs most often word-initially and in 

intervocalic position. Initially the sound can occur with very little friction so that it 
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nounds more like the bilabial continuant |w| * It does not occur word-finally. In 

consonant clusters it can occur at a syllable boundary preceded by /pA word-finally 

preceding a syllabic resonant consonant or following the affricate As/ or sibilant /J/, 

word initial position- /vant/ 'wall'; /viflor/ 'again'; /ver/ 'who'; /vats/ 

'wheat'; /vnti/ 'word'; /vmuw/ 'winter*; /vonm/ '(they) were' 

intervocalic position- /Fnrkovrs/ 'sell (dep. inf.)'; /ovr>/ 'oven'; /govc/n/ "been 

(past part J'; /vorjt/ 'sausage'; /vols/ 'wheal* 

dusters* /Irvl/ 'spoon'; /laipvc/ 'stomach ache'; A*vai/ 'two'; /Jvestnr/ 

AV |A) - The voiced dental fricative only occurs in intervocalic position. 

intervocalic position /bleftor/ leaves'; /viftor/ 'again'; Ailatifarc/ 'speak 

(dep. inf.)' 

N \%\ - The voiceless alveolar fricative occurs in all environments and in two 

and three consonant clusters. Four-consonant clusters can sometimes be found at 

syllable boundaries. 

word-initial position Awl// 'salt*; /sum/ '(they) are'; /sof/ 'soap' 

intervocalic position- /novwatsic/ 'curious* 

word-final position- /gnW "big"; /nmbas/ 'rabbit*; /ha**/ 'house* 

1 Tlit« %«A«4M*I i% nm hkcl\ ihr result of a m English inierference (mm tvord* such as MRATKERNT **KRR The tarsal**) is m<*e likeh a reflex of M H G s%t*d initial o * •> . probabl) pronounced as |sv-| 
in «• tads such <*etcr> t * s\a//cr> This means that b> the late eighteenth centur> this u m « mam had 
m * o«4%cd ctanpkieh to the totccd latmidental fneatoe |v - | in the dialects at mam speakers * h o 
«r tiled Schiienehen Russia. 

Schirmumaj ( 1 * * 0 . V*S) claims that most High German dialects hasc the bilabial pronunciation 
s h i k U m German dialects ha%c the labte idrotaJ in *ord-inttial position See also sections 115 and I Its 
«4 Paul Wieh l G r o w f 1<#W. I * M l ) for a complete description of M H G M 

Writers «4 Vc4ga German descent in Kansas dtspta\ this uncertainty between < * -> and o.->m 
then ransenpuons <4 dialect mords in Bi ts Count> as »e i l Pfeifer ( l<*0. V*H for example. s% ntcs WATT: for ^ heat . while Werth ( 6 7 ) » nies VIT. although he later transcribes the mord for hat' 
a* WA: 
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Clustern- /btsp/ "a little bit1; fakntf •oxen1; /gagakst/ 'cackled (past part.)'; 

/grnsw/ /goslings1; /hclfspr/ •matches'; /gaolsmik/ Tiorsefly* 

M \/\ • The voiced alveolar fricative does not appear in word-initial position in 

careful speech but occasionally occurs in this position in free conversation.4 It occurs 

most often in intervocalic position. It can occur occasionally in a cluster following a 

lateral or preceding a syllabic resonant or lateral. 

intervocalic position- /baizn/ '(it will) bite*; /gnvc/n/ 'been (past pan.)'; 

/grew/ tagger"; /kc/al/ "trough* 

word-final position- /sal/7 'salt* 

clusters- A*ol/an.V "wooden'; /h^kmcw/ 'scythe* 

/J/ ([I • The voiceless post-alveolar fricative occurs very often in word-initial 

position, both alone preceding a vowel or in a cluster. It also occurs often in two-

consonant clusters. 

word-initial position- /Jen/ 'nice'; /Jcf/ 'sheep'; /Jtp/ 'shovel' 

intervocalic position- /gavefa/ 'washed (past part.)* 

word-final position- /ktnij/ foolish*; AltJ/ table'; /fraj/ frog*; /flat}/ 

'meat' 

clusters- /Jvestar/ "sister*; /wrlfbrj/ themselves*; /farjte/ *(I) understand"; 

/fkiY/ t l will) hit'; /bscrft/ "brush*; /dürft/ thirat"; /ftik/ "piece*; /(nc/ 

'snow*; Arrjt/ Tim'; AJlob/ 'stole (past part.)' 

N \\l - The voiced post-alveolar fricative occurs infrequently and only appear* 

in intervocalic position. 

4 Most speaker* use the dcmimtrstttc pmmwm Met. drs. di/. but occawonaJI) the plural 
demiwt%iraii%e AJi/ is ofien realized an /st/or e%en A/a/ This often occurs in last speech M U m i n g a 
word ending in /* / Ali bun alas vas si hun vata/ .Vir hoben aUe%. was sir fcnV* mtkkJrn. The> ha%e 
0 e n thing they want\ />* drijk ic htm n apgal-»v.V / < * f t o a i * . a * toil* sir dmnh%ela*f*n 1 belie* c 
1 ha%e walked them off * 
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intervocalic position- /grat^V 'yell (dep. inf.)1; /gnyv/ locust'; /Jvty>rs/ 

"between* 

/tf/ Ivi • The voiceless palatal fricative does not appear in word-initial position. It 

is occasionally found in intervocalic position or in a cluster, but it most often occurs 

in word final position This consonant always follows a front vowel in word-final or 

intervocalic position. 

intervocalic position- /Jpretp/ 'talk (dep. inf.)' 5 

word-final position- Antlic;/ 'milk'; Anandic;/ Hired*; /K;/ *1 (1st person 

personal pronoun)*; /ur*v7 'very* 

clusters- /Jlctjt/ "bad* 

l%J J x) - The voiceless velar fricative does not occur in word-initial position. It 

does occur in intervocalic position and in clusters with a following M This consonant 

always follows a back vowel. 

intervocalic position- /koxa/ 'to cook*; /gabro&V 'broken (past part.)' 

AnavV to make'; /hruox/ *(l) need" 

word-final position- /sax/ "dress*; /box/ "high'; /aox/ *also';/hctdox/ "bedspread* 

clusters- /cBxtar/ "daughter*. Aodbvaxt/ "burial*;/paxtar/ "butcher"; 

/gnmaxt/ "made (past part.); Anixt/ fruit' 

l\l ( v | • The voiced velar fricative occur* mainly in intervocalic position. It 

occasionally occurs in word-final position. 

intervocalic position- /fpreya/ talk (dep. inf.); /fcyalp/ little biid*; /fliya/ 

"(they) fly*. /soy-V tell (dep. inf.); /vuy:V wagon" 

word-final position- Awwduy/ "Monday" 

In iht% particular «cwd. mam speaker* pninramce lint consonant a* the totccd velar fricative /y / 
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AV (h) - The voiceless glottal fricative occurs mainly in word-initial position. 

When it occurs in intervocalic position, it always follows a verb prefix and is 

pronounced after a juncture pause. The same is true of consonant clusters at 

compound-word boundaries. There is a juncture pause before the N is pronounced. 

word-initial position- Autos/ *housc'; /bom/ *homc'; Aicpr/ 'higher1; 

AM ml/ 'dog* 

intervocalic position- /bobov.y 'behaved (past part.)'; /gnhas/ 'called (past 

part.)* 

clusters- Ainplhaos/ 'chickenhouse* 

Affricates* 

As/ |t%) - The voiceless alveolar affricate occurs in all positions. It occurs most 

often in two-consonant clusters, but can also be a part of a three-consonant cluster, 

word-initial position- Asaidb/ "times'; Asvai/ 'two'; A M i n k / 'ago*; A*tk/ 

'goat-

intervocalic position- /TV\%MP/ 'story*7 

word-final position- Mas/ "wheat*; /hens/ "heart*; Atratts/ 'cross* 

dusters- /fartsch/ told (past part.)'; A4ftst/ "(it is) lightning (past part.)'; 

/jpetsja/ 'sparrow'; /hettsjnr/ 'matches'; /let**/ last' 

AJ/ (tf I - The voiceless post-alveolar affricate occurs only rarely. It occurs in 

word final position in one word and in a cluster in one other collected word. It does 

not occur in word-initial or intervocalic position. 

word-final position- /hattf/ 'whip'; /dartf/ K i c r m a n ' 

'» Moulton ( l < * C . 44 K) prefer* lo trau allncaies an consonant duster*, while Schwei kte ( t w o . 12^ 
t 2 ) tresis each allocate as a phom4oficaJI> distinct unit derived historical I > Irom a single consonant 
H a the purposes i4 this stud). SchwciUc's interpretation is the basis lor the inclusion i4 allocates in 
the phtasemK inventory 
7 Stwne ml«wmant* weaken this allocate to Ad/7 or even M in mumncalic positum 
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clutter* /cbtfkol/ lop* 

Nasal* 

An/ |m) - The bilabial nasal occurs in all positions. If occurs in compounds 

following /J/ or preceding the verbal past participle suffix. 

word initial position /mil*;/ 'milk'; /mir/ 'we (nom. pi. pronoun), me (dat. 

sg. pronoun)' 

intervocalic position- /tmar/ 'always'; /kama/ 'came (past part.); /kumar/ 

'sheep (pi.)' 

word-final position- /bum/ "home'; /bum/ 'trees*; /blum/ flower1 

clusters- /fmoy/ 'mosquito'; /JmoyV *Smoky (Hill River)'; /fardamtn/ 

damned (past pari, adj.)' 

At/ |n) • The alveolar nasal occurs in all positions. Most occurrences in 

intervocalic position involve a following adjective ending. It occurs often in clusters 

preceding another alveolar consonant, but can also occur as the second element of a 

cluster following /JA It also occurs in combination with non-alveolar consonants at 

syllable junctures, where a pause occurs between the nasal and other consonant, 

word-initial position- Anna/ 'new*; Aiaxt/ 'night'; /nam/ 'nine' 

intervocalic position- /gkana/ 'small'; /braurcV *brown"; /Jena/ 'pretty'; 

/Trnif/ five' 

word-final position Nmml *winc'; /main/ "mine (possesive adj.)'; /sain/ 

"(they) are';/htm/ '(they) have' 

Clustern» /Jnca/ 'to snow*; /kamt/ '(you) can"; /andara/ 'other'; /kmt/ 'child"; 

Am*/ "us (dafiacc. pronoun)*; Amgraot/ 'weeds'; /bagrebnts/ 'burial* 
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h\l 11)) • The velar nasal occurs most often but not exclusively in combination 

with a following velar consonant, in word-final position or in intervocalic position. It 

does not occur word-initially. 

intervocalic position- /hup!/ 'chicken'; /drop/ "(to) drink'; /forgaip/ 'melted 

(past part.)' 

word-final position- fyntf "boy'; /dttj/ thing* 

clusters- /[liqkals/ 'skunk'; /frarjk/ 'cabinet'; /gndtqt/ "hired (past part.)" 

Liquid 

/ I / |l) - The alveolar liquid occurs in word-initial, intervocalic and word-final 

position. It can occur in many two-consonant clusters. When clusters of greater than 

two occur, it is at a syllable or compound word juncture, with a pause occurring at 

some point in the cluster. If the cluster occurs word-finally with N as the final 

element, the N is a syllabic consonant. 

word-initial position- /loft/ 'air*; /lata/ loud"; Ann/ 'people* 

intervocalic position- /scIV '(we) shall*; /kah/ '(we) call*; /btliynr/ 

'cheaper* 

word-final position- /Til/ 'much'; /hupt/ lien* 

clusters /sal// 'salt'; /fell/ field'; /flaxtnr/ 'butcher'; /geh/ money'; 

/bkan/ 'flower'; /gaolsmik/ •horsefly'; /gkmn/ small*; Actßarj/ 

themselves'; Arvrsl/ 'spoon' 

Trill 

HI frl - The alveolar trill occurs in all positions and in many clusters as the 

second element of the cluster, although it can occasionally occur as the first element 

of a cluster. The trill is stronger in a stressed syllable than in an unstressed syllable. 
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where it tends to weaken more toward a flap |r|. but the sound never becomes 

approximate in nature, nor does it tend to vocalize in word-final position. It also 

tends to be more of a flap than a trill in clusters. H 

word-initial position- /nxb/ 'red'; Arclsnljn/ •story'; /mslani/ 'Russia* 

intervocalic position- hrm/ 'cars'; /andbra/ 'others' 

word-final position- /der/ 'the (masc. sg. def. art.)'; /mir/ 'we'; /vasar/ 

•water* 

clusters- /Jtruk/ 'straight'; /bratma/ 'brown'; /garttV 'garden'; /cbrf/ 'town'; 

/hart/ Tiard'; /fprcy-V *talk (dep. inf.)' 

Approxjtpam 

/>/ | j | - The palatal approximant does not occur in word-final position. It occurs 

only occasionally in intervocalic position. It most often occurs in word-initial 

position and as the second element of two-consonant clusters, where the cluster is 

actually split by a syllabic juncture joining the diminutive suffix l-'pi to a word stem. 

word-initial position- fptl 'year'; fy*J 'yes'; /jetst/ 'now' 

intervocalic position- /bepr/ 'higher' 

clusters- Acyalj.V little bird*; /Jcfjn/ 'lamb*; /Jcnja/ 'Schoenchen* 

The following table shows the distribution of the consonant phonemes in word 

initial, intervocalic and word-final position. Although not all consonants occur in all 

environments, enough contrasts are provided to support the inclusion of each sound 

described above in the phonemic inventory.9 

M Pfeif er ( IUKV 3V) refers to Ihit sound as a soli r' in mien cicaJic pun Ucm in words such as tpfahrrn. 
trnrra and fjmir. and "hard r* in wcird» such as f r m * . rrrAl. Ikmmtrwetier and Kr/rÄ 
4 1 The design <* this table is based on Moulton (1962. 21) 
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Word-Initial Intervocalic Word-Final 

Ml /p»lf/ i — ; — i 

pipe /latp/ 'stomac 
Ml /HartJ/ •whip1 'apple' 

'evening' 

M /vail/ 'because' /ov^ 'oven' 
ni /fair/ Tue' /kafi/ 'coffee' /paif/ 'pipe' 
M Atmahcm/ 'pine tree' /vctnr/ 'weather' /ban/ today' 

A W 'cup' ftedhr/ 'godfather' 
Ml /biete*/ leaves' 
N /win/ '(l)am' /vasnr/ 'water' /bos/ •hot' 

M /grc/nr/ "bigger* 

IV /fwf/ 'quickly' /gwefrV 'washed' /dij/ table' 

N /gratyV 'yell' 

V /Jprrvn/ "to speak' /kiny/ 'church' 
IkJ \MI\4I •(you) can' Amk/ fly' 

IfJ /panv/ 'goose' 

hJ /kox.V 'to cook' /bux/ book1 

hil /JmoyrV 'Smoky' /day/ day' 
Ml A W W 
An/ Amin/ 'man' /fumiliV family" /hum/ "home' 

Ml Auan.V 'name' /fctm/ 'nice' /man/ 'man' 

Ml /rmkfurp/ •begun' /kaj/ long 
Iii Amp/ 'stomach' 'all' Anail/ mile' 
Irl /ntif/ 'ripe' /un^/ Very' /fair/ Tire' 

RN 'yes" /bcpr/ "higher' 

AV Hmn/ lime' /rcl?ol<pV 'story' Mas/ 'wheal' 
AJ/ /ban// whip' 

In comparison with modern and historical stages of German, the voiceless 

consonants of the Schoenchen dialect reflect lenition. yet this tendency toward 

weakening is not systematic in all environments, as the following examples will 

show Ijenition tends to occur most often in medial environments, but some initial 
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position weakening of voiceless stops is documented, especially in free conversation 

or sentence translation exercises. Voiced slops and fricatives are also occasionally 

lemted in medial environments. 

The Schoenchen dialed displays no reflex of the sound shift from West Germanic 

(WG) V to the Old High German (OHG) affricate lpt1 in word-initial or word-final 

environments: /pom/ Pfund 1 0 ' pound"; /top/ Kopf "bead'. Medial WG geminate 

/pp/ also does not shift to OHG /pfA but rather lenition occurs in this environment: 

/ebol/ Äpfeln "apples (dat.)'. WG tpl does shift to OHG Ifl medially, often lenited to 

M: /prvnr/ Pfeffer 1 pepper'. The dialect also displays evidence of lenition of OHG 

/p/ in word-initial environment: /blatiftonV plaudern "to speak"; as well as in later 

borrowings: /huilj/ Peitsche "whip". The voiced bilabial fricative /ß/ reflects the 

lenited actualization of medial OHG /h/: A jlaifW gestorben 'died". 

The dialect reflects the sound shift WG /t/ - * OHG rts/ in word-initial and OHG 

M%\l in medial environments: AtutdV Zeilen 'times'; /vasnr/ Wasser "water'. The 

shift of WG A/ - * OHG /s/ in word-final position is also documented: ldc%J das 'the 

(3rd person neuter definite article)*. Medial OHG M / can also occur with the lenited 

realization ///: /grv/r*7 grflflet "bigger'. Word-initial OHG A/is inconsistently 

lenited:/dir/ Tür door'; AhJ/ Tisch * table"; Abp/ Tr#/i/ pot';/de»:/ tot dead'; 

but: Aattahcm/ Tannenbäume ' pine trees'; Andbvaxt/ Begräbnis * funeral." 

Unshifted medial OHG A/ is lenited: /Meter/ ß/d/rrr leaves'. Word-initial WG AV 

OHG A/ also exhibits lenition: Akiy/ Ta# 'day'. 

The shift of the voiceless velar stop WG IkJ -» OHG /hh/ is also reflected word 

medially, e.g. /kox.V kochen "to boil*. There are both full and lenited pronunciations 

of word-initial OHG 47 in the dialect, lenition occuring when IkJ is paired with a 

1 ( 1 .Nr* High German ( N H ö ) If TOI» aie given in italic* 
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following liquid or trill in a word-initial cluster /kola/ Kohle ' coal'; /kin^/ 

Kirche 'church*; but: /gm«/ Kraut * plant, weed";/gluna/ klein "small"; /grin/ 

kriegen ' get". Word final OHG /g/ is often lenited to / y / : /monduy/ Montag 

"Monday". Intervocalic OHG /g/ is reflected in the dialect as the voiced velar 

fricative/y/ : / ioyV «igen 'tosay". 

Resides lenition. the dialect is distinguished by another interesting feature. The 

voiceless alveolar fricative N is nearly always palatalized when it falls between Irl 

and tV: /hacrft/ Bürste "brush*; /du varjl/ cto wort/ 'you (sg.) were". 1 1 In addition, 

two of the informants consistently replace the word-final phoneme I AI with Ax/in the 

NHG preposition aiif. realized in their spoken ideolects as /ox/. There is not enough 

evidence among all the Schoenchen German speakers to warrant any speculation that 

this variation in consonants is significant in the dialect.12 

1 1 Word-final N is also palatalized aller Ar/ in one word /trlßarf/ tether IhemseKesV 
1 2 An estrone backing of a consonant is nm unprecedented in the history of the German language 
I ot example. Brsune/Hggcrs t 1 * 7 . 130) proside examples from a manuscript from Darmstadt with a 
w t * d final < f t > cluster bang realized as < b t > One example the) a te is <f uht> IM ft *mf The same 
w fad in Dutch is Im to. Another example is the English word 'soft*, realized in Standard German as 
utmfi in Utw German as %mht and in Dutch as zarhi 
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hrtww Mid Back 
t numindrd Unrounded Unfounded Rounded 

Id 0 i T o m i U 

U x . i 0 
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r 

Urn Tense K u 

Las: a 

Diphtfcwigx # 1 . «i» 

The Vowel Sxstcm of ihc Schcienchen Dialect 

PlMMMilogy * Vowels 

fyoftl Vywyls 

A/ 11) -The high front tense unrounded vowel does not occur in word-initial 

position. It occurs in stressed syllables in interconsonantal position and in word-final 

position.11 

interconsonantal position- /Tis/ Teet"; /Til/ 'much"; /fripr/ "Spring1; /bignh/ 

"to iron (3rd person sg.)"; /brif/ letter* 

word-final position- /Vi/ "cows"; /di/ "the (fern. sg. nom.), she (nom. sg. 

pronoun)' 

N 11| - The high front lax unrounded vowel can occur in word-initial and 

interconsonantal positions. It does not occur w o r d finally It occurs in stressed and 

unstressed syllables. 

1 1 Stress rules Un the dialed parallel MHO tire** rule* See Duden (1984. 52-53) Tense %owct* in 
stressed pmitnats are pronounced longer than cither tense or lax vowels in unstressed posiuons. 
Thcrcftsrc, length has not been tpccdicall) marked. Sec Moulton (1962.62-4) The setectiun uf hi 
Un the lax buck unnaindcd \owcl and h/ Un the tense bock unrounded wiwcl is arbitrary 
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word initial position- /tmar/ always1; An/ in1; /tr/ you (2nd. pers. nom. pi. 

pronoun)'; lutf T 

interconsonantal position- /kmt/ child'; Ann/ with'; /dij/ table'; /mili^/ 

milk' 

A:/ |c | - The mid front tense unrounded vowel occurs most frequently in 

interconsonantal position in a stressed syllable. It occurs occasionally in word-final 

position in a stressed syllable. It is sometimes nasalized, which reflects the 

assimilation of a following nasal which has been lost. It does not occur in word initial 

position. 

interconsonantal position- /Jen/ 'pretty'; /grow/ 'bigger'; /fmtscll/ told 

(past part.)'; /hcjar/ 'higher'; /bom/ "trees' 

word-final position- /vc/ 'ache*; /gC/ 'go (dep. inf.)' 

Ar/ | r ) - The mid front lax unrounded vowel occurs in word-initial and 

interconsonantal position in stressed syllables. 

word-initial position- /ehnl/ 'apples'; /efiar/ 'often' 

interconsonantal position- /veftar/ 'weather'; /gens/ 'geese'; /hctW 'heart'; 

ImJ \m\ - The low front tense unrounded vowel only occurs in interconsonantal 

position in a single syllable word preceding the consonant cluster /rjt/. 

interconsonantal position- /hwrjt/ "brush'; Aiucrjt/ 'most* 

Central Vowel 

AV I a) - The central lax unrounded vowel only occurs in unstressed syllables. It 

does not occur in word-initial position. 
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interconsonantal position- /gnlemt/ 'learned (past part.)'; fafaol/ 'evening'; 

/ f .Tnkt / 'crazy' 

word Tins' position- /kox.V 'to cook'; /gcst.-iro/ 'yesterday'; /glurvV small' 

Back Vowels 

Ai/ |u) - The high back tense rounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables in 

interconsonantal and word-final position. 

interconsonantal position- /gudns/ 'good'; /blum/ 'flower*; /dut/ '(he) does'; 

AVuflor/ 'brother' 

word-final position- AJu/ 'you (sg. nom. pronoun)'; /Ju/ 'shoe' 

Av" |o| • The high back las rounded vowel occurs in stressed and unstressed 

syllables. It occurs in word-initial and interconsonantal position. It does not occur in 

word final position. 

word-initial position- Amsar/ 'our (poss. adj.)'; Amgraot/ 'weeds' 

interconsonantal position- Asonk/ 'ago'; Await/ 'dog'; /dorfl/ thirst' 

AV |o) • The mid back tense rounded vowel occurs mainly in interconsonantal 

position in stressed syllables. It can occur word-initially and word-finally in a stressed 

syllable. 

word-initial position- A»vV 'oven' 

interconsonantal position- /kokV 'coal'; Ak*7 'dead'; /nxfcV 'red* 

word-final position- /vo/ 'where" 

hi h | - The mid back lax rounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables in word -

initial and interconsonantal position. 

word-initial positon- frpml 'evening' 

interconsonantal position- Atoxinr/ 'daughter'; /fr>J/ 'frog'; lpt1 'year* 
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AV |u | - The low back tense unrounded vowel occurs in stressed syllables in 

word-initial, interconsonantal and word-final position. When not in word-final 

position, it is followed by a single consonant. 

word-initial position- Aibnr/ "but, or*; /umits/ 'ant' 

interconsonantal position- Atom/ 'home'; /gkm-V 'small' 

word-final position- /fro/ 'woman, wife' 

AV I a I - The low back lax unrounded vowel occurs often in stressed syllables in 

interconsonantal position, but only occasionally in word-initial position. It can be 

followed by a single consonant or multiple consonants. 

word-initial position • Ml 'monkey' 

interconsonantal position- /JnapV 'whisky'; /vasnr/ 'water*; Anan/ 'man*; 

/ganW 'garden' 

/at/ I at I - The diphthong /at/ occurs in word-initial, interconsonantal and word -

final position in stressed syllable*. 

word-initial position- fmtatl 'eggs' 

interconsonantal position- AsaitkV times'; Aunt/ today' 

word-final position- Ainu/ 'three' AW'with' 

/mtl |att| • The diphthong /an/ occurs in word-initial, interconsonantal and word-

final position in stressed syllables. In word-final position, it is sometimes nasalized, 

reflecting a lost following nasal consonant. 

word-initial position- /aoynh.-»rn/ 'eyebrow' 

interconsonantal position- /gaol/ 'horse'. Amgraol/ 'weeds' A»Iaom/ 'plum' 

word final position- /da<V '(to) do' 
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The following table shows the contrasts among the vowel phonemes in stressed 

word-initial, interconsonantal and word-final position. Just as with the consonants, it 

is not easy to provide exact minimal pair contrasts to support the phonemic status of 

each vowel. A look at the table, however, shows that contrasts can be established 

between many tense and lax vowels in interconsonantal position.14 The evidence also 

presents a reasonably good argument for the phonemic status of the tense vowels in 

word final position and the lax vowels in word-initial position.15 The last vowel HI 

occurs only in unstressed position and thus, does not fit well in the table. 

WgriJmial Interconsonantal Word-Final 

III MI •deep" Nil 'bow? 
N Im/ W mi table' 
kl /Jen/ 'nice' /vc/ "sore' 
Irl Ar hol/ apple' /gen*/ 'geese' 
Ittel Awcrji/ •brush" 

hl /dm/ '(be) does' /du/ "you' 

M AMW W /dorfiy thirst' 
AV A*vV "oven" /den/ 'dead' MV 'where? 
hl frpw*l 'evening" Atop/ 'pot' 
hil lafrxl 'or. but' AJoV "(Anas)tas" /fro/ wife' 

1*1 Ml 'monkey /das/ the' 
l»tl Ajwr/ •egge' Altai 'people' /drat/ three* 
Imtl AJOYV 'eye* VAIN/ loud* AJatV '(to) do' 
AV /fankt/ /gcstariV 

1 4 Alihtwgh Alif/ 'deep'ami AbJ/ table' are not true mimmaJ pain*, there ha%c been no data collected 
tttwn Seht tent ben («erman *pcakct% k> »htm thai any %tngk u * w * u n i UnUm mg a % cm el has my affect 
itn the trali/AiH«! <4 that %o*et Stmi la ih. ncn though /Jen/ *mce* and /grn%/ gccM:' arc IKK true 
minimal p u r v there t% no indicant wi that a tingle preceding amwwiant affects the rcalt/iiiion »4 a m 
w m d . ntw doe* a contestant imtiing the nasal after a u m e l affect the vcmel See Moulton ( 2 2 ) 
f»w a d i H u % % i t m tm the tt%e of mcwd pair* mhtch air not %tnctl> minimal p o m 
1 * Thr fact thai %tir%%ed u m c K in utwd-f inal position and un*treiwed u m c U tn u txd initial pmition 
are m< in ci«nplementar> distribution can be « c n in the ticcurrence til *ofd-init ial M M A»vV 'men' 
ami AW in K&x/ 
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There are no occurrences of the New High German (NHG) front rounded vowels 

hi. M. hi or AB/, nor of the NHG diphthong h\l in the Schoenchen dialect. These 

arc realized respectively as /V. A/, hl. zW, and finally /c/or /ai/: /Vi/ Kühe cows'; 

AnivVmii\%en ' to have to'; /Jen/ uh/m 'nice'; /kenn/ Mn/ien ' to be able to'; 

/hem/ Bäume ' trees'; /Ian/ Lewie ' people'. Some suffixes, such as the diminutive 

suffix or some plural allomorphs. do create an environment for the fronting of vowels 

in the dialect: /lorn/ Korb * basket' vs. /kerbja/ Körbchen ' little basket': /bum/ 

Bourn 'tree' vs. /hem/ Bäume' trees'; /betdox/ Betttuch "bedsheet" vs. /betdicor/ 

BelttUT he "hedsheets". /ku/ Kuh 'cow' vs. /ki/ Kfl/ie 'cows'. NHG hi is realized in 

the dialect as Ac/ before Arft/: /haarft/ BUrtre * brush". 

The realization of NHG /at/ * - Middle High German (MHG) /et/ is /u/: Atom/ 

Heim ' home'. IkCU kein 'no (negative pronoun)'; while NHG A*t/ from MHG FT:/ does 

reded NHG diphtbongization: /mal/ /nein 'mine'. /»aV sein 'his*;. NHG M+-

MHG AM»/ occurs often as At/; /Tro/ Fran 'wife', /bam/ Baum "tree'; but NHG /at>/*-

MHG luj consistently reflects the diphthongization: /twos/ Hum "house". NHG 

tense At/ * - MHG Ai/ is often realized in the dialect as hl: fprf Jahr 'year*. hfcnA/ 

Abend 'evening*, /vornan/ Wahrheit 'truth'. There are two major exceptions, 

however, /vor/ war *was'. /kfum/ gefahren *travelled'. 

Schoenchen German speakers will also occasionally insert an epenthetic vowel I%1 

between either /I/or M and a following word-final fricative such as kj or M: Anilic/ 

Mikh 'milk': Auric/ Kircht 'church': Asvcltf/ zwölf 'twelve'. An epenthetic vowel 

can also occur between mJ and following word-final HI: /fmif/ fünf Tive'. 
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Nom. Acc. Dat. Poss. 

Ist person singular q miy mir mai(n) 
2nd person singular du div dir dal(n) 
3rd singular masculine der drnAn den sal(n) 

feminine di/si si tr ir 
neuler des/es des den sal(n) 

1st person plural mir m s m s onsaro 
2nd person plural tr a i ^ aiv a i m 
3rd person plural di si si irtn) 

As the table shows, the pronominal system of Schoenchen German tends to 

collapse into a nominative and common objective case system, particularly in the 3rd 

person singular masculine. A common objective case is also apparent in all plural 

forms. Dative and accusative forms are clearly differentiated, however, in the 1st and 

2nd person singular forms, as well as the 3rd person singular feminine form. 

The retention of the accusative/dative distinction is illustrated by the following 

examples: 

/mir scto mM mit dtr gC?/ S r i M e n wir mit dir gehen? 'Shall w e go with you? 

/di bczn gens hm/a di$ dot/ Die hfl%en Gänse heißen dich tot. The angry geese 

will bite you to death.' 

Symptomatic of the collapse of the dative/accusative distinction in the pronouns is 

the inconsistent use of the 1st person singular pronoun as an indirect dative object in 

the following sentence: 

/der hrt mir tuen dblnr angabofo/ Er hat mir zehn Dollar angeboten. 1 H e 
offered me ten dollars." 

/der hat mn; tso veni£ geld angabofW Er ha! mir zu wenig Geld angeboten. " H e 

offered me too little money." 

, f > The pammaitcal charts svcie sometime* completed by direct questioning for specific form* 
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The possessive pronouns sometimes occur with the loss of the final nasal, with the 

vowel being nasalized. The demonstrative forms occur with high frequency in the 

nominative case with all genders, but third person singular masculine and neuter 

demonstrative pronouns predominate as well in accusative and dative environments. 

Formal Pronoun: 

Ar/ Ihr 'you (2nd pen. pi.)' is used for formal address, following eighteenth-

century practice in Germany, the period when the migrations to Russia began: fir 

Jprrvt da ftp satt tr da ft J?/ Sie sprechen Deutsch? Sind Sie Deutsche? ' You speak 

German? Are you German? 1 7 

Impersonal Pronoun: 

The /€%/ variation of the 3rd person singular neuter pronoun funtions as the 

impersonal pronoun. It is often contracted: M gets?/ Wie geht's? 'How's it going?; 

/maxs gut/ Mach\ gut! 'Keep out of trouble1; /es hert des bald of tso Jncn/ Es hört 

gleich auf zu schneien... 'Soon it will stop snowing..'. 

Reflexive Pronouns: 

Four verbs with accompanying reflexive pronouns have been collected. The first 

two examples show the use of accusative forms, while the last two examples show 

examples of dative case reflexive pronouns: 

/...tat htm %Hi gut hnhovn/ ...und haben sich gut benommen ' and have behaved 
themselves' 

/der Jmoya drei sic hat pat fx/ Der Smoky Hill biegt sich hei Pfeifer.1 The 
Smoky Hill bends at Pfeifer' 

Informant I svas r e l a t i n g a story svhere he svas addressing a woman. 
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/di him sty dogatAs gnmaxt/ Sie haben sich Unterstände gebaut.' They built 
themselves dugouts.* 

/mir htm cms di sax gesinnt grwejn/ Wir hohen die Kleidung gestern gewaschen. 
*We washed the clothes yesterday.' 

Genitive Case: 

There is no productive genitive case in the Schoenchen dialect. Instead, 

possession is expressed periphrastically, using possessive pronouns:18 

/des vor mam daxl sam nam:*/ das war der Name meines Vaters 'that was my 

father's name'; 

/ty vor bat der fro tr haos/ ich bin bet der Frau gewesen '1 was at the woman's 

(home). 

Interrogative Pronouns: 

The NHG interrogative pronouns wer 'who?, wie 'how?, wieviel 'how many?, 

wann 'when?, wo 'where*, was 'what*, was für 'what kind of? and warum 'why' 

have been collected for Schoenchen German, their realizations in the dialect 

respectively being /vcrA /vi/, /vifilA /van/, /voA /vas/, /vas fir/ and /varom/. 

There is further evidence of a common objective case based on the accusative 

case forms with the oblique form of wer, functioning is this example as a dative: A so 

ven hat der dan des nam Jtori fartsclt?/ Wem hat er die neue Geschichte erzählt? 

"Whom did he tell the new story to? 

Nominal Morphology 

, K Th is in a common occurrence in German dialects. See Schirmunski (1962,433) . 
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Nouns, adjectives and articles are declined for three genders in Schoenchen German: 

masculine, feminine and neuter. 1 9 There are also singular and plural declinations. 

As mentioned above with the pronominal system, there have been no genitive case 

inflections observed with adjectives or articles. Articles and adjectives can be, 

however, inflected for nominative, accusative and dative cases. As has been already 

mentioned, the accusative and dative cases sometimes collapse into a common 

objective case. 

The Definite Article: 

Nom. Acc. Dat. 

Masculine der den den 
Feminine di di dt/der 
Neuter des des den 
Rural di di dt/den 

Schoenchen German displays a tendency toward merger of the accusative and 

dative forms of the definite article into a common objective case, based on accusative 

forms. This process is carried out in full with regard to masculine forms, but there are 

some occurrences of a distinct dative/accusative difference with feminine and neuter 

articles, as well as with the plural articles.20 The following sentences will illustrate 

the use of the historically masculine accusative form of the article in both accusative 

and dative environments. 

The first example shows the definite article with a noun functioning as the 

accusative direct object: 

/di fist den v^lf/ Sie schießi den Wolf. "She shoots the wolf. 

, v Thc i c may be some e% tdence o f a breakdown in grammatical gender dist inctions, w i th speaker* 
assigning in many cases neuter case tu inanimate objects and male or female gender to animate objects 
according to natural gender. Th is ts probabl) due to lack of use. 
2 0 Funhcr stmpiif tcauon occurs w i th feminine singular and al l plural forms sometimes real i /cd tn 
casual speech as Mol 
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The accusative form of Ihe definite article also appears with historically dative 

verbs, as the following two examples will show: 

/di hclf den man/ Sie hilft dem Mann. 'She helps the man.1 

/daijk den alme^igor got/ Dank dem allmächtigen Gott! Thank almighty God! 

The next example shows a masculine accusative direct object as well as a 

masculine dative indirect object, with the identical definite article: 

/ty gep den man den hont/ Ich gehe dem Mann den Hund. '1 give the man the 
dog'. 

The accusative form of the masculine definite article also appears in another 

historically dative (of location) environment: 

/tr tsvai satt htnor den bom/ Ihr zwei seid hinter dem Baum. 'You two are behind 
the tree.* 

The historical dative masculine ending in /-m/ appears to be retained in a 

contraction with the preceding preposition /hai/*at\ although this could also be the 

result of assimilation of the word-final nasal in the article to the immediately 

following bilabial consonant. 

/des truism hatm bulley***" kuvn/ Das mußte (mem) heim Bf^otlegger kaufen. That 

had to be bought from a bootlegger.' 

Noun plurals: 

Plural marking for nouns in Schoenchen German is very consistent with that of 

NHG. The noun stem vowel sometimes shows raising in anticipation of the plural 

suffix vowel. Some plural forms are not standard in that the suffix is actually another 

word stem rather than an inflectional suffix. Some examples follow: 

Singular Plural 

der man 'man* di mennr 

der poctor 'priest* di pudbm 
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der brud^r •brother* di gobriftor 

der Jludent 'student' di ftudencb 

der joq •boy' di jotp/ di bur* 

der naxhar 'neighbor' di naxhnrflait 

Singular Plural 

des kml 'child' di kmnr 

des medja •girt' di medpr 

des beix •book* di biyor 

di fra 'woman, wife' di vaipslait 

di kais 'cat' di katso 

di Jvestnr sister" di Jvestarn 

N- Class Nouns: 

No masculine nouns of this class are marked with inflectional endings for singular 

oblique forms. Furthermore, the neuter noun Herz, which is normally inflected for 

the dative singular in NHG, does not inflect in Schoenchen German: /fon den sat 

herts/ /fan satn herts/ 'from his heart*. 

Oblique Noun Inflections: 

Although no examples of nouns inflected for dative case have been collected, 

genitive inflections for indefinite time do occur in the dialect: /samstays/ 'on 

Saturdays'; /r*fJr*it%/ 'in the evening*. 

Diminutive Suffix: 

The NHG diminutive suffix <hen is reflected in the Schoenchen dialect as Ajn/. 

The suffix often creates an environment for fronting and raising of the stem vowel: 

/btsp/ *a little bit*; /fcyolp/ 'little bird'; /kerbp/ little basket'. If the diminutive ends 
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in a velar consonant, an epenthetic suffix /-nl-/ is inserted: /Jtikolp/ Stückchen 'little 

story'; /bngolp/ Brückchen little bridge.21 The plural of the diminutive suffix is often 

/-r/: /mcdjpr/ Mädchen 'girls'; /Jtibpr/ Sfu/wt 'rooms'. 

Adjectives: 

The adjective system of the Schoenchen dialect is only systematic and predictable 

with regard to predicate adjectives, which normally occur with no endings and follow 

a predicate verb: Am der man var so onhendhy tan mit sat gek./ und der Mann 

war sehr knausrig mit seinem Geld, 'and the man was extremely tight with his 

money.' 

Attributive adjectives, which always precede the noun and often follow an article, 

follow a systematic pattern only in the system of weak endings, but exceptions do 

occur. Strong and mixed adjective endings collected display no systemized pattern 

and therefore no attempt has been made to try to graphically display them. Whereas 

attributive weak adjectives normally always occur with an ending, strong and mixed 

attributive adjectives often occur with no ending at all. 

Weak Adjective Endings: 

Masculine Feminine Neuter Rural 

Nominative -a <> (0 ) 

Accusative -o <% 

Dative ~» (0 ) -CI -n 

2 1 Post (1990) . in describing the Palatinate as a intermediary region between the middle German 
che* d iminu t ive and the tipper German kin d iminut ive suff ix describes this «lche construction as an 

i incurrence that > so etwas wie o n e Doppelung darstellt* (101). i.e., i t n perhaps a combuiaUon o f the 
t w o d iminuuves. 
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Weak adjective forms occur after definite articles. The predominant adjective 

ending is /<V with a few exceptions. One comparative adjective was collected without 

an adjective ending in the plural: /di eldor latt/ die älteren Leute the older people'. 

The two dative masculine variations were collected while the informant told a joke: 

/des vtl iy den hailigan pedor parscnliy geßo/ das will ich dem heiligen Peter 

persönlich gehen 1 want to give that personally to St. Peter1; /daijk den almeytigor 

gat/ dank dem allmächtigen Gott 'thank almighty God*. In fact, all attributive 

adjectives which occured with the word God had the strong masculine nominative 

ending /-or/. 2 2 

The dative singular feminine variation occurred with all three informants in one 

situation, perhaps due to apocope and nasal assimilation. This is apparent with the 

response and correction of informant 3 in one particular situation. Wenker sentence 

36: /vas sari a fcgalja srts dan dar tif der vant, glama, glö vant?/ Was sitzen daßr 

Vögelchen oben auf dem Mauere hen? What kind of little birds are sitting up there on 

the little wall'. This informant was the only one of the three interviewed in 1991 to 

have studied German in school. He often used words and grammatical endings more 

in line with the Standard German be studied. 2 3 

Strong Adjective Endings: 

Strong adjective endings occurred mostly in the plural, although an occasional 

singular form turns up. The plural adjective ending is /-a/ with all cases: Norn. 

Pl./harxb tsaidn/ harte Zeiten 'hard times'; Acc. PI. Asvelf gloria Jcf/ zwölf kleine 

Schafe 'twelve small sheep'; Dat. PI. Ann glona roda thai/ mit kleinen roten Äpfeln 

2 2 Many Schoenchen German speaker* attended German language church services as children. I i i s 
p t m i N c that liturgical German has influenced the famli/ation of the nominative adjective ending with 
the word "God* regardte*» of the function of the word in a sentence. 
1 1 Informants with a knowledge of Standard German often use the SO form first then recall the 
dialect word and correct the emir with an accompanying apology. 
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'with small red apples'; The neuter singular form showed inconsistencies in the 

nominative and accusative case, perhaps because speakers tended to assign neuter 

case to many nouns which historically were not.24 The alternation in neuter adjective 

endings is between /<V and /<* / : /is in kalcb vasnr naikfaln/ ist in kaltes Wasser 

niedergefallen 'fell into the cold water*; but, /du hnsl gudns sanl/ du hast guten Sand 

'you have good sand'; /da krwni so j o r m kilns hfl hir cbrauf/ so schöne kühle Luft 

kommt hier herauf 'such nice cool air is coming out here'. One accusative masculine 

singular form was also collected with the ending /-.V : /on neksto mnryn/ und 

nächsten Morgen 'and the next morning'. 

Mixed Adjective Endings: 

The mixed adjective endings occur after the possessive pronouns, the negative 

pronoun kein, realized as /kfl/, or the indefinite article ein, which is realized as /am/ 

only with masculine nouns, with an occasional reduction to faj. All other forms of the 

indefinite article were realized as AV. The adjective endings alternate mainly between 

/ -0 / and AV. withAcV occurring mainly in masculine forms: Nom. Sg. Masc. /am 

Jcnn Wats/ ein schöner Platz 'a nice place'; Acc. Sg. Masc. /am gro/n ganb/ einen 

groflen Garten 'a big garden'; Dat. Sg. Masc. /am aldb man/ einem alten Mann 'an 

old man*; Fern. Acc. Sg. fa tstmliy laq noso/ eine ziemlich lange Nase 'a rather long 

nose'; Acc. Sg. Neut. /so glü brt&tip/so (ein) kleines Brückehen 'such a small little 

bridge'; Dat. PI. /kö ftö pmt.y keinen steinernen Pfählen 'no stone posts*. The 

nominative neuter singular ending /-:*/ occurs in the phrase: /mam gucbs kinl/ mein 

2 4 Schirmunski (1962.443) male* that the tendency tit the dialect* in the western part of the Midd le 
German dialect region n to l a w * the masculine m e t the neutral, where their are deviations f rom the 
l i t c n i n language 
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gute\ Kind 'my dear child'. The nominative masculine singular ending /-or/ occurs in 

the phrase: /iy vor o jtapr kerl/ ich war ein junger Kerl 11 was a young boy'. 

Comparative and Superlative Adjectives: 

The Schoenchen dialect forms the comparative of the adjective with the expected 

German «er ending and the superlative of the adjective with the ending -est. This 

suffix creates an environment for the fronting and raising of back stem vowels: / g r o s / 

•big'; /grew/ 'bigger*; /grcsto/ 'biggest': /aid/ 'old'; /eldor/ 'older1; /eldsl/ 'oldest'.25 

Verbal Morphology 

Verbs in the Schoenchen dialect are conjugated for the first, second and third 

person, singular and plural. There is no distinct future tense. Verbs are conjugated for 

indicative, subjunctive and imperative moods. There are specific indicative verb 

conjugations for present, present perfect, past perfect and simple past tense. There 

only appears to be an active voice. No passive voice verb constructions have been 

collected from any Schoenchen German speaker who participated in this study. 2 6 

Present Tense: 

The endings for most present tense indicative verbs show deviation from NHG 

forms. The 1st person singular -e is often lost: Ay flay diy/ Ich schlage dich I'm 

going to hit you'; /iy derjk/ Ich denke' 1 think'; Ay fnrjtc aiy net al/ Ich verstehe 

2 5 The Schtienchen diakvt add* the supcrtainc cttdwp to the comparative /mcr/ more* to construct 
the supertauvc adjecme Aracrjl/ "most* 
2 1 1 NMI puftsoc sentences hs»c occurred in free conversation. Attempts to elicit a passu e sentence in a 
translation environment were not successful. For example the English sentence The farmwork is done 
by the men' provoked the following response: /di m c r w dun al di farmaibtfirt/ Similartv Informant 1 
prm Kkd the response to the sentence The housework •* done by the women' Alt haosarheit is a b 
gndao hat di vaip%latt/. not an example of a true pnssnc 
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euch nicht' I don't understand you (all).' The 2nd person singular -st is retained: /du 

glaikst/ c/ii mci#t/ 'you like\ as is the 3rd person singular and 2nd person plural -/ : /di 

bigolt/ tie büffelt 'she is ironing'; /it braxt net/ iTir braucht nicht 'you (all) don't have 

to'. The 1st person plural forms show frequent loss of the final ~(e)n : /mir fafn hart/ 

Wir arbeiten schwer *We are working hard.' The 3rd person plural form also drops 

the final -n occasionally: /di sitsn/ sie sitzen *lhey are sitting*. The following 

principal auxiliary verbs are conjugated for the present tense: 

sam hon dun 
'to be* ' to have* * to do* 

»v »am hon du 
du his* host dust 
der j 
di I is hot dut 

des J 
nur sam hon daO/dun 
tr salt hot dut 
di sam hon dun 

/dun/' to do' often appears in the dialect as an auxiliary verb with a dependent 

infinitive, indicating perhaps an iterative or emphatic aspect. The informants' use of 

this auxiliary is unpredictable (see also informants' renditions of Wenker sentence 7 

in Appendix II): 

/der dut tnw sat ator csn/ Er iß seine Eier immer ' he always eats 
his eggs...' 
/ty du des nt mer viftor daß/ Ich wilt es nicht mehr wieder tun. *l 
don't want to do that ever again.' 
/...und dun JnaickV ...und mähen '... and (do) (are) mowing.' 

NHG strong verb vowel mutation in the present tense does not occur in the 

dialect. Instead, singular forms are leveled to match the plural vowel: 
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csn furo 
local* to drive* 

•y cs fur 
du est farfl 
der \ 
di I est fait 

dc% J 
mtr en fam 
ir est fart 
di eso fom 

The preterite-present vowel gradation is retained, however, in the present tense of 

the vert) /vizn/ 'to know* as well as in the present tense plural forms of the modal 

auxiliaries /kercV "to be able' and Anizn/ 'to have to* with unrounding of the stem 

vowel: 

V I » kenn mizn 
* to know* ' to be able* * to have to' 

»V vas lean mos 
du vast kanst most 
der \ 
di vast kan mos 

des J 
mtr vr/n kenn mtsn 
tr VI** kent mist 

di vr/n kenn mtsn 

Some forms have also been collected for the modal verbs meaning 'shall, to be 

supposed to' and 'to be permitted*. The Schoenchen dialect reflects unrounding and 

lowering of the stem vowel of MHG süln and dürfen in present tense plural forms. 

/...di sol di sak ncn.../ ..sie sollte die Kleider fertig nähen... *... she 
should finish sewing the clothes...' 
/sei mir mit dir gC/ Sotten wir mit dir gehen? * Shall we go with 
you? 

/des geld derf mir net juzn/ Wir dürfen das Geld nicht benutzen. 
*We cannot (are not permitted to) use the money.' 
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Subjunctive: 

Only the three major auxiliary verbs have present time subjunctive forms. With 

other verbs, the subjunctive mood is expressed periphrastically, using /dun/ or its 

variant /da(V as the auxiliary: /iy dcd des net daß/ ' 1 wouldn't do that' 

sain hon dun 

•y vcr hcd dcd 
du v r r f t hets de ls 
der ! 
di y ver het dcd 

des I 
mtr vcift hedb ckxia 
ir vert heda dcd 
di vera heda deda 

Imperatives: 

2nd person singular imperatives are created by use of the present tense verb stem 

without ending: /gtA mal tn den msfntk/ Guck mal in den Abort! 'Look in the 

outhouse!'; /Jicks fair an/ Mach das Feuer an! 'Start the fire!'; /max di dir tso/ Mach 

die Tür zu! "Close the door!'; /ail diy/ Eil dich! 'Hurry up!' 

The 2nd person plural imperative is created by use of the 2nd person plural verb 

conjugation: /sart ruiy/Seid ruhig! "Be still!*. No data were collected which suggest 

the existence of a formal imperative in the Schoenchen dialect. 

Special Note on Present Tense Verb Usage: 

/gcffcV geben 'to give' can occur with a secondary meaning ' to become': /iy geh 

krank/ Ich werde krank. ' I'm getting sick.* /du most gre/ar geßa/ Du mußt 

größer werden. * You must get older.' 
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Past Tense: 

Only principal and modal auxiliaries regularly occur with simple past tense forms: 

sam hon mr/r> 

•V vur hM most 
Ai varft hnst most 
der * 

d i \ vor hat most 
des J 
mir voran hrnb mosto 
ir vorn hot most 
di vumn hndb mosln 

Also collected were the modal auxiliaries: /vnldb/ wollte ' he wanted, intended 

to*; /tomW krmnte 9 they could'. One informant used the form /lorn/ /com 'came'. 

All other expressions of past time used present perfect (haben/sein + past participle). 

The auxiliary verb /sain/ occurs with intransitive verbs of motion or with statal 

intransitive verbs: 

/ty sam mit di Ian kfurn/ Ich hin mit den Leuten gefahren 'I went with the 
people' 

/das bin ty amkfbvn/ tfa/? 1 V / 1 eingeschlafen hin 'that I fell asleep' 

The auxiliary verb /him/ occurs much more frequently in the dialect. It is used 
with transitive verbs: 

/nun hon n den Jnaps gadnup/ Nun hohen sie den Schnaps getrunken. Then 
they drank the whisky.* 

The past tense subjunctive of statal and intransitive verbs is formed periphrastically 

using the subjuntive form of /sam/, while a subjunctive form of /hon/ occurs in 

combination with transitive verbs. Both cases are observed in the following example: 
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/vcn iy den bios gnkent het veno dupe Til anjtor govcza/ Hättest du ihn 
gekannt! Dann wäre ex anders gekommen I f only you had known him. Things 
would have been different* 

Weak verb past-participles are formed with a ge- prefix, sometimes realized as 

A-/ or /g>/, depending on the initial consonant of the stem. If the stem begins with a 

voiced consonant, the voiceless velar stop IkJ or a vowel, the /gr>-/ prefix appears. 

With stems beginning with voiceless consonants the /k-/ form is preferred. The weak 

verb participle also has a -t suffix: /ksat/ gesagt1 said*; /golemt/ gelernt ' learned'; 

/gnmaxt/ gemacht 'made'.?7 

The strong verb past-participles also have a ge- prefix, which exhibits the same 

variations in form as with the weak participles, depending on the initial consonant of 

the stem. The suffix for strong verb participles is, however, -en. This suffix shows 

similar weakening as found in the present tense plural endings, often losing the final 

with occasional nasalization of the vowel: /gabroxn/ gebrochen ' broken'; 

/k JtrwfkV gestorben * died'; /gndafl/ getan' done.' Two participles occur with no 

prefix at all: /krwin/ gekommen 'come'; /vomn/ geworden * become'. Another has 

lost or assimilated tffe entire participle ending completely: IkSml gefunden 'found' 

Another has lost the suffix vowel, but has retained the nasal consonant: /kfam/ 

gefahren * traveled*. 

Although the NHG simple past tense does not exist in the Schoenchen dialect for 

the most part, NHG ablaut classes can still be recognized from vowel gradation 

exhibited in the present tense and past participle forms of strong verbs. 

2 7 See Keel )<*Ua Cora more detailed analyst* of these phenomena. 
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Class Infinitive Present Tense Present Perfect 

1 bleiben "to remain1 

pfeifen 'to whistle1 
der Waipt 
di patft 

der is gobhßo 
di hat kpivo 

2 lügen 'to lie' 
schießen 'to shoot' 

der liyt 
der Jist 

der hol goloya 
der hot kjoso 

3 singen 'to sing* 
helfen 'to help' 

der snjt 
der helft 

der hol kstap 
der hot kholvo 

4 siebten 'to steal' der fielt der hol kftolo 

5 geben 'to give* 
lesen 'to read* 

di gept 
iy les 

di hol geßo 
iy hon golezo 

6 tragen 'to carry' iy trak IV hon ktraya 

7 schlafen 'to sleep* di flafi di hon kflovo 

The irregular weak verbs collected do not exhibit NHG Rückumlaut, or reversal of 

the vowel mutation, in the participle forms: /gokcnt/ gekannt Tcnown'; /forbrent/ 

verbrannt ' burnt*. 

There were discrepancies in the participle forms of two verbs. Informants 

produced both weak and strong participle forms for the same verb, perhaps due to the 

influence of the standard language heard in church or school: 

/der farm or hot fmf okso gobrtap/ 
/der bailor hot ftnif okso...gobraxl.../ 
Der Bauer hat fünf Ochsen gebracht... 
' The farmer brought five oxen...' 

/veron dnpr fil anjtor govc/o.../ 
/dnp, di veron fil anoftor govest.../ 
dann wäre es anders gekommen... 
' things would have been different...* 

Syntax 

Although the possibility exists that Wenker sentence translation exercises could 

be inadequate for the analysis of word order, some sentences were selected as part of 
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this analysts. Perhaps due to the influence of the word order of the English version 

of the Wenker sentences used in the interviews, the informants tended to translate 

some sentences word for word according to the English models. Adverbial phrases in 

many sentences tended to fall outside the NHG verb auxiliary/ verb complement 

frame, generally referred to in German as either Ausklammerung or Ausrahmung or 

in English as leaking. However, leaking did also occur in sentences gathered from 

free conversation. The following model sentences of the Schoenchen dialect are 

mostly gleaned from various anecdotes, except for Wenker sentences 10, 12, 18, 19, 

22 , 24 and 27.» 

Main clause word order 

The Schoenchen dialect shows little deviation from NHG word order patterns in 

main clause constructions. Statements generally are constructed with the finite verb 

in second position: 

/di Jtcon an di cko./ Sie stehen an der Ecke. They are standing on 
the corner.* 

/main gtmfutnr ist fon rmland komo/ Mein Großvater ist aus 
Rußland gekommen. 'My grandfather came from Russia.' 

/drum tn di kondri htm tsvat lait govont.Mii/dem Land hohen zwei 
Ijeute gewohnt. Two people lived out in the country.' 

/iy dun hardb urban./ Ich arbeite schwer. 1 am working hard.' 

/des vil iy mmor vi5or daft./ Ich will es nicht mehr wieder tun. 1 will 
never do that again.' 

/du most latJtor graten,/ Du mußt ein hißchen lauter sprechen. *You 
must shout louder.' 

2 8 For a complete hut of the Wcnkcr sentences sec Mtl/Jca ( !°52.13-14) or A p p e n d s I 
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The next sentence shows an occurrence of leaking, with the prepositional phrase 

coming after the past participle: 

/di sain nox has komo ox di junjon pnsifiik rcilrowd./ Sie sind mi! 
dem Union Pacific Railroad nach Hays gekommen. They came to 
Hays on the Union Pacific Railroad. 

The finite verb is also in second position in general questions: 

/vcr hot dan main korb mit fiaij kjtoln?/ Wer hat meinen Korb mit 
Fleisch gestohlen? 'Who stole my basket of meat? 

The finite verb is in initial position in yes/no questions and commands: 

/kent tr net ab grod o mtmit brcwt?/ Könnt ihr nicht noch ein 
Augenblickchen auf um warten? 'Can't you (all) wait a minute? 

/kmt, blatp da(ll/(Mein gutes) Kind, bleib hier unten stehen! '(My 
dear) child, stay down here!* 

In careful speech, the placement of the finite verb in second position in statements 

was observed by the dialect informants. The next sentence, however, provides an 

example of the occasional tendency of Informant I to reverse verb and subject 

placement in longer discourse, such as when describing pictures or relating an 

anecdote: 

/sain grino bemo mm./ Es gibt grüne Bäume ringsherum. There are 
green trees around.' 

Am is main gimfatnr mrt sat famtlb...nort gaip/ Und mein Großvater 
und seine Familie sind nordwärts gegangen. 'And my grandfather and 
his family went north." 

Although the possibility exists that a dummy subject es 'it* may have been 

assimilated into the verb /sam/ or lost, there are many instances of this tendency to 

place the finite veib immediately after the conduction Am/ in a narrative also with the 

verb /hoi/, as the next section will show. 
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Coordinate clause word order 

In extended discourse, the principal informant sometimes placed the subject 

following the finite auxiliary verb haben in clauses beginning with the coordinating 

conjunction und. These three sentences from a single narrative provide some 

examples of this tendency: 

Am hot der godeqkt, htmol donorvetor!/ under hat gedacht, Himmel 
Donnerwetter! 'and he thought, thunderations!' 

Am hol der das ifior gokt cm hot krarts gomaxt./ mid der Das 
(Anasta%) hat hinüber geguckt und hat sich bekreuzigt, 'and Das 
(Anastas) looked over the bridge and crossed himself (made a cross).' 

Am hot der aqkfaqg lovo ißor den bngoljo/ under begann über das 
Brückchen zu taufen 'and he began to cross over the little bridge' 

Once again, it is possible a connective adverb dann might have been 

assimilated into the coordinating conjunction und, but no trace of a dental stop 

is apparent, making this possibility unlikely. 

The next two sentences show, however, that Informant 1 follows NHG word order 

placement in similar environments as those described above: 

Am es is biliyor tso IcfJo in Jcnjo als vi si is tn has, di gros Jtat is./ 
und es ist bittiger, in Schfienchen zu leben, ah wie es in Hays ist, die 
eine große Stadt ist 'and it is cheaper to live in Schoenchen than in 
Hays, which is a large city.* 

Am der man var so onbendliy tan mrt sai gelt./ und der Mann war 
sehr knausrig mit seinem Geld, 'and the man was extremely tight with 
his money.' 

There is not enough evidence to show that the tendency of Informant 1 to 

vary his sentence structure in extended conversation is symptomatic of a 

breakdown in the sentence structure system of Schoenchen German, especially 

since the other informants regularly place the finite verb in second position in 

a carefully expressed statement. There may, rather, be an acceptable sentence 
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structure for extended, less carefully thought-out narratives which allow the 

verb in first position. 2 9 

Subordinate clause verbal placement: 

Wenker sentence number 24 has been analyzed in dialect studies in Germany with 

regard to word order in the first subordinate clause.30 This sentence is therefore a 

convenient starting point for a discussion of word order in subordinate clauses: 

/vi 1 9 horn satn komo gestoro ovont voron di andoro Jon in bet on di 
hon sond k Jlovo/ Als ich gestern Abend zurückkam, da lagen di 
anderen schon zu Bett und waren fest am schlafen. 3 1 *When I got 
home last night, the others were already lying in bed and were fast 
asleep. 

A simitar sentence construction was collected while Informant 1 related an 

anecdote: 

/vi iy m di Jul sain gaip/ Als ich in die Schute gegangen bin... 'When 
I went to school...' 

The placement of the auxiliary before the participle in the subordinate clause goes 

contrary to the next sentence, in which the finite auxiliary verb follows the infinitive: 

/vo er imar gnurbail hot/ wo er immer gearbeitet hat 'where he 
always worked* 

The finite auxiliary modal verb usually follows the dependent infinitive in 

a subordinate clause: 

/on jcctos mal, vcn di fru n bisp gelt hon valto,/ und jedes Mal wenn 
die Frau ein bifkhen Gelt haben wollte, 'and each time when the 
woman wanted a little money,* 

Informant 4 has al«o produced a similar sentence in a narrative, where the f inite verb immediately 
f o l l ow* 1 he conjunct ion /on is m a m bru te* hmgetova/ und mein Bruder isi hingelaufen 'and my 
brother went over / 
M ) See Kön ig ( l ° 7 H . I 6 3 ) for a diacusstton of the use of this specific clause in German dialect 
geography 
* l Informant I incorrectly translated the 1st person plural pronoun found in Wcnker sentence 24 as the 
l*t pen**) mngular pronoun 
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/IV vas net, vas des sain sol./ Ich weiß nicht, was das sein soll. 'I 
don't know what that is supposed to be.' 

/vi ver es ven mir jetst gc dedn?/ Wie wäre es, wenn wir jetzt 
gingen? 'How would it be if we left now? 

However, like Wenker sentence 24 above, the following sentence was collected 

with the auxiliary modal occuring before the dependent infinitive in a subordinate 

clause: 

Am di lißandubr sam si onatmyt voron vo si di kiny voldb daft/ und die 
Uebenthaler sind uneinigt geworden, wo sie die Kirche tun (errichten) wollten 
'and the Liebenthaler were not united as to where to put (build) the church' 

Similar inconsistencies occur in a variety of subordinate clause constructions. 

The next two sentences show variation of finite verb placement in a subordinate weil 

clause: 

/vail der voron la it/ weil es Leute gab 'because there were people' 
/vail di gluno ftctjo ab apjierfb/ w<ri7 alle die kleinen Städtchen 

absterben 'because the small towns are all dying out' 

The next two sentences also show some inconsistencies in the placement of the 

finite auxiliary verb in perfect tense subordinate clauses, with the second example 

also showing more leaking: 

Am grata hado mir so gros, das es hot tsvai menr gonomo, das graut 
of on vayo tso laftn./ und wir honen soviel Kraut, daß es zwei Männer 
genommen hat, das Kraut auf einen Wagen zu laden, 'and we had so 
many cabbages, that it took two men to load the cabbages on a wagon.' 

/par voxo danoyo hot der aqkfaip fnrtseb, vi gnr/n bngo on har/or, 
das er gobaot hot in ruslant./ Ein poor Wochen danach begann er zu 
erzählen, wie groß die Brücken und Häuser (waren), die er in Rußland 
gebaut hat. 'A couple of weeks later he began to tell about what big 
bridges and houses he built in Russia.' 

This next example shows the placement of the finite verb helfen in a 

subordinate clause, functioning as a modal preceding a double infinitive 
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construction and located in the clause according to the prescribed NHG 

mannen3 2 

/abor des gresdo du) vi 19 helfo bau hon vor am gnv/o holzono kezol/ 
A / w d!o.\ größte Ding, was ich habe hauen helfen, war ein großer 
hölzener Kessel. 
'But the biggest thing, that I helped build, was a big wooden trough.' 

It is important to remember with regard to the information provided in this 

'Ortsgrammatik' for Schoenchen German that all informants for this study had both a 

careful style of speaking, as well as a casual style, depending on whether they were 

doing translation exercises or just conversing. The tendencies shown toward 

deviation from NHG word order rules generally occurred during extended casual 

speech. These deviations included unusual word order placement and extreme 

reductions of endings, particularly with pronouns and articles. 

The fact that there are so few speakers of Schoenchen German left, plus the fact 

that many speak the dialect only from memory, makes it unlikely that an exact 

determination of the morphological and syntactic structure of the dialect will ever be 

possible. It is unfortunate that the dialect was not studied immediately after the 

settlers founded the town of Schoenchen and that the analysis of the modem data 

cannot lead to anything more than a picture of how things likely' were during the 

years when the use of the Schoenchen dialect was at its peak, but one can only work 

with the material which is available. 

The grammatical analysis presented in this chapter represents what remains today 

of a dialect which has not been actively used by a large number of speakers for many 

3 2 The double in f in i t ive construction invo lv ing the verb helfen looks similar in a main clause, as 
expressed in this example f rom Informant 9: / iy hon j t ö hel fo bteipf 1 helped break stone.' 
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years.33 It reflects the speech habits of the few speakers left who identify themselves 

as Schoenchen German speakers, distinct from German speakers in the other nearby 

Volga German communities. How the speech of Schoenchen German differs from 

that of these other towns will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

3 3 A l though some informant* c la im to speak the dialect at home, most probably only use very 
standard phrases l ike: /mass gut/ T a k e care of yourself! ' or / v i gets/ 'How's it go ing? or other 
expression* of the l ike. They prubabt) do not carry on much extended discourse in the dialect at home. 
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Chapter 5 

Lexical Borrowing in the Schoenchen Dialect 1 

The first generation of settlers in Russia endured many hardships establishing a 

presence on the Russian steppes. Many of the original immigrants to Russia had 

come from areas in central Germany which were nothing like the Russian plains. 

Many had no agricultural background and had to learn farming through trial and 

error. 2 These people were unprepared and ill-equipped for the harsh life of dryland 

farmers. They had to learn to tolerate extremes in heat and cold, as well as periods of 

drought and Hooding. Their housing was primitive and settlers were first forced to 

live in earthen dugouts or crude wood-framed structures. Harvests were small while 

the settlers learned how and what to raise in the newly plowed-under grasslands. The 

settlers were always under the threat of attack from nomadic Kirghiz horsemen, who 

roamed the grasslands with their herds of grazing cattle. 

Living conditions improved, however, for following generations as farming 

techniques were perfected. The Volga German communities survived and expanded 

in the century following the original settlement. 

During this century, several dozen Russian words were adopted into the German 

language of these communities, as speakers were introduced to new types of food, 

clothing, and technology. Although the Volga Germans purposely lived in closed 

1 Th is chapter discusses Russian and English kamwmds b o m w e d in to the dialect after the ongma) 
settlers in Russia left their German homeland. One very common loanword Anarcdic,/ " ü r c d \ of 
French o r ig in , was probably borrowed before the speakers lef i the German homeland. Lamg (1910. 
522) also tells, of the possible inf lux o f French words into the Volga German area due to the presence 
01 French posorters o f war dur ing the umc of Napolcan and the Cnmcan War. He gives ten French 
words in the dialect as examples. 
2 Lamg ( l ° | 0 . 523) writes: T r a d i u o n stales that most o f those who settled on the Wolga (sic) were 
artisans (weavers, cobblers, tailors, etc.) and but few farmers." 
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communities separate from the Russian peasantry, the influence of their Slavic 

neighbors nevertheless had some impact on the vocabulary. 3 

Since only a few of these Russian words are still in use today in Ellis County, 

Kansas, evidence for the existence of many of the Russian words in Kansas Volga 

German comes from the work of Rev. Francis S. Laing and Judge J. C. Ruppenthal. 

Between 1909 and 1913 both men compiled lists of Russian words in the German 

language of the Russian immigrants in and around Ellis County. 4 

Based on the evidence supplied by these lists, the words borrowed from Russian 

by the Volga Germans up until the end of the nineteenth century fall to a large extent 

into three groups, with a number of miscellaneous borrowings. These main classes 

and the words in each class are: 5 

Klobc rdan / (1975. 212) states that although the Volga Germans "maintained many eighteenth -
century German customs and practices, they were nevertheless subjected to the physical and social 
influences o( their new environment. The agricultural methods, architecture, and dress of the Volga 
Germans were noticeably influenced by Russian peasant culture and their dai ly \ocabulary was 
sprinkled w i th Russian words." 
4 Sec La ing (1910, 522-23) and Ruppenthal (1915.524-25) Other researchers of the Volga Germans 
in Kansas have also provided examples of Russian loanwords in the dialects, w i th most words found tn 
the lists o f La ing and Ruppenthal. See Denning (1977. 175-77). Werth (1979.68) . Pfeifer (1983.40) . 
and Keel ( I9H9 . 395). K lobcrdan/ (1975. 212) mentions a common Russian greeting zdavsrvuiie (sic). 
Th is greeting * as not collected b> Ruppenthal or Laing, nor d id any informant in Kansas use the word . 
Werth (1979, 23) mcnuons the word Babushka, meaning a dark shawl, a term also absent f rom the 
Ruppenthal and Laing lists. Th is word can also mean •grandmother.' 

Toepfcr and Dreiltng's tale of the migrat ion of the Volga Germans to Kansas occasionally contains a 
Russian word . For example, they wr i te about the Volga Germans' first experiences w i th Russian food: 
"Their food consisted of cabbage soup and mil let pomdgc. wi th a dnnk called Kwass, which is a sort 
of beer made f rom fermented rye or barley over which warm water has been poured* (1982 J 2 ) . Later 
they wr i te of a typical vi l lage house: T h e house was built w i th the back to the street It had one door 
in the rear wh ich entered in io the Kritiz. a small vestibule or foyer, where the heavy outer garments 
were removed and hung on pegs in winter* (1982.46), When describing women's sewing ski l ls , they 
wn ie : "A wither woman sewed on a Kaflan. a dress a x i l for her husband made of dark felt* (1982,50). 

S imi la r ly . Drc i l ing (1976.35) . mcnuons that the settlers had to d ig  mSem!vanka. i.e.. caves," i n 
order to survive that first winter after immigrat ion to Russia. He also states that many of the Volga 
German men in Kansas wore a "cap called a card use" (1976,47). 
5 The spell ings o f the Russian loanwords come f rom Ruppenthal (1915, 524-25). 
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1) Farm housing and technology: 

ambar 'granary' 
brosch 'fallow land' 
grulitz *a small closed porch* 
messit 'bran and straw mash for feed' 
pachshu 'garden* 
sarai 'outbuilding* 
sedilka 'harness bridge for horses' 
simlinka 'dugout' 
steppe field, prairie' 

2) Clothing: 

bollschupke 6 'short overcoat' 
gofta 7 'short jacket for women' 
kardus 'cap' 
manishka 'starched man's dress shirt' 
nubi 'dress scarf 
paletot, baldo cloak, overcoat* 
tulup - "great coat* 
tuppke leggings' 

3) Food: 

bierok 'stuffed pastry' 
erbus. arbus 'watermelon* 
kalatsch 'loaf of white bread' 

u Id l ing ( I V I O . 523) spells this mpahrkapka and translate* it as large otcnxmt ' . 
7 La ing ( ) ° ) ( ) . 522) spells this as kafkm and translates Has'coat*. 
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4) Miscellaneous: 

bantke 'glass jar1 

betta! 'awful1 

hlotnik, plodnik •carpenter1 

gumja 'friend' 
jemtschick 'vehicle driver* 
kaback 'wages' 
kaluntsch 'swing' 
klapot 'lawsuit' 
knout 'whip' 
natschelnik 'court official' 
papyrus 'cigarette' 
parse hoi! 'go away!' 
plet 'wide whip' 
prostoi 'common' 
radnik 'recruit' 
samovar 'tea steeper* 
sotnik •constable' 
stuft 'quart measure' 

It is unfortunate that the published lists of Laing and Ruppenthal do not cite the 

names of places or full names of informants used in compiling their lists. It is also 

not clear when the informants came to Kansas. They could have come with the 

original settlers, or may have come anytime as late as 1909.8 It is also not clear 

whether first or second generation German speakers provided the words for the lists. 

Reverend Laing was based in Victoria, Kansas. It is reasonable to assume that his 

contacts were mostly with the Catholic Volga Germans. Judge Ruppenthal may have 

8 A l though be mentions no dates. Ruppenthal (1915.524) writes: "Among the first colonists in 
Kansas but very lew were t ami liar w i th the Russian language, and fewer st i l l could read or wn te it. 
The later corners, however, have shown constantly increasing famil iarity w i th Russian... ." 
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had more contact with the Lutheran Volga Germans, since he lived in Russell, 

Kansas, although he held court in six counties populated with both Lutheran and 

Catholic Volga Germans. 

Based on the evidence provided by their descendants, it can be claimed with 

reasonable certainty, however, that many German immigrants into the southern Volga 

region in the 1760s did not have sufficient background to have a strong German 

vocabulary in agricultural technology, thus explaining the need to borrow terms for a 

granary, amhar, which served an entirely different purpose than a barn, a more 

common farm building in Germany, for which the Volga Germans already had an 

adequate German word. Stall. Although the German language has a vocabulary term 

for fallow land, Brachfeld or land, this word was perhaps unknown to the Volga 

Germans or maybe forgotten after a century in Russia, since it was replaced in some 

speakers' vocabulary by the Russian borrowing hrosch. There is still competition 

today between two words in the Schoenchen German dialect to express the English 

word 'pasture', the German word Feld and the Russian borrowing steppe. 

The settlers also were probably not experienced with severe continental winters 

and the need for a large, heavy overcoat, or tulup, and felt leggings or tuppke 9 in 

order to survive outdoors on the steppes. The dress of their acclimated Slavic 

neighbors proved more practical. Thus the Volga Germans borrowed the names of 

the clothing items as they began to wear them habitually. 

As a result of their early encounters with their Slavic neighbors, the Volga 

Germans were introduced to new types of food. For example, they came to rely 

heavily on one particular fruit, erhus, or 'watermelon', which not only was a treat in 

the summertime, but also could be cooked down to a syrup to serve as a sweetener for 

9 Since this word i« no longer used by any informant who has been interviewed to date, it is not clear 
whether the Russian borrowing is singular or plural. 
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baked goods.10 In addition, a food item widely associated today with the Russian 

German settlers on the Great Plains is the bier ok, a pastry stuffed with meat and 

cabbage. 

Very few Russian words were produced in free conversation or translation 

exercises with third generation speakers in the Ellis County, Kansas, Volga German 

communities of Schoenchen, Munjor and Catherine. Therefore the lists of Russian 

words in Kansas Volga German published by Laing and Ruppenthal as well as 

additional selected words from lists of Russian loans in Canadian Mennonite German 

by John Thiessen and Gerhard Wiens 1 1 were incorporated into a questionnaire and 

presented to informants in Schoenchen, Munjor and Catherine. The additional words 

from Thiessen and Wiens are: 
Russian English 

baklazhan •tomato' 
baschtan 'vegetable plot outside of town' 
bulka 'white bread' 
chabar bribe' 
chutor 'property' 
dulja 'insulting gesture' 
gorjko 'crowd yells after kiss' 
kipjatok 'boiling water1 

kwas 'malted drink, Schwarzbrot' 
relschka 'creek' 
sutki 74 hours, day and night* 

tabun 'herd of horses' 
tschesnok 'garlic* 
tschetwertj •grain measure (2099 hi)' 

1 0 See Toepfcr and D ied ing (1982. 56). 
1 1 See Wiens (1957) and Thiessen (1V63). These selected Russian loanwords !rx>m ibeir articles were 
incorporated in to the questionnaire to sec if any of the loanwords borrowed by Germans in the Ukraine 
might be recognized by Volga Germans. 
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One other word was added to the questionnaire. The word is nushnik, meaning 

'outhouse*. This is arguably the most recognizable Russian borrowing in the Volga 

German dialects of Ellis County and the mention of the word is sure to bring a smile 

to any dialect informant. The word was certainly used early in the century when 

Ruppenthal and Laing were compiling their lists of Russian borrowings in the 

German dialects. Perhaps they felt it was in bad taste to include the word on their 

lists. 

Dialect informants were asked if they recognized the Russian words on the 

questionnaire, and if so, if they still actively used them. By comparing the 1909-13 

evidence collected by Laing and Ruppenthal with 1992-94 Ellis County Volga 

German evidence based on the questionnaire, it is apparent that many Russian terms 

must have been falling out of use by the time the second generation immigrants in 

Kansas reached adulthood. The third generation Schoenchen speakers who were 

presented the list recognized 17 of the SI solicited Russian forms 1 2 or 33% and in 

free conversation or translations produced only 6 words or 12%. The fact that the 

informants recognize more words than they actually use probably indicates that their 

parents or grandparents rarely used the Russian loanwords. The informants never 

have felt the need to retain the words in their own active vocabulary. 

One clue to this is the fact that one Schoenchen speaker used the English word 

'dugout' when describing the crude housing of the early settlers. Even though the 

Russian borrowing simlinka was still common earlier in the century, and appears in 

the literature about the Volga Germans in Kansas,13 it was apparently not used 

enough in his family for him to remember the word. 

1 2 Of the lists from Ruppenthal and Laing, the questionnaire omits the words bollschupkt, kaback and 
kalunixch. I i may be that the Canadian Mennomte word baschtan is the same word as the Volga 
German pmhsha. It may also be that what Laing calls Kaftan is what Ruppenthal calls gofla. 

1 3 Sec Dieding (1976,35) . 
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Although not every informant recalled the same set of words, the words still 

generally recognized today by Schoenchen, Munjor and Catherine informants are 

listed below: (The forms with * were also collected during other dialect interview 

exercises without prompting from the questionnaire): 

am bar granary' 
burjko 'glass jar* 
btrok 'stuffed pastry' 
MclJ 'riding whip* 
blotntk 'carpenter* 

* crhm 'watermelon' 

goftp 'short jacket for women' 
grilrt* 'a small closed porch1 

* gomp friend* 
kaftan 'coat' 
kalotj 'a loaf of white bread' 
kvast 'malted drink' 

* nojnik 'outhouse' 
hmstru 'arrogant' 
radmk 'recruit, soldier' 

* Jtep 'meadow, prairie1 

topkn leggings* 

The Russian words used in the free conversation, picture description exercises and 

Wenker translation exercises all exhibit adaptation to the phonological and 

morphological system of the dialect: 

/gok msl in den nojfnik. IC deijk der is m den nofmk/ 
Guck mal in den Nmchnik (Abort). Ich denk, der « r in dem Nmchnik. 
'Look in the outhouse. I think he is in the outhouse*. 

/gn>so erbozr» hon mir gr>vaksr>/ 
Große Erbuse (Wassermelone) hohen wir wachsen lassen. 
'We grew large watermelons'. 
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/IV *** mil di latt tsortk tßor di Jtep ins vatsofeld kfaron/ 
Ich hin mit den Uuten über die Steppe (Wiese) ins Korn gefahren. 
1 drove with the people hack there over the meadow into the grain field'. 

Ides ham ncho dnm hir hot so o gnlitsjo/ 
Das Haus neben dran hier hai so ein Graitschen (ein kleines Nebengebäude). 
The house has a little outbuilding next to it here*. 

The first example sentence collected from from a Schoenchen speaker relating an 

anecdote shows the use of a Russian masculine loan in the Schoenchen dialect. The 

collapse of the accusative and dative case in the definite article system of the dialect 

is suggested with the use of the loanword in this sentence. 

The second example, collected from another Schoenchen speaker telling a joke, 

shows a regular German plural adaptation using the suffix -e with the singular 

Russian loanword, pronounced in isolation as /des erbos/. 

The third sample sentence was produced by a Munjor speaker and contains a 

Russian feminine borrowing, while the fourth sentence, collected during a picture 

description exercise by the same Munjor informant, displays the tendency of the Ellis 

County German dialects to frequently add diminutive suffixes to nouns, even when 

the noun itself already implies smallness, as in the case of this loanword. 

Borrowings from the Russian language ceased with the emigration of the 

Schoenchen speakers to Kansas. The predominant type of Russian borrowings up to 

that point had been nouns, based on the word lists of Laing and Ruppenthal. The 

lists show only two Russian expressions that might be considered as drawing from the 

colloquial vocabulary of their Slavic neighbors, those being the expressions for go 

away and awful. 

The paucity of Russian borrowings by the immigrants is a reflection of the fact 

that, for the most part, the Volga Germans in Russia lived apart from their Slavic 
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neighbors. By 1909, the total number of commonly used Russian words in Ellis 

County Volga German was probably around forty words, taking into account that 

some words might have been missed in the studies of Ruppenthal and Laing. It took 

the dialect over a century to acquire this small vocabulary of loanwords. This is an 

interesting fact when compared with the claim by Georg Dinges (1923,68) that he 

had collected a list of 800 Russian words in the Volga German dialects spoken by 

those who remained in Russia! 1 4 Thus, in the nearly fifty years following the 

beginning of the exodus of Volga Germans to the western hemisphere, the remaining 

Volga Germans began to deal much more closely with the majority Russian 

speakers. 1 5 

During World War I I , the Volga Germans in Russia suffered extreme persecution 

and were forcibly removed from the Volga region and were resettled in Siberia and 

other remote areas of the Soviet Union. As a result of this treatment, most chose to 

abandon the German language in favor of Russian. Thus today, many descendants in 

Russia of the Volga Germans speak little or no German, according to published 

magazine and newspaper accounts in Germany. 1 6 

1 4 Dingen deplores the large inf lux of Russian words into the Volga German dialects by the 1920s. He 
writes: * Bewundert ich ist (aber selbstverständlich nicht m sehr), dal* russische Worter auch dann 
entlehnt werden, wenn eine Sache von jeher bei den Deutschen bekannt war und ein gutes deutsches 
Wor t m ihrer Benennung vorhanden war. und dann dennoch a n russisches Wort anstatt eines 
deutschen gebraucht w i r d " (1923.68) . (It is remarkable, (but really not too remarkable), that Russian 
words ant then borrowed, when a thing al l along had been known to the Germans and a good German 
word had been available for naming it. and yet a Russian word instead of a German is used.) He states 
a l i t t le further on : " Ich glaube, es ist ganz unschön, wenn man russische Woner in die deutsche 
Sprache ohne Not h ine inmischt " (1923.68) |1 believe it is not very nice when one mixes Russian 
words in to the German language unnecessary. I 

Ruppenthal (1915. 524) notes that the latecomers to Kansas were much more famil iar w i th Russian 
than the earlier sealers, a sign that the Russian authonues were increasing efforts to leach Russian to 
the Vo lga Germans in much the same way that they were being encouraged to learn English in 
Kansas. 
1 5 For m lo rmauon on the reign of Alexander I I I and his policies promoting russification sec 
Giesinger (1974, 230-31). By 1892. Russian was the required language for school lastruction. 

1 6 See P e r s o n n e l 43 ( O c t 1991.202-10) and Die Zeit (Oct. 25. 1991.5-6). 
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A similar situation occurred in Ellis County, Kansas, during the years between the 

two world wars. The United States battled Germany in both wars and there was much 

discrimination against Volga Germans in Kansas.17 The use of German in the schools 

was forbidden by Kansas law in 1919. 1 8 Most Volga German children starting school 

between the wars had to start school without any English training. They felt ashamed 

after suffering the ridicule of their English speaking schoolmates. By the time these 

children became adults after World War I I , they decided also to abandon their 

German dialect in favor of English as the primary language of the home. 

These facts affect the way the German speakers in Schoenchen adopted English 

loanwords into their language. The Volga Germans did not just borrow English terms 

for new and unknown items encountered in America. A look at the complete list of 

English words found in the recorded samples of Schoenchen German shows a much 

broader incursion into the language than does the Russian list. The categories are not 

as easily broken down, since the types of words borrowed go beyond just noun 

borrowings. 

1) Nouns: 

pastor 
farmer 
neighbor 
bootlegger 
prisoner 
architect 
engineer 

1 7 The Volga Germans were not on ly persecuted because of their German language, but also because 
of their Russian hen tage. They were often called *Rooshuns* or even 'Communists 1 by outsiders, 
especially around the t ime of Wor ld War I. Sec K lobcrdan/ (1975.217-18) . Sec also Saul (1974. 54) 
for an excerpt on htm the Havs Sentinel newspaper \ i c w c d the new Volga German immigrants, 
setting the stage for the two generauons of discrimination to follow 
1 8 See 1919 State o f Kansas Session Laws (352). 
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dad 
salesman 

farm 
mountains 
water 
pasture 
dam 
sand 
mile 
north 
south 
county 
country 

car 
radiator 
cement 
pipes 

seminary 
tomato 
monkey 
stories 
basket 
brush 
pint 
draft 
army 
business 
mash 
mouth 
basement 
store 



2) Verbs: 

to move 
to act 
to use 
to talk 
to argue 
to behave 
to hire 
to blacktop 
to worry 
to irrigate 

3) Discourse matters: 

you know 
well 

4) Miscellaneous: 

go ahead! 
about 
always 
forwards 
broke 
awful 
better 
finally 
into 
anyway 
soundly 



Haugen (1953,93) writes about the areas in which Norwegian American 

immigrants were most likely to borrow words from English. He writes: "The chief 

foci of influence were the store, the government, and the American neighbor. But in 

home and family life, in church and religion, the English expressions penetrated more 

slowly/ A look at the above list seems to suggest that this was largely true of the 

Volga German immigrants to Schoenchen, Kansas. With the exception of the words 

pastor and dad, English borrowings tend to fall outside the realm of home and 

church. The borrowing of two such words, however, in addition to the word mouth, 

suggest a potential loss of core vocabulary in those areas which are most resistant to 

borrowings, such as kinship terms and body parts.19 

These English words were produced during interviews in which the informants 

were questioned in English and they responded in German.20 A few of the words 

were produced during Wenker sentence translation exercises. From the 

miscellaneous group, go ahead, about, always, better, into, awful, and soundly were 

produced translating Wenker sentences, along with the verbs to act, to behave, to 

hire. Other nouns from Wenker translations were basket, farmer, monkey, mountains, 

pasture, brush. 

Seventeen of the 61 English words, or 28% were thus possibly the product of 

suggestion based on the English contained in the Wenker sentences. The other 44 

words, or 72%, were produced in free conversation, with the informant responding to 

English questions. 

1 9 Sec Haugcn (1953,94) for a (able shewing the percentage o f English loanwords in various fields o f 
act iv i ty. Some examples: autos and bicycles (100%); go*eminent and polit ics (55.6%); business and 
trade ( 5 0 3 % ) ; schooling and books (43.8%); home and family (4 .9%); parts of the body (0%). 
2 0 Un l ike Haugcn (1953) no attempt was made to produce a list o f English words to see which ones 
were actively used in the dialect due to the fact that the speakers have been using English as the 
pr imary language for so long. Such a list might have been a very useful too! for studying English 
inf luence on the Schoenchen Dialect had it been presented in the 1950s, when thcie were many more 
speakers o f German as a first language w i th English as their second language. See Haugcn (1953,556-
608) for his list o f English words used by the Norwegian speakers he studied. 
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An effort was made to have the informants talk about events which occurred fifty 

years ago or earlier. This was done to try to limit the need to speak of modern 

technology, which is often a triggering device into English discourse with some 

informants. 

A determination also had to be made as to whether an English word in the dialect 

is an actual loanword or if it is simply used because the informant can no longer recall 

the German word and instead substitutes the English word. An important clue to the 

level of acceptance of a loan is whether it is adapted to the phonological and 

morphological system of the dialect by several speakers.21 Many, but not all, of the 

English words collected in Schoenchen German have been adapted to the 

pronunciation and grammatical rules of the dialect. Recent noun borrowings such as 

car or salesman do not show this morphological adaptation. Thus the dialect shows 

both resistance and submission to influences of the majority English language. No 

loanblends involving the combination of German and English lexemes have been 

collected for Schoenchen German 2 2 , although one loan translation based on an 

English model has been collected: /besor ap/ 'better off . One idiomatic loan has 

also been collected: Ann aus/ 'without'.23 

2 1 Bender (I9HK). 7V) wnics thai the degree o f adaptation of a loanword into the phonological and 
morphological system also pros ides clues to how o ld the borrowed term is. 
2 2 The Schoenchen dialect uses Jg\*npJ to express fondness or l ik ing: /19 glai$ Jvama f l a i j / 1 l ike 
pork. 1 Th i s is what B loomf ied (1933.462) terms a loan-t iamlat ion, a process where the English verb 
'to l ike ' is the model f rom which the German adjecüvc gleich, meaning 'equal, rcsembiant' derives a 
new meaning. The verb geliehen is attested, however, in Middle High German wi th the meaning ' to 
l ike someone (w Hh a dative personal object).* The O l d Saxon verb ttkon (w i th a dative impersonal 
object) also had the meaning 'to l ike. ' Th is suggests /g taup / may have been a part o f the German 
dialect vocabulary of the founders o f Schoenchen . Russia and Schoenchen, Kansas and not a 
loanWcnd based on the English verb 'to l ike. ' 
2 3 The term am ies f rom Bender (1980,81) and is described as the imitat ion o f a foreign expression 
wh ich may or may not contain English morphemes. A n example cited f rom East Frisian Low German 
is (den v r |, meaning that way', an expression unheard o f in Germany. 
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The pattern of borrowing involving English loanwords can be broken down into 

several categories. The first type of pattern involves words borrowed into the dialect 

with virtually no adaptation to the phonology of the dialect: 

/di sam nox hcis komo ux di junjon posifik reiirowd on di sain erft nox in ruf 
kaonti gomuvt/ 

Sie sind nach Hays mit der Union Pacific Railroad (Bahn) gekommen und sie sind 
erst (nach) in Rush County (Landkreis) gezogen. 

They came to Hays on the Union Pacific Railroad and they first moved to Rush 
County*. 

It seems likely that the words railroad and county were among the first to be 

borrowed in the Volga German dialects. The principal means of transportation to and 

from Ellis County was the train. When making land purchases, it would be necessary 

to know terminology for the political subdivision of land, such as county. 

Another loanword which may have been an early borrowing does however exhibit 

the phonological characteristic of consonant lenition in a voiced environment of the 

dialect, with the III in the loanword country being lenited to /d/: 

/drum m di kondri htm tsvai Ian govont/ 
Drauß* auf dem Land hohen zwei Leute gewohnt. 
'Out in the country lived two people'. 

When the Volga Germans first moved to Russia, they had to live in temporary 

underground shelters until they could acquire the materials to build a home. The 

dialect borrowed the Russian word for this type of temporary dwelling, simlinka. It is 

a word which was collected in the Ruppenthal list of 1915. The word was not listed 

in the Laing list. The third generation informants today do not recognize the Russian 

word. Instead, Informant I used an English term to refer to the underground 

dwellings built by the early immigrants on the plains of Kansas: 

Am dar do hon siy dogaots gornaxt/ 
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Und da haben sie sich Dugouts ( Unterstände) gemacht. 
'And there they made themselves dugouts*. 

Some nouns may appear to be English loanwords in the dialect, but in fact exist as 

well in Standard German. The problem is therefore one of subconsciously 

incorporating English pronunciation. The following sample illustrates this 

phenomenon: 

/on hon den samd aos den JmoYr> goholt for den siment cbnn/ 
Und sie haben den Sand aus dem Smoky Hill geholt für den Zement darin. 
'And they got sand from the Smoky Hill for the cement it contained1. 

This same informant later pronounces the word sand with the German 

pronunciation: 

/on d;>ri da aos hon mir onkfaip sant fon di drukon ert gojust/ 
Und von da an haben wir angefangen, Sand von der trockenen Erde zu benutzen. 
'And from then on we began to use sand from the dry earth*. 

This sample also illustrates well the next category of English borrowing into 

Schoenchen German. Several common functional verbs have been borrowed into the 

dialect, where they have been adapted to the German verb morphology. 

In the above example, the English verb to me appears in a past participle form. 

The verb also appears in recordings in the infinitive as well: 

/na ana, des gelt der! mir net ju/r>/ 
Na, Anna, da\ Geld dürfen wir nicht benutzen. 
'No, Anna, we cannot use the money'. 

The next two examples illustrate the English verb to call occurring conjugated for 

the first person plural, as well as in the infinitive: 

/m eqglij 6c sa Jmowki hil, mir kab Jmogo/ 
Auf englisch sagen sie Smoky Hill. Wir nennen es Schmugge. 
'In English they say Smoky Hill. We call it Shmugge*. 

/di ancbn> woldo es saqkt antonbs kalo, di Jlat/ 
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Die anderen wollten es Sankt Antonius nennen, die Stadt. 
The others wanted to call it Saint Antonius, the city'. 

The other items in the verb list are also incorporated into the morphological 

system of the dialect. Verbs showed this tendency in all cases, which was not the 

case with nouns. Even a more modern technological verb was altered to fit the verb 

morphology: 2 4 

/mir hon di Jtnv/o gabkektopt/ 
Wir haben die Straßen geteert. 
fWe blacktopped the streets1. 

The fact that verbs undergo this transformation is important because the evidence 

shows that the type of loanword most likely to be fully morphologically adapted in 

this way into the Schoenchen dialect is the verb. Speakers produce the English verb 

loanwords without hesitation in some cases, meaning they do not struggle with 

searching for a German alternative before using the English, although there may a 

corresponding German verb in the dialect. 

Another important clue to the intrusion of the English language into the 

subconscious mind of the Schoenchen speaker is the frequent use of the discourse 

marker you know. The following samples illustrate the use of this discourse marker, 

used when the speaker wants confirmation from the listener, or when he is delaying 

while thinking of what to say next: 

/Jcnp blaipt simh(, ju now, grado n:>x so gros vi si vomn/ 
Schoenchen blaipt ziemlich, weißt du, gerade noch so groß, wie es war. 
'Schoenchen remains pretty much, you know, just as big as it was'. 

/da var forbodi, ju now, fnaps/ 
Das war verboten, weißt du, Schnaps. 
That was forbidden, you know, whisky*. 

2 4 Johannes (1946, 101) provides two other examples of contemporary ( for that time) technological 
borrowings in El l is County Volga German: getclephoned; Ich han* die Car gecrankt. 
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Informant 1 was able to converse in German with a minimal amount of English 

interference, less than 2%, which was far and away the smallest amount of English 

interference of all the informants for this study. He tended to use English only when 

speaking of modern technology or when he had no German equivalent for an 

occupational title. He also used English discourse markers when pausing in his 

speech, although he would swear in German, especially when he could not remember 

a particular German word he needed to complete a thought or render a translation. 

The impending death of the Schoenchen language is not due to speakers desiring 

to acquire a prestige language; rather it is the result of persecution of three 

generations of speakers, followed by two generations raised in the English language, 

mostly indifferent to the idea of preserving the German dialect. There is no long 

transition period to discuss, during which English loanwords and syntax begin to 

affect the structure of the German dialect. 2 5 

The number of English loanwords in the dialect will probably never be 

satisfactorily determined. Whenever the topic of conversation involves modern 

technology, it is certain that a speaker will use English expressions. More often than 

not, the speaker will just switch to English. 

2 5 The decline and impending death o f the dialect is the subject o f Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 6 

A Comparison of the Schoenchen Dialect with Its 

Neighboring Volga German Dialects 

One of the most interesting aspects of the immigration of the Volga Germans to 

Ellis County is the fact that many settlers from a particular community in Russia 

traveled together to Kansas and founded new communities together, eventually naming 

their communities after the towns left behind in Russia. There are several different 

factors which are responsible for bonding these settlers together through this major 

upheaval and resettlement. 

The Volga German villages in Russia were founded on the sparsely populated 

Russian steppes. The villages were located several miles from one another, separated 

by farmland, rivers and hills. It became necessary for the residents to cooperate in order 

to survive. Large families were needed to ensure the necessary number of laborers to 

work the fields. These factors were responsible for the development of a strong sense 

of kinship loyalty, independence, community pride and self-reliance within individual 

towns. The strong presence of usually just one church per village, for the most part 

either Catholic or Lutheran, also strenthened this sense of community. These 

independent Volga German towns grew to be very competitive with other Volga 

German communities, with the residents of one village often creating unflattering 

nicknames for the residents of another.1 

But there were also factors which connected the independent villages closer 

together. Many towns shared the same church affiliation. Catholic communities tended 

to be clustered near one another and the same was true for Lutheran villages. In 

1 See Klobcrdan/ (1986, 285. 289). 
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addition, the villagers were constantly at risk of attack and looting by raiding Khirgiz 

horsemen and other nomadic groups roaming the steppes. Villages would have to be in 

communication with one another during periods of attack, in order to protect stockpiles 

of grain, livestock and other products. Finally, the villagers had to come together to 

communicate with the Russian authorities for matters dealing with land acquisitions and 

other Russian government matters pertaining to the Volga Germans in the Saratov and 

Samara provinces. 

The strongest and most important link holding the Volga German communities 

together was, however, ethnic identity. This identity was based on a shared history of 

emigration from the German homeland. The immigrants to Russia created a German 

language speech island surrounded by vast open expanses, thinly populated by nomads 

and Russian speaking peasants and bureaucrats. These settlers tamed the frontier in a 

matter of two generations time and became established and successful farmers who 

outgrew their original homesteads and expanded even further into the open plains of 

Russia. This success was the object of considerable envy by the Russians living 

nearby, who began to react with increasing pressure upon Russian authorities to insist 

that the Volga Germans begin to pay for their success in Russia. The outside pressure 

of the Russian monarchy upon the Volga Germans to participate in military service for 

Russia, as well as to share their farm bounty and land with less fortunate Russian 

peasants,2 further strengthened the ethnic ties among the Volga Germans. 

The result was that the individual Volga German belonged to a large family unit, an 

extended family bonded by kinship, a church community, a village and the larger Volga 

German settlement group.3 The German language was the common thread that bound 

2 Sec Saul (1974) and Otcsinger (1974) for more on Russian efforts tn the nineteenth century to do 
away with the inducements granted by Catherine the Great a century earlier to entice German settlers to 
the banks of the southern Volga. 
3 Sec Klobcrdan/ {1986) for more about in-group affiliation among the Volga Germans in Russia and 
Kansas. 
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all Volga Germans together, but local variations existed also within the larger German 

language speech island. 

Nineteen towns in Russia provided the original immigrants to Ellis and Rush 

Counties in Kansas. These towns were Schoenchen, Obermonjou, Zug (Gattung), 

Soloturn (Wittman), Luzern, Pfeifer, Semjonowka, Boregard, Kamenka, 

Katharinenstadt , 4 Herzog, Rohleder, Mariental, Rothammel, Lui, Graf, Neu-

Obermonjou, Liebental and Marienburg.5 The first sixteen towns are categorized as 

original mother colonies in Russia. The last three towns are categorized as daughter 

colonies, in that they were established and settled in 1859-60 by Volga Germans from 

the mother colonies after overpopulation of the original colonies became a problem. 

Dinges (1923) developed a linguistic map of the Volga German mother colonies in 

Russia to accompany his article "Über unsere Mundarten." The colonies are 

differentiated linguistically based on the pronunciation of twenty-three lexical items. 

Most of the towns from which the majority of the Volga German settlers to Kansas 

originated can be found on the map. The following table displays the Standard German 

name and the dialect equivalents for the twenty-three items common to all the mother 

colonies which provided immigrants to Ellis and Rush Counties.6 The sixteen mother 

colonies providing immigrants to Ellis and Rush Counties can be categorized in seven 

4 Th i * town has more recently been called Marxstadt The settlers of Catherine, Kansas, originated 
here 

This list amies from Laing (1910,490) . Although he names Luzern and Rohledcr as two of the 
nineteen \ illagcs from which immigrants to Kansas originated, there are no mention of individuals 
from either of these towns in the roll calls of the founders of the Volga German towns in Kansas 
published in the article. One of the original scouts from Russia, however, who surveyed the Kansas 
pnune prior to the mass immigration was a man from Lu/ern, but no mention is made of his name 
among those who finally settled in Kansas. See Laing (1910,492). Drcinng (1976) also fails to 
mention Lu/ern or Rohledcr probably because be is strongly indebted to Laing for his history of the 
founding of the Ellis and Rush County Volga German settlements. 

Informants 7 and 8 arc descended from immigrants who first came to Ellis County from Preuss, 
Russia, a mother colony, in the 1920s. 
6 The spellings of the colony names, except for Schoenchen, and the representations of the dialect 
words come from Dinges. 
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groups, based on Dingers system of icons associated with particular dialect features 

found in each of the towns.7 

The table on page % is designed to show how unique a certain town dialect might 

be as well as to show how several villages might fit in a common pattern. Based on the 

highlighted forms in the lists it is easy to categorize the dialect of Marxstadt as unique 

because it is the only dialect which has word-initial HI (<Gmc / p-/) where /p/ is found 

in the other dialects. It is also the only town where MHG /-ou-/ is realized as /-ou-/. 8 

Many mother colonies share common pronunciation traits as well. Solotum, 

Schoenchen, Zug, Luzern, Obermonjou, Pfeifer and Semjonowka all share the feature 

of retention of a word-final -en as An/ after frl% where the other dialects lose the final 

nasal and retain the unstressed vowel /«o/. Herzog, Mariental, Rohleder, Lui and Graf 

all share the characteristic of the complete loss of the NHG strong past participle suffix 

-en, which is realized in the other dialects as /-o/. Solotum, Luzem, Pfeifer and 

Semjonowka have one unique highlighted form in that the /-a-/ (<MHG / -a- /) found in 

the other towns is reflected by /-<>-/ in the form wokse 'to grow1. Marxstadt, Herzog, 

Rohleder, Mariental, Rothammel, Lui and Graf all have the vowel Ac-/ (< MHG /-ei- /) 

where the other town pronounce it as /-o-/. Mariental, Lui and Rothammel palatalize Is/ 

before A/ in post-vocalic position. All towns pronounce eight of the 23 words 

identically. Boregard and Kamenka have no highlighted forms. The towns of 

Schoenchen, Zug, Obermonjou, Solotum and Luzern were located relatively near one 

another along the east bank of the Volga, northeast of Marxstadt. 

7 L ike Schoenchen: Obermonjou. Zug 
Pfe i fe r Semjonowka. Lu /e rn , So lo tum 
Kamenka: Boregard 
Hc r / og ; Rohledcr, Graf 
Mancnta l : Lu i 

8 S im i la r l y , the u m n o f Prems is unique in that M H G /-o- / which is realized in the other towns as 
/ •c- / is reflected as / - i - / . Thus boxe is realized as bits, sxhtfn as schii\ 
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Table to Accompany the Sprachkarte der Wolgadeutschen Mutterkolonien (Dinges, 1923) 
Linguistic Features of the Russian Mother Colonies of the Ellis County, Kansas Volga Germans 

SG Schoenchen Pfeifer Kamenka 

Pfund Punt Punt Punt 
PfefTer Peffer Peffer Peffer 
Seife Saaf Saaf Saaf 
kein kaa* kaa' kaa' 
kaufen kaafe kaafe kaafe 
wachsen wakse wokse wakse 
Kohlen Kohle Kohle Kohle 
gebrochen gebroche gebroche gebroche 
gestohlen gestohle gestohle gestohle 
Ohren Ohm Ohm Ohre 
schön schee1 schee' schee' 
böse bees bees bees 
weh weh weh weh 
Schnee Schnee Schnee Schnee 
bist bist bist bist 
Heb lieb lieb lieb 
Brief Brief Brief Brief 
müde miid miid miid 
groß gross gross gross 
tot dot dot dot 
Leute Lait Lait Lait 
Häuser Haiser Haiser Haiser 
gut guut guut guut 

Roihammel Marxstadt Herzon Mariental 

Punt Font Punt Punt 
Peffer Feffer Peffer PefTer 
Saaf Seef Seef Seef 
kaa1 kee kee kee 
kaafe koufe kaafe kaafe 
wakse wakse wakse wakse 
Kohle Kohle Kohle Kohle 
gebroche gebroche gebroch gebroch 
gestohle gestohle gesteh! gesteh! 
Ohre Ohre Ohre Ohre 
schee' schee' schee' schee" 
bees bees bees bees 
weh weh weh weh 
Schnee Schnee Schnee Schnee 
bischt bist bist bischt 
Heb lieb lieb lieb 
Brief Brief Brief Brief 
miid miid miid miid 
gross gross gross gross 
dot dot dot dot 
Lait Lait Lait Lait 
Haiser Haiser Haiser Haiser 
guut guut guut guut 



Just to the south of Marxstadt lay Boregard. Mariental, Rohleder, Herzog, Graf 

and ljui were also located close to one another along the banks of the Greater Karaman 

River, a tributary of the Volga. All these towns were on thcWiesenseite or meadow 

side of the Volga. The three daughter colonies were also on the meadow side of the 

Volga, Marienburg situated to the east of the mother colonies and Liebental and Neu-

Obermonjou just to the south. 

Pfeifer was located farther to the south across the Volga on the Bergseite or hilly 

west side of the river, as was Semjonowka. Also in this western group were the towns 

of Kamenka and Rothamel. 

Regardless of whether the towns were on the Bergseite or theWiesenseile, all 

towns which provided immigrants to Ellis County but one, Katharinenstadt 

(Marxstadt), were exclusively Catholic villages. Katharinenstadt, which was 

predominately Lutheran, was a large enough community to also support a Catholic 

element.9 

luting (1910) and Dreiling (1976) provide an approximate number of immigrants 

from each town in Russia who settled in the six new communities in Ellis and Rush 

Counties in Kansas for the period 1875-78: 

Uebenthal: liebental 52 
Neu-Obermonjou 9 
Marienburg 1 
Graf 2 
Schoenchen 19 
Mariental 5 

Catharine: Katharinenstadt 170 
Obcrmonjou 6 
Lui 20 

Herzog: Herzog 314 
Kamenka 1 

9 Sfumpp (1973, 71) lists the 1912 population o f Kathanncnstadt at 11,962, o f which 2 3 4 8 were 
Cathol ic. 
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Mariental 
Boregard 
Liebental 

5 
5 

16 
39 
28 

Obermonjou 
Lui 
Graf 

Pfeifer Pfeifer 
Kamenka 
Rothamel 
Semjonowka 

83 
80 
32 
4 

Munjor. Obermonjou 
Soloturn (Wittman) 
Mariental 
Schoenchen 
Zug (Gattung) 
Herzog 

112 
40 
21 
12 
12 
6 

Schoenchen: Schoenchen 
Neu-Obermonjou 

53 
80 

Based on these data from Liebenthal, Catherine, Herzog, Pfeifer, Munjor and 

Schoenchen, the settlers from the Wiesenseite for the most part tended to settle together 

again in Kansas. The same holds true for settlers from the Bergseite, as can be seen by 

examining the towns which provided settlers to Pfeifer. Furthermore, a large number 

of settlers from the daughter colonies in Russia for the most part first settled together in 

Liebenthal, before many of the people from Neu-Obermonjou moved over to 

Schoenchen.10 

There have been several attempts at trying to classify the dialects for Schoenchen, 

Liebenthal, Victoria (Herzog), Catherine, Munjor and Pfeifer, although researchers 

differ on how to classify the dialects. Pfeifer (1983,39) classifies Herzog, Pfeifer and 

Catherine separately, but includes Schoenchen within the Munjor category.11 Toepfer 

1 0 Schoenchen was founded because of a dispute among the original settlers of Liebenthal. Ail the 
settlers counted as founders of Schoenchen originally settled Liebenthal, but their numbers are not 
included in the Liebenthal count. See Chapter 2 for the history of the founding of Schoenchen. 
1 * Pfeifers article only treats Ellis County Volga German dialects. Liebenthal is not treated, as it 
actually is situated in Rush County. She also discusses how in many cases, a last name may provide a 
clue to a person's hometown. For example, all Werths and Zimmermans come from Schoenchen 
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and Drciling (1966,162) on the other hand describe the Munjor dialect as being 

considerably different from the other colonies, largely by virtue of its large body of 

French loanwords. Keel (1982,102-3) combines Schoenchen and Liebenthal in his 

transcriptions of several Wenker sentences and later in the article (108) offers a tripartite 

grouping of the dialects, with Herzog and Catherine as distinct, but Schoenchen, 

Liebenthal, Munjor and Pfeifer dialects having enough common characteristics to 

classify them together as one group when attempting to determine a possible point of 

origin in Germany. Johannes (1946,98) would keep Pfeifer separate from Munjor and 

Schoenchen when she writes: 

"A comparison of the various dialects reveals the fact that in Catherine and 

Victoria the vowel sounds "c" and "i" predominate, in Munjor and Schoenchen 

the long "a", and in Pfeifer the long "o". The Catherine dialect most nearly 

approaches the High German." 1 2 

Wcigel (1989,38) considers each Ellis County dialect to be unique. He uses the simple 

expression 1 said* to differentiate the dialects: 

Herzog: "Ich han g'sad* 

Katharinenstadt: "Ich hab g'sacht" 

Munjor. "Ich hun g'sad" 

Pfeifen "Ich hen g'sood" 

Schoenchen: "Ich hun g'saecht* 

Using data published in Pfeifer (1983) and also using some of the lexical criteria 

used in the Dinges (1923) map from which to select key words for analysis of the most 

recent recorded data, the following table will show what similarities and differences still 

( I9K3. 39). A look at the list o f founders for each town in D ied ing (1976, 52-79) also shows how 
certain names clearly predominate in certain towns. 

1 2 Johannes also only treats B i t s County Russian German settlements. 
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exist among all six original Volga German settlement dialects in Ellis and Rush 

Counties:u 

SO » h ^ f ü g t w n Pfqfcr Catherine Herzog Munior Uebenthai 

Pfund punt pom funt pom pom punt 
Safe *af suf s e v s s c f saf s c f 
Ham ham ham tsu haos h e m ham h e m 
geschlafen k f b v n k j b v a k f l a v a k f l o f g o J b v D k f b v o 
gcsiohlcn k j tob k j tob k j tob k j t o l kjtolan k j tob 
gefahren kfam kfam k f a r a k f a r k f a ron k f a m n 
Pfad gaol gaol f e r t gaol gaol gaol 
sind 1 4 sam sain s i n s i n sam s i n 
h a b e n 1 5 hon hon ha bo h a n hon h a n 

The table shows that Catherine clearly stands out in that it is the only community 

with the characteristically East Middle German realization of HI for the shifted word-

initial Germanic/p/. The town also uses a word for 'horse' which is unique among the 

Volga German towns.16 Herzog dialect is also unique in that it is the only dialect 

which drops completely the past participle suffix from the verb. 

The speech habits of these two towns correspond with those of their Russian 

namesakes. These two Kansas communities were settled by large majorities from their 

namesake towns in Russia. Based on the data found in Laing (1910) 317 of the 409 

original settlers to Herzog, Kansas, (77%) came from Herzog, Russia. Laing also 

reports that 170 of the 1 % original settlers to Catherine, Kansas, (87%) came from 

Katharinenstadt« Russia. 

It is also apparent that the 112 of the 203 settlers of Munjor, Kansas, (55%), from 

Obermonjou, Russia, were able the maintain the same speech habits, as did the 80 

1 3 The data for Pfafcr, Catherine, Herzog, Munjor and Licbenthal were recorded by Use Shire in 1979-
1980. 
1 4 From Weaker sentence 29: yours o r much bigger. 
1 5 From Wenker sentence 24: and they wert fast asleep. 
1 6 The use of the word Pferd for 'borae* is widely attested in the East Middle German dialect 
subdivision in Germany. See König (1978, 210). Pfafer (1983,39) states that Catherine has unique 
forms for 'pig* and 'rooster*, those being Schweine and Hahn, as opposed to Set and Gigkel in the 
other towns. 
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settlers of the 133 founders of Schoenchen, Kansas, (60%), from its daughter colony 

Neu-Obermonjou. The fact that Obermonjou, Neu-Obermonjou and Schoenchen 

settlers came together in such large numbers attests not only to the proximity of the 

towns in Russia, but also to the similarity in the dialects. Munjor also was settled by a 

combined total of 64 settlers from Schoenchen, Solotum, and Zug (32%). These 

towns were all classified by Dinges (1923) as having the same dialect characteristics. 

This means that the other 27 settlers from Mariental and Herzog (13%) had little 

influence in the shaping of the modem Munjor dialect in Kansas. 

In the nearly fifty years following the research by Johannes (1946) Ellis County 

Pfeifer German seems to have lost the one distinguishing characteristic found in its 

Russian counterpart, as well as the feature common to most of the settlers from the 

other towns in Russia which participated in the founding of Pfeifer, that being the 

realization of MHG /a/ as AV, rather than the AV found in the other dialects. The reason 

for this leveling with the other towns is unclear. Pfeifer does, however, have unique 

lexical forms which differentiate it from the other towns.17 

liebenthal could possibly be classified in the group with Herzog or Catherine 

because of the realization of the MHG diphthong feil as /c/, but the dialect does not shift 

the Germanic word-initial tpi% as happens in Catherine, nor does it drop the past-

participle ending, as is the case in Herzog.18 It does, however have the same 

realizations for the auxiliary verbs as does Herzog. Based on the limited data available 

for Liebenthal, it does not seem unreasonable to classify it with the Herzog dialect.19 

1 7 Accord ing lo Pfeifer ( I9H3.39) . the word 'cucumber* is realized in Pfeifer as Gummera and in the 
other E l l i s County Volga German communiues as (Jorge. In Pfeifer dialect, a ' f ly ' is a Schnooke, 
whi le in the other towns it's called a Mika. She also states that '(1) have 1 is realized in Pfeifer as hen, 
whi le Munjor/Schocncben has Ann, Herzog has Hann and Catherine has hah. 
1 8 V o n Unwcr th (1918,61) provides a transcription o f Wenker sentences collected f rom an informant 
f rom Ucbcn ia l . Russia. This informant does drop the past-participle ending. 
1 9 I t is also not unreasonable to speculate the mother colony or colonies wh ich spawned Liebenthal 
were located farther up the Greater Karaman nvcr to the northwest of the daughter colony. These 
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In the final analysis, a classification of the Ellis and Rush County Volga German 

dialects must take into account both the settlement data of the immigrant groups in 

Kansas as well as the similarities and differences among the dialects. Based on 

phonological differences, the dialects fail into the following classification scheme: 

( font vs punt ^ 

© \> 
Catherine < ) 

©^ © 
/ , \ 

(gobrax vs g^broxK) ((ich) hen vs hun~) 

Herzog Liebenthal Pfeifer Munjor/Schoenchen 

The relationship of the dialects can also be depicted by the following classification 

scheme based on immigration and settlement data: 

Munjor/Schoenchen 
Herzog/Liebenthal 

Catherine 
fix>m the Wiesenseite 

Pfeifer } from the Bergseite 

potential mother colonics are Hcr /og , Graf, Rohledcr, or possibly Manental or Lu i . Sec the map 
accompanying Dinges (1923). 
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Based on the recorded dialect data and the settlement data, it is appropriate that the 

Schoenchen dialect be classified together with the Munjor dialect for three reasons. The 

research by Dinges (1923) suggests the dialects were very similar in the Russian 

homeland. The data from the Schoenchen interviews and the 1981 interviews by Shire 

of Munjor speakers, together with the data provided in the article by Pfeifer (1983) 

support the assertion that the dialects are essentially the same in Kansas. Finally, the 

settlement data confirm that dialect speakers from Schoenchen, Russia, and Neu-

Obermonjou, Russia (the daughter colony of Obermonjou), joined together in Kansas 

to found the town of Schoenchen in one of only two cases in Ellis County where large 

numbers (50+) from different towns in Russia settled together successfully.20 It is also 

interesting to note that Schoenchen is the only town to be named after the mother 

colony in Russia of the minority of the founding settlers. 

2 0 A similar success story can be found in Pfeifer, where the mother colonics of Pfeifer and Kamenka 
each contributed more than 80 immigrants. 
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Chapter 7 

A Linguistic History of the Schoenchen Dialect 

Modern descendants of the immigrants to Schoenchen, Kansas, have not yet been 

able to acquire family records from Russian archives in the Volga region to tie any of 

their forebears to the names of the original German immigrants to the Russian Volga 

region listed in Stumpp (1973). Only by knowing from what towns or regions in 

Germany the immigrants began their journey to Schoenchen, Russia, would an exact 

determination of the original German homeland of the speakers of Kansas 

Schoenchen German be possible. 1 

It is possible, however, to take the phonological, morphological and lexical data 

gathered in dialect interviews and compare that to data found in such publications as 

the Deutscher Sprachatlas (PSA), the Deutscher Wortatlas (DWA), the dtv Atlas zur 

deutschen Sprache (dtvA), the Lexikon der germanistischen Linguistik (LGL), the 

Kleiner Deutscher Sprachatlas (KDS). Wiesinger (1970) and Schirmunski (1962) to 

draw some conclusions on which German areal dialect features predominate in the 

Schoenchen German dialect.2 Even if family records eventually show that the 

immigrants to Schoenchen, Russia, came from areas outside the particular German 

* Werth (1979 ,68 ) provides the following information about the German origin of the dialect, based 
on convcrsauons with nauve Germans: T h e dialect spoken in Schoenchen, Kansas, is much the same 
as the dialect spoken in Oberndorf, Baden-German |stc),according toFr. Jordan Hammel, O F . M . 
C a p , a native of that area, and it is similar to the dialect spoken in the area around Nurenbcrg |sic), 
Havana-Germany, according to Fr. Benno Strobach, O.F.M.Cap., supenor of the monaster) in 
Altoctting, Germany. 8 Werth continues in his footnotes (157): "Obcrndorf is about 35 miles cast of the 
southern end of Hesse, and about 75 miles west of Nurenbcrg |sicj, Germany. Perhaps the people in 
Schoenchen, Russia were predominately from northern Baden or from the Nurenbcrg area of Bavaria, 
Germany\ The author was told by his grandfather, Joseph Hertel, that the Hertels came from Bavaria. 
Many Hertels live in Nurenbcrg today. Nurenbcrg has a THkrrtelstrasse\" 
2 Keel (1981) is the only linguistic study which attempts to determine a possible German homeland 
for Schoenchen German. He determines the dialect to be West Middle German, Rhine Franconian, 
Southern Hessian. His conclusion is based on phonological, morphological and lexical evidence. The 
informaüon provided in this chapter will support his conclusion. 
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dialect area determined in this chapter, some interesting conclusions could be drawn 

on how dialect leveling or dialect mixing operates in a speech island. The evidence 

for the determination of a possible German homeland for the dialect will be examined 

from three perspectives in this chapter the phonological, the morphological and the 

lexical. 

The first step in the process of determination is to identify the major German 

dialect region in which to narrow the search. The traditional dialect isoglosses for 

determining this region based on consonantal phonology have been determined from 

research carried out for the PSA. 3 

The dialect can be classified as Middle German (MG) because it does not 

participate completely in the second German sound shift, the name given for 

phonological phenomena which separate the Low German (LG) dialects in the north 

from the MG and Upper German (UG) dialects in the south.4 The northern boundary 

of the MG area is defined by the makenlmachen 'to make1 isogloss. The Schoenchen 

dialect has shifted the intervocalic Ik] to the corresponding fricative /x/. Schoenchen 

German also falls south of the ik/ich 11 (1st. Pers. Nom. Sg. Personal Pronoun)' 

isogloss, in that the word-final Ik] is shifted to /g/. These two northern isoglosses run 

parallel across much of the MG northern boundary, running roughly west to northeast 

from just north of Cologne passing Wittenberg just to the north and continuing on to 

just north of Kassel. 

* A graphic representation of the traditional German dialect regions can be found by v iewing Map 3 of 
the P S A , wh ich illustrates consonantal isoglosses. Wreck's dialect divisions are found on PSA map 
56. Since this map was intended for training purposes, the regions are not labeled, but the introduction 
to the PSA goes a breakdown of the regions represented on the map. M a p E5 o f the KDS places 
Wrede's labels w i th in the dialect regions. Another view of German dialect areas based on PSA 
material can be found on pages 230-31 of the do A . St i l l another map can be found near the front of 
Vo lume 20 of the P W A (n .p ) . Detailed maps of individual dialect regions are found in the L G L (460, 
4 6 1 . 465. 4 6 9 . 4 7 6 . 4 7 8 . 4 8 0 , 4 8 3 . 4 8 4 . 485 .487 ,489 .490 ) . Regional dcsignauons used in this chapter 
for German dialects arc based for the most part on all these map sources. For a different view of the 
H igh German dialect regions, see Wicsinger (1970, map I ) . 
4 Sec Schwcik le (1990, 125-34) for a good explanation of the second sound sh i f t 
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The southern boundary of the MG area , separating MG dialects from UG 

dialects, is marked by the AppeUApfel 'apple* isogloss and the PunchfPfund 'pound1 

isogloss. These isoglosses run from west to northeast from south of Karlsruhe 

through Speyer continuing east of Darmstadt and toward the north up past Fulda to 

the east. l ike all MG dialects, Schoenchen German does not shift the voiceless labial 

stop /p/ to the corresponding affricate /pf/ in either the intervocalic or the word-initial 

position. Examples from the Schoenchen dialect are /pevor/ 'pepper* and /ebol/ 

'apple.' 

A further subClassification of the MG dialect area is also possible. The MG 

dialects are divided into an east and a west variety by the PundJFund 'pound' 

isogloss, which runs roughly north to south from Kassel to Sontra east of the Fulda 

River. Schoenchen German falls within the West Middle German (WMG) group, 

with the word initial /p/ remaining unshifted.5 

Within the WMG dialect area, Schoenchen German can be further classified as 

Rhine Franconian. The Rhine Franconian region lies south and east of the Middle 

Franconian dialect region and is separated from it by the das/das 'the (3rd person sg. 

def. art.)' isogloss. The Rhine Franconian dialects shift the word-final A/ to /s/. In the 

Schoenchen dialect this word is /des/. 

Using yet another isogloss derived from the PSA, the Schoenchen dialect can be 

further categorized within the Rhine Franconian area as a Hessian dialect. The 

fest/feschi 'firm' isogloss separates the Hessian dialects to the north from the more 

southern Palatine dialects. Palatine dialects palatalize /s/ before word-final A/ when 

preceded by a vowel while the Hessian dialects do not. This traditional dialect 

5 See also K D S (21 -22) for maps of this shift. 
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isogloss runs in a southeastern direction across the Rhine Franconian region, circling 

to the north of Mainz and then running south of Darmstadt. 

No further subclassification can be made for the Schoenchen dialect using these 

traditional PSA consonantal isoglosses.6 

A more precise determination of a potential homeland of Schoenchen German 

involves the examination of vowel isoglosses within the Hessian region. The 

Hessian dialects can be subdivided into four main groups within the MG dialect area: 

Lower Hessian, Eastern Hessian, Middle Hessian and Southern Hessian. 7 

The Schoenchen dialect must be excluded from the Lower and Eastern Hessian 

dialects since New High German (NHG) diphthongization of Middle High German 

(MHG) long vowels <3>, <iu> (ly-J) and <0> is attested in the dialect: MHG <min> 

'my', <niuwes> 'new', and <hOs> 'house* are realized in Schoenchen German 

respectively as /mai(n)/, /nains/ and /haos/. Among Hessian dialects, only Middle 

u An interesting map showing the extent that lenition of word initial / in the words Tisch and Tochter 
to forms like Schoenchen German /di | /and /dr>xtar/can be found on pages 37 and 38 of the KDS. 
These maps show that I cm u on is widespread in the LG , W M G and UG dialects, with forms in / 
occurring mainly in the E M G area. 
7 Using PSA vowel criteria, the LGLdivides Hessian into three subgroups; Lower Hessian in the 
northeast corner of the dialect area including the cities Kassel and Fulda, Central Hessian, with its 
major cities being Marburg and Frankfurt, and Southern Hessian, with the largest city in this area being 
Darmstadt Wicsinger (1970). the most complete analysts of vowel isoglosses in the High German 
dialect region, draws a completely different picture of the traditional Rhine Franconian region. He 
refers lo the traditional Paliunaic dialect region as Rhine Franconian. His Rhine Franconian region 
also includes die area traditionally referred to as Southern Hessian. According to Wiesinger, Hessian 
proper is that area traditionally described as Central Hessian. Wicsinger proposes a Northern Hessian 
Region north of Marburg reaching to Kassel. The traditional Lower Hessian dialect region is renamed 
the Eastern Hessian area, encompassing the area around Fulda. Wicsinger also proposes a number of 
transition /ones which are not clearly labeled. Fnebertshauser (1987,45-54) proposes a compromise 
which rccogm/es both Wicsinger's classification of Hessian dialects based on vowels and the 
traditional classification based on consonantal PSA criteria Excluding the northernmost tip of 
Hcmsia. that area to the north and west of Kassel, which falls within the L G dialed region, 
Fnebertshauser names the Hessian dialects according to accepted terminology for the various 
geographical regions in Hessia. His terminology is used in this study. Surrounding each major 
Hessian dialect group arc transition or interference /ones where features of neighboring dialects are 
intermixed In addition. Fnebertshauser (1987. 50-51) mentions that the dialects in the Hessian area 
south of the Main River arc distinguished by Rhine-Franconian features, which arc more like Standard 
German than the other Hessian dialects. See Arend (1991,9 -21) for a summary of the ways 
diaJcciologists of the past and present have attempted to classify the dialects of the Hessian region. 
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and Southern Hessian dialects completely participate in diphthongization of these 

MHG vowels. 

The MHG diphthongs <ei> and <ou> are realized in both Middle and Southern 

Hessian dialects as / a / 8 : MHG <seife> 'soap' and <boum> 'tree* are realized in these 

dialects and in Schoenchen German as /sof/ and /bam/. 

Schoenchen German does not exhibit the major Middle Hessian distinguishing 

characteristic of "toppled diphthongs" (gestUrtzte Diphthonge), in which MHG 

diphthongs <uo>, <ie> and <Ue> were first monophthongized, but were diphthonized 

again in apparent opposite manner to the original MHG diphthongs:9 MHG 

<bruoder> 'brother1, <brief> 'letter* and <mUede> 'tired' are realized in the Middle 

Hessian region north of Frankfurt as bnwrar (with rhotacism of intervocalic /d/ l ( ) ) , 

foryiX and rn^nd 1 1 The speakers of Schoenchen German say /bruöor/, /brif/ and 

/mid/ 1 2 respectively. 

Schoenchen German also does not display the Middle Hessian tendency to raise 

the MHG long vowels <6> and <ce>. MHG <gr6z> 'big' and <schcen> 'nice' are 

realized in Middle Hessian dialects respectively as gruus and schii\ 1 3 while 

Schoenchen German speakers say /gros/ and /Jen/. 

K The picture is IKH clear with regard to Lower Hessian. Maps 15 and 16 accompanying Wicsinger 
(1970) show that what he calls East Hessian and undesignated areas to the north of East Hessian arc 
transition zones where diphthongization still is widespread, although he shows occurrences of 
monophthongs similar to the other Hessian dialects. Fricbcrtshäuser (1987,50) states these diphthongs 
remain diphthongs in Lower Hessian, while they arc monophthongs in Eastern Hessian. 
9 Sec Schirmunski (1962,231 -32) for a discussion of toppled diphthongs. 
1 0 Schoenchen German does not display any evidence of the Hessian/PaJalinc tendency toward 
rhotacism of intervocalic d. as might be expected by kx)king at the dialect maps (PSA, maps 12/13; 
du A . (152); K D S . (50)). The consonant does, however, show loss of closure in the dialect. It is 
realized in Schoenchen German as £ / . 
1 1 Examples come from Schirmunski (1962,231) , along with an explanation of the phenomena. The 
spellings of the examples are his. 
1 2 Informant 3 actually produced the word /midsam/ for 'urcd.' Most Schoenchen speakers use the 
word Ananxhv/. Sec footnote 1 of Chapter 5. 

1 3 The spelling of these examples comes from the map accompanying Dinges (1923). 
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The MHG inilal long vowel <Ü> in the preposition <Üf> *on top of is shortened 

and lowered slightly in Schoenchen German, where the word is realized as /of/.14 

This is the case in much of the German speaking region to the southwest of the 

Southern Hessian region. To the north of Frankfurt, the vowel is lowered to 0 - , while 

to the east, the vowel is lowered to a-, or is diphthongized to au-. 

The MHG long vowel <k> in <släfen> 'to sleep' is raised and backed in the 

Schoenchen dialect, being realized as /-o-/ in the past participle form of the verb 

/kjflovn/. Wiesinger (1970, map 10) shows this form to be widespread in the Southern 

Hessian region as well as in the Palatinate, Swabian and Alemanic dialect regions. 1 5 

Using, therefore, the traditional vowel isogloss criteria, the Schoenchen dialect 

can be tentatively classified as Southern Hessian based on its lack of vowel features 

found in the Middle, Eastern and Lower Hessian regions 1 6 and also based on some 

vowel features which Southern Hessian shares with Palatine dialects and other 

dialects to the south and southwest. 

This tentative classification means only that the consonantal and vocalic features 

described above which predominate in the area between Frankfurt in the north and 

Darmstadt in the south are features which predominate in the Volga German dialect 

of Schoenchen, Kansas. 1 7 

1 4 Some speakers pronounce this as /ox/. Sec Chapter 4. 
In word-tnttiaJ posit ion, the v o w d is not raised as much in Schoenchen German. A n example is the 

realt /at ton o f M H G <ftbent> "evening*, wh ich in Schoenchen German is /DJkmt/. 
1 6 Based on these exclusionary criteria ( inc luding the dialect's exclusion f rom the Palatine dialects to 
the south and west, the Schoenchen dialect seems to fal l into that category designated by Schirmunski 
(1962,597) as Neuhessisch, or New Hessian. Schirmunski claims that because the primary 
characteristics o f what he calls Upper Hessian (Central Hessian) arc lacking in the New Hessian 
region, this "Hal f -d ia lect" (Halbmundart) must have completely repressed these Upper Hessian 
characteristics Fnebertshauser. (1987. 50) calls the city dialect o f Frankfurt and the regional language 
of the Rhc in -Ma in area New Hessian. 

1 7 In the tradit ional Southern Hessian dialect region, Wicsinger (1970) displays on Map 7 the 
realization o f M H G <ft> as a nsing diphthong ei and on Map 8 the realization o f M H G <o> as a nsmg 
diphthong ou. A tendency to diphthongize these vowels in Schoenchen German is also apparent. See 
Chapter 4. Unfortunately', it may not be possible to determine i f the tendency to diphthongize existed 
in the dialect when the speakers first came to Kansas, or i f this tendency is the result o f the influence o f 
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The morphological data support this conclusion as well, although morphological 

features tend to be more widespread. The data shows that morphological features 

found in the dialect are not inconsistent with the determination of a possible Southern 

Hessian homeland for Schoenchen German. 

Schoenchen German employs the diminutive suffix /-jo/, the dialectal realization 

of NHG <hen. This suffix is found in the Middle and Lower German dialect 

regions. An example of this is the name Schoenchen realized in the dialect as /Jen jo/. 

Further south, in the Upper German dialect region, a diminutive based on NHG -lein 

predominates. 1 8 

PSA map 54 displays dialect areas in which the NHG infinitive trinken 'to drink' 

loses the final nasal consonant from the infinitive suffix -en. The areas where this 

loss occurs include the Southern Hessian region. This NHG infinitive is realized in 

Schoenchen German as /drop/. 

The first person singular present tense conjugation for NHG sein 'to be' is 

realized in Schoenchen German as /sain/. PSA map 101 shows that this form occurs 

in the Southern Hessian region, as well as to the southwest in the Northern Palatinate 

dialect region.1 9 To the north of Frankfurt, in the Middle Hessian region, sei is the 

attested form. To the east, in the East Middle German (EMG) dialect area, the hin 

form occurs. 

the English habit of diphthongizing long vowels (Sec Moore, 1951,11). It is because of this 
uncertainty that this possible feature of the dialect is not labeled a s uniquely Southern Hessian. 

There appears to be one inconsistency tn the charactenzation of Schoenchen German as Southern 
Hessian, using vowel cntcna PSA map 127 displays the realization of the short M H G vowel <a> in 
<waz> Svhat* as was, Schoenchen German docs not exhibit this expected Verdampfung, or raising 
buck of this vowel, as is attested on the map fix the entire Central and Southern Hessian region. The 
word is realized in the dialect as /was/. This form attested in Schoenchen German is widespread to the 
south in the Palatinate, in Swabia and in the southwestern Alemantc dialects. 
*** Sec d t \ A . 157 foe a discussion of the emergence of the diminutive suffixes in German, a s well a s a 
map showing their distribution. 
1 9 Sec Post {1990) for a good overview of the Palatine region and its dialects. 
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The first person singular present tense for NHG haben 'to have' (actually derived 

from the MHG contracted verb <hän>) 2 0 is realized in Schoenchen German as /hon/. 

Southern Hessian also shares this form with the Northern Palatinate dialect region. 

The Middle Hessian dialect region uses han. 

The ge- prefix in past-participle forms such as NHG gehrochen 'broken* is 

attested in the Schoenchen German dialect, as it is in the greater MG dialect area. In 

LG areas to the north and in a substantial part of the UG dialect areas to the south, the 

prefix is lost. Syncope of the prefix vowel, however, is common in MG dialects, 

with the NHG past-participle form gestorben 'died' pronounced in Schoenchen 

German as /kjtorfJo/(with assimilation of the prefix vowel to the first consonant of 

the verbal stem 2 1). 

Schoenchen German can also be classified with those MG (including Southern 

Hessian) and UG dialects which exhibit apocope of NHG word-final -e. Examples 

are the first person present indicative verb conjugation (ich) schlage 'I'm going to hit 

(you)', realized in Schoenchen German as / ( 1 9 ) Jloy (di?)/. Apocope of the word-

final NHG noun plural suffix e is also a regular feature of the dialect, with the plural 

of the NHG noun Gänse, pronounced in the dialect as /gens/. Another example of 

this type of apocope is the loss of the NHG final -e on a masculine singular 

nominative adjectival noun: fyuq/ *boy'. 

Finally, Schoenchen German, with its apparent collapse of the dative and 

accusative case into a common objective case, especially with regard to the masculine 

definite article and the masculine third person singular pronoun, falls right on the 

eastern side of the isogloss which separates it and the other dialects on the east of the 

line with a nominative/objective case system from those to the west with a system 

2 0 See Schirmunski (1962. 562-66) for a thorough discussion o f this verbal contraction. 
2 1 See Keel (1981) for a discussion o f apocope and syncope in German dialects. 
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based on a combined nominative/accusative case with a separate dative case. This 

isogloss runs from north to south through Frankfurt, reaching some distance from the 

LG/MG dialect border in the north south to the Alps along the Baden-

Wurttemberg/Bavarian border (dtv A, 154, map 2 and 3 ) . 2 2 

Just as with the morphological data, the lexical data gathered in the Schoenchen 

interviews provide many dialect words which are supportive of the determination of 

the Southern Hessian dialect region as a potential homeland for Schoenchen German. 

Some words are shared with other dialects found nearby in the Hessian, Palatine or 

East Franconian dialects. Many of the words found in Schoenchen German are 

shared with dialects found in the LG dialect area, while others are shared with 

speakers in the UG dialect regions. 

At the same time, there are a number of words which are common in the dialect 

which do not commonly occur in the Southern Hessian area. The question of how the 

Kansas speakers of Schoenchen German acquired these words may never be 

satisfactorily explained, given the time elapsed since the speakers left Germany and 

the uncertainty of the German origins of the original settlers of the Russian town of 

Schoenchen. 

Selected DWA lexical items which support a Southern Hessian location: 

Pferd'horse* 

Schoenchen German speakers, along with speakers of the other Rhine Franconian 

dialects use the word /gaol/, rather than the dominant northern word Pferd or the 

2 2 See Shner (1965,420-38) for a discussion of case systems in the German dialects. 
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form Roß, found in the far south Alemanic region and Bavaria (dtvA, 210; PSA, map 

8). 

Frühling 'spring* 

The Schoenchen German word for 'spring1 /frijor/ is attested across most of the LG 

region and the WMG region (dtvA, 190; DWA vols. 4 and 16). 

Peitsche 'whip* 

Schoenchen German /baitJV 'is attested in the eastern half of the LG area, a large 

portion of the EMG region, and finally in a small portion of the WMG area 

immediately to the west and south of Frankfurt down to Worms. The word Gäschel 

is attested in much of the Palatinate. In the areas to the north and east of Frankfurt, 

the word Gosel becomes more common (dtvA, 198; DWA, vol. 12). 

Sonnabend 'Saturday* 

Schoenchen German /samstak/ is not shared with the NG area, which uses Sonnabend 

or SaierisHag. Instead, this word is shared with the UG dialects (dtvA, 186; DWA, 

vols. Sand 16). 

Kopfschmerren 'headache* 

Another word Schoenchen German has in common with the UG dialect region is 

/kopvc/. This word is also common in the Palatinate. To the northeast of Frankfurt, 

Kopfschmerzen becomes more widespread. (dtvA, 175; DWA, vol. 4). 

Bauchweh 'stomach ache* 

Schoenchen German /laipvc/ occurs in the Southern Hessian area and also in a small 

region to the west of Frankfurt. In much of the Palatinate, the Alemanic region and 

Bavaria, forms similar to Bauchweh occur, while in the Middle Hessian area, many 

speakers say Leibschmerzen. (dtvA, 174; DWA, vol. 4). 
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Zahnweh 'toothache1 

The Schoenchen form AsonvcA with the retention of the nasal, is common in the 

Southern Hessian and northern Palatinate regions. Northeast of Frankfurt, forms like 

Zahnschmerzen start to predominate (DWA, vol. 3). 

Genick 'neck1 

Within the Hessian dialect region, only the Southern Hessian region fails to use the 

word AnkfeXn) for 'neck', which is common in the Lower, Middle and Eastern 

Hessian dialects. Schoenchen German speakers say /gnik/, along with most speakers 

in the other MG dialect regions, as well as in the LG and UG dialect areas (dtvA, 172; 

DWA, vol. 4). 

Laken (for das Bett) 'bedspread' 

Schoenchen German /betdox/ is attested in the Southern Hessian area and across the 

EMG dialect area. To the south in the Palatinate and Bavaria, Leintuch is more 

common (DWA, vol. 22). 

Eigelb 'egg yolk* 

The Schoenchen German form Motor/ is common in Southern Hessian, Middle 

Hessian and Bavarian dialects. In the Palatinate and in the LG area, forms similar to 

EigäfhH are more common (DWA, vol. 19). 

Großmutter 'grandmother'; Großvater 'grandfather9 

The Schoenchen German forms /gnismuöor/ and /grosfador/ are commonly found in 

the Southern Hessian and Palatinate regions. To the north and west of Frankfurt, 

Oma and Opa% respectively, begin to predominate (DWA, vol. 21). 

Schwiegersohn 'son-in-law1 

Schoenchen German speakers say Aoxtoiman/, a dialect word very common in the 

greater Hessian area and in the Palatinate and Alemanic dialect areas. Far to the north 
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in the LG area as well as to the south in the UG area, forms ending in (Schwieger)-

söhn are more common (dtvA, 169; DWA, vol. 6). 

Frosch 'frog' 

The Schoenchen German form /fn>JY commonly occurs in the MG and UG dialect 

regions. To the north in the LG region, forms like Pogg or Padd are more common 

(DWA, vol. 13). 

Mätze 'cap1 

Schoenchen German /kap/ (with apocope of final -e) is shared with other Rhine 

Franconian, Alemanic and Bavarian dialects. To the north, forms like Mütze occur 

more frequently (dtvA, 218; DWA, vol. 12). 

beute morgen 'this morning1 

The Schoenchen German form /halt manja/ is found at the southern extreme of the 

Southern Hessian area around Darmstadt, in the Palatinate and in the Eastern 

Franconian region. North of Darmstadt, a slightly different form morjend occurs, 

with the additional final stop consonant -d (DWA, vol 16). 

dies(es) Jahr 'this year' 

The Schoenchen German form /dis pr/ is consistent with the realizations in the 

Middle and Southern Hessian regions, as well as in the Palatinate. In the OMG 

region and in the Bavarian dialect region, forms like heier or heuer are very 

common(AvA, 181; DWA, vol. 16). 

Sauerkraut 'sauerkraut* 

In the LG dialect area, forms ending in -kohl are very common. In the Northern 

Lower Saxon region, forms ending in -moos frequently occur, as do forms ending in 

-kappes in the Lower Franconian dialect region. The Schoenchen German realization 

/satxwitraut/ is very common the the MG and UG dialect areas (dtvA, 208; DWA, vol. 

17). 
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Tasse 'cap' 

Although the most common forms found in the Southern and Middle Hessian areas 

are like Keppche* Kumpe or Kumpche, forms like Schoenchen German /das/ are also 

found in Southern Hessian, where forms like Taos or Tas(s) have been collected 

(without lenition of initial /- ! 23) (DWA, vol. 18). 

(Kartoffeln) ernten 'to pick (potatoes)' 

In the greater Hessian dialect region, as well as in the Palatinate, the most common 

verb for this activity is ausmachen. Many speakers in the Southern Hessian and to 

the immediate east of this area do, however, use a form similar to Schoenchen 

German /cmdo/(DWA, vol. 14). 

Pate godfather' 

The Schoenchen German form /pedor/ is common in the Hessian region, south in the 

Palatinate and down along the Rhine Valley in the Alemanic dialect region. Along 

this entire area to the east, forms based on Dot occur most frequently. Pate occurs in 

the EMG area and in the eastern half of the LG region (dtvA, 171; DWA, vol. 4). 

Sahne 'cream' 

Forms like Schoenchen German /ram/ are very common from the Middle Hessian 

area south through the Southern Hessian area and throughout the UG dialect region. 

To the northeast of Frankfurt, in the OMG and eastern LG dialect regions, forms like 

Sahn(e) predominate, while to the northwest, in the remaining WMG areas and in a 

part of the western LG region, forms like S(ch)mand are very common (dtvA, 22; 

DWA, vol. 5). 

2 3 Len iuon of the ini t ial t- is attested in Midd le Hessian. 
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sich beeilen 'to harry op' 

The Schoenchen German speaker says /ail di?/ when s/he tells someone to 'hurry up'. 

This form is common in the Hessian and the Moselle Franconian dialect regions. In 

the Palatinate, forms similar to sich dummle are more common (dtvA, 176; DWA, 

vol. 2). 

Kartoffel 'potato' 

The Schoenchen German form /karcbvol/ is very common from the Southern Hessian 

region straight up north and then across the LG area. To the southwest, south, and 

southeast of the greater Hessian region, forms like Grumheere begin to predominate 

(dtvA, 206; DWA, vols. 1 and 11). 

DWA lexical items which occur outside the Southern Hessian dialect region: 

sprechen 'to speak' 

While many speakers in the Palatine regions use /MaoÖorcV like Schoenchen German 

speakers, the word schwätzen is more attested in Southern Hessian, as well as in 

other Hessian dialects to the north and in the Alemanic dialect region to the south 

(dtvA, 176; PSA, map55). 2 4 

Hügel 'hill' 

This word is realized in Schoenchen German as /benp/. Forms based on Berg are 

widespread in LG dialects as well as in UG and OMG (often with the -/ diminutive). 

In the Southern Hessian area and the Palatinate, forms like Hewwel or Hiw(w)el are 

more common (DWA, vol. 4). 

2 4 Schoenchen speakers also say /Jprry.V 'to speak'. This word is common in the E M G dialect region 
and the eastern half o f the L G area 
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Gurke 'cucumber1 

The Schoenchen German form /goryo/ is very common in the LG dialect regions. In 

the Southern Hessian area, forms like Gummerie) are much more common (dtvA, 

224; DWA, vol. 17.) 

Augenbraue 'eyebrow' 

In the Southern Hessian area, forms ending in -braue are most common. There are 

occurrences, however, of forms like Schoenchen German /aoyohorn/ to the southeast 

and east of the greater Hessian area, as well as an area with forms ending in -hoar to 

the southwest in the Palatinate region (DWA, vols. 1 and 20). 

Junge 'boy' 

Schoenchen German /joi)/ is widespread in the NG dialect region. The expected 

form in Southern Hessian would be Bua (dtvA, 166, DWA, vol. 4). 2 5 

Ziege 'goat' 

Schoenchen German Asik/ is also widespread in the NG dialect region. The expected 

form in Southern Hessian would be something like Gaas. (dtvA,210). 

Schlächter 'butcher' 

The Schoenchen German form /Jlaxtor/ is mainly attested in the LG dialect region, far 

to the north of the Southern Hessian region. In the greater Hessian, Palatine and UG 

dialect regions, forms like Metzger are the most common (dtvA, 196; DWA, vol 8). 

Begräbnis 'burial' 

In the Southern Hessian area, the form Leicht is the expected dialect equivalent. 

There are, however, occurrences like Schoenchen German /boerdigon/ in the EMG 

dialect region as well as a small pocket just to the southeast of Frankfurt and northeast 

of Darmstadt (DWA, vol. 4 ) . 2 6 

^ The plural fo rm of Schoenchen German /jorj/ is. however, /bun/. 
2 6 Informant 1 also uses the form /bogrcbrm/ . 
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Patin Godmother1 

The Schoenchen word /gel/ occurs mainly in areas north of Frankfurt in the Middle 

Hessian dialect region as well as in the Eastern Hessian region. In the Southern 

Hessian region, forms similar to Got are more common. In the Eastern Franconian 

area to the east and southeast, as well as in a large part of Bavaria, forms like Dote 

are more common. Patin occurs in the EMG dialect region and in the eastern half of 

the IXJ dialect region (dtvA, 170; DWA, vol. 4). 

Glühwürmchen 'lightning bug1 

Schoenchen German /fairmik/ lightning bug' occurs in a small area northwest of 

Strasbourg, south of the Rhine Franconian area. The word Glühwürmchen is very 

common in the Southern Hessian dialect region, with the form Johannisfunken 

occurring to the south of Darmstadt in the Eastern Franconian area (DWA, vol. 3). 

neugierig 'curious' 

In the Southern Hessian and Middle Hessian regions, forms similar to neigierig are 

most common. The Schoenchen German word /nosovaisi?/ is common in the 

Palatinate (DWA, vol. 19). 

Enter 'udder' 

In the Hessian region, Memm is the expected word. To the south of Darmstadt, 

Mam het is common. The forms Ditz or Detz are found in the Palatinate. The 

Schoenchen word /aiAor/ is more common in the Swabian dialect region as well as in 

the EMG and LG dialect regions (DWA, vol. 19). 

Mücke 'mosquito* 

The form /laijbafl/ is one of two words for this insect. The DWA places most 

occurrences of words like langheen far to the northwest in the Lower Franconian 

dialect region, west of Oldenburg along the coast. Another word is /Jnoy/ (with 
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apocope of word-final -e ). Forms like Schnake are to be expected in the Southern 

Hessian area (DWA, vol, 1). 

Other Lexical Items of Interest: 

/fon onkfaip di hon al tsmüif farf haisor gobaot aos Jtö aßor 
holts/ 
'Right from the beginning they built rather quickly houses out 
of stone or wood.'' 

Scharf with the meaning 'quick' is attested in the Deutsches Wörterbuch 

(DW, 14,2189) with the citation <scharfe wasser> meaning <schnell 

flieszendex The word is also associated with the meaning 'quick' in the 

Pfälzisches Wörterbuch (PW 5,877). The Wahrig Deutsches Wörterbuch 

(WDW, 3203) provides the citation <scharf fahren> meaning gehen, reiten 

schnell. 

Aber with the meaning 'or* is described in the PW (1,23) as being widely 

attested in the upper German dialects. The WDW ( 244) combines oder and 

aber together to form the phrase oder aber, used when talking about 

alternatives. Perhaps the dialect simplified this expression to the second 

element. 

/du host main korb flat J goratst/ 
Tou stole my basket with meat' 

Raisen with the meaning 'to steal' is attested in the PW (5,398) for the areas near 

the border between the Palatine dialects and the Swabian. This word is not found in 

the WDW. 

/der hot ftrak fon sam herts goblaoöort/ 
'He spoke straight from his heart.' 
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Strack with the meaning 'straight1 can be found in the DW (19,595) where the 

following citation is listed: <hie ist die stracke kurtze antworte The DW definition is 

als ausdruck geistiger energie 'einfach, ungeschminkt, offen, ehrlich.1 The WDW 

(3587) lists strack as being used in upper German speaking areas. 

/afJnr goman dran hocb as o glö par ftibic haisor in chrf/ 
'But, in general, there were a couple small solidly built houses in the 

village.* 

Stähig with the meaning 'solid, firm* has fallen out of use in Modem Standard 

German. The word is not listed in the WDW, but the use of the word with this 

meaning is attested in the DW (17,370) as occurring in the low German speaking 

areas with the definition stark, dick, solide, among other glosses. 

/onsawr bcrrp sam net arg hox./ 
"Our mountains are not very high.' 

Arg with the meaning Very* is attested in the PW (1,323). The WDW (425) 

describes the use of the word with this meaning as occurring in upper German 

speaking areas. The use of this word with this meaning is not attested in the DW. 

lit brangt nit so fhk tso sam/ 
'You (all) may not be so silly.* 

Flück with the meaning 'silly* probably refers to someone acting childish. The 

DW (1836) lists a citation from Hans Sachs <du bist so wankel und so flUck>. The 

impression here is one of unpredictablility. The word originally was used to describe 

young birds at the age where they are leaving the nest. The word is not found in the 

WDW. 
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di vidtyn gens di bar/ dig k;>bot 
Those mean geese will bite you to death.' 

Most speakers use the word /beza/ böse to express the meaning 'mean.' The use 

of the word wütig appears to be more specialized, referring to the behavior of a rabid 

animal. The DW (30,2538) list the meanings tollwutkrank wahnsinnig, tobsüchtig, 

zornig aufgebracht, apparently referring to animal behavior. The WDW (4231) 

describes the word as occurring mainly in compounds such as tanzwütig or zornwütig, 

with no specialized connotation associated with the word. 

In the final analysis, only just a dozen or so words in my sample from the DWA 

or PSA cannot be documented in the Southern Hessian area while the vast majority 

of words are attested in this area* Still, the few inconsistencies illustrate the weakness 

of lexical criteria alone in determining a dialect homeland. Lexical evidence is 

useful, however, in combination with other data. 

Based then mainly on phonological data, with the corroboration of the 

morphological data, and the support of some lexical evidence, it is not unreasonable 

to postulate the area south of Frankfurt around Darmstadt as a possible homeland for 

the Schoenchen dialect. The dialect features which are described for this area in the 

major German dialect atlases occur most often in Schoenchen German. The settlers 

of Schoenchen, Russia, adapted to a way of speaking which conformed in many ways 

to that way of speaking found in Southern Hessia and they carried this way of 

speaking with them to Kansas. 
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Chapter 8 

Factors in the Decline of Schoenchen German 

()n May 29. 1949. J. Neale Carman visited Schoenchen as part of his field 

research on the persistence of foreign languages spoken in the state of Kansas.1 He 

entered a store in Schoenchen immediately following a mass at the town's Catholic 

church and approached a group of people. He wrote in his field notes: "The group 

was talking German when I approached it." 2 Carman interviewed several speakers at 

the time, including a teacher. In his field notes be wrote about this informant: "In 

1927. the teacher had to speak English slowly to make himself understood, and the 

students talked no English to each other. Social visits of the teacher were carried on 

in German, and his children learned the Schoenchen dialect. This did not change 

through 193.1." According to Carman, by 1944 students used more English, but still 

used German to hide information from their teacher.* who by that point presumably 

was only able to speak English. 

Carman also visited Schoenchen in 1961 and interviewed a 12-year-old child on 
m 

the street. Carman's field notes state that the child, born in 1949: " is not able to talk 

German except for a few words. When be started to school all the boys and girls were 

able to talk English. His father and mother talk German to each other sometimes, but 

he doesn't know what they're saying." 

Finally, in 1964. Carman writes of another interview: "An informant born 1939, 

said everybody can speak dialect, but a sister born ca. 1952 only understood. He was 

1 Thi» research pro% ided the bau« for Carman ( IV62) and Carman {1974). 
3 Thc*c held neue» arc archived a» the J Node Carman collection ai ihc Uiwvcrsm of Kansas 
Architc» in the Helen F. Spencer Research Library 
* T h i . i» p r n u m a N ) a dillcrcnt teacher than the one Carman interviewed before 
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unmarried; out with the girts he used English, and if he were married, he would 

continue to do so in the home" (Carman 1974, 293). 

After his 1949 visit. Carman came to some conclusions about the use of 

Schoenchen German. He stated that those bom before 1940-43 were acquainted with 

both German and English and used German somewhat, but those bom before 1917 or 

earlier were still using German with each other. After his 1961 visit he concluded 

that those bom 1948 or after said they knew no German, did not even understand it, 

though their parents sometimes talked together. And just like he observed twelve 

years earlier, those bom before 1917 were still fond of using German. 

Based on these conclusions, Carman established the year 1945 as the critical 

year for Schoenchen German, that is, the year when parents ceased to habitually use 

German in the home. 

The decline in German spoken in the home has not abated in the more than thirty 

years which have passed since Carman visited Schoenchen. Based on the 1990 

census, the only census for which language use in specific Kansas towns has been 

tabulated, Schoenchen had a population of 128 with 88 of those residents age 

eighteen or over. Of a sample size of 42 people age eighteen and over, 17 indicated 

they spoke a language other than English at home. This means that 40% of those over 

eighteen were bilingual. Four of those 17 bilinguals, or 23.5%, indicated they did not 

speak English "very well." 4 

At the same time, only five residents age seventeen and under, or 12% of the 

sample population, indicated they spoke a language other than English in the home. 

All of these indicated they spoke English very well. The fact that only a few young 

4 The questions on language use were asked of those tn the sample who were born before Apr i l 1, 
19K5. The respondecs were lo ld to mark •yes* if they sometimes or always spoke a language other 
than Engl ish at home and to not mark "yes" i f a language was spoken only a l school or i f speaking was 
l im i ted to a few expressions of slang (U.S. Census, 1990. B23-B24). 
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residents speak German in the home confirms Carman's determination thai me 

habitual use of Schoenchen German in the home has declined considerably, with the 

dialect no longer being passed on from generation to generation as the primary 

language of Schoenchen residents.5 

The end result is that the German dialect of Schoenchen, Kansas, is on the verge 

of extinction. The beginning of the decline in the dialect can be traced back to the 

days soon after the founding of Schoenchen, when the use of the Schoenchen German 

dialect was at its peak. Four main factors have combined to deal the fatal blow to the 

retention of Schoenchen German by fourth generation descendants and beyond: 

1) Loss of a self-contained community tied together by a local German dialect 

2) Loss of desire to maintain cultural identity through the German language 

3) Lack of formal institutions to support the use of the German language 

4) Outside pressure to assimilate into the English-speaking American cultural 

mainstream, 

This chapter looks at these four factors and their contribution to the imminent 

death of the dialect.6 

5 A survey a inducted by Schind ler and Fundi* indicated that famil iarity w i th Volga German dialects 
was comparat ively low in the age group under 30, where less than half could speak or understand one 
of the dialects (1988. S3). 
6 Sec Salmons (1983, 188-90) for a similar discussion on how internal and external forces had created 
b> 1980 what he describes as die f inal stage of language shift for Texas German: btlmguahsm without 
diglossia, meaning many speakers had command of Texas German, but d id not use it systematically. 
S imi la r ly . B o m (1994. 13) desenbes what is left o f the East Franconian dialect in Frankenmuth, 
M ich igan , as a l inguistic minor i ty. She writes that l inguistic minorit ies: "arc characterized by porous 
or weak cultural boundaries, soao-cconomic dependence on the mainstream, psychological orientation 
toward mainstream values and patterns o f behavior, and bil inguaiism without diglossia In this 
situation bi l inguai ism is an individual choice, not the result o f societal consensus." The internal and 
external forces which have contributed to the decline of Schoenchen German are similar in many ways 
to those described in these two studies. 
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1) Ix»s of a self-contained community tied together by a local German dialect 

The 1990 census does not reflect a very important fact about the Schoenchen 

population which must be considered when interpreting the numbers regarding 

German language use. Many of the residents today of Schoenchen, Kansas, are not 

descended from the original German settlers of the town. Since Schoenchen is 

located only eleven miles south of Hays, the town has slowly evolved into a bedroom 

community for people from Hays who want the benefits of living in a small town 

environment. 

At the same time, many of the older residents of Schoenchen have moved to Hays 

to be closer to medical facilities, elder care facilities and shopping areas. Other 

former residents have moved to other towns in Kansas or outside the state entirely. 

Three of the informants for this study actually live in Hays, although they grew up in 

Schoenchen. Informant 4 served as the county sheriff for Ellis County for ten years, 

working out of Hays, the county seat. Informants 3 and 7 have moved in recent years 

to Hays to be closer to hospital facilities. The other informants all still live on farms 

near Schoenchen. Informant 8, one of those who still lives on a farm immediately 

outside of Schoenchen, states that only about one-fourth of the population of the town 

today is of Volga German origin.7 

This change in demographics is reflected in the number of people who returned 

questionnaires regarding the use of Schoenchen German. This questionnaire was sent 

to 276 addresses, including Schoenchen box numbers and farms in neighboring 

Lookout Township, where other Schoenchen speakers might be found. Addressees 

were asked to complete the questionnaire if they were descended from the original 

founders of Schoenchen. Of the 276 sent out, only seventeen questionnaires, or 6% 

were returned completed. One interpretation of the low number of responses might 

7 Sec anecdote 11, pg. 183. 
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be that many of the people who received the responses are not descended from 

Schoenchen settlers. 8 

In 1979, two years after the centennial celebration of the 1877 founding of 

Schoenchen, a book was published commemorating the town's centennial.9 A look at 

this publication's pictorial gallery of Schoenchen residents shows a few family names 

not found in the genealogies of the founders and early settlers of Schoenchen.10 In 

the ensuing years since the centennial, as descendants of the founders have died or 

moved away, some of their homes have been bought by outsiders attracted to the 

safety and quiet of a small town. As a result, Schoenchen German has been joined by 

the English language as one of two languages to be heard on the streets and in the 

homes of Schoenchen residents. Since most young children now are raised speaking 

English, Schoenchen German will not be a part of the community much longer. 

The first settlers of Schoenchen had a two-dwelling living arrangement. One 

dwelling would be found out near the farm fields. During growing season, the 

farmers would live in these dwellings throughout the week, only returning to the 

village on weekends or other important holidays. Another dwelling was built in the 

village itself. This provided shelter for the farmers on the weekends and during the 

winter. Older people who no longer actively farmed would also remain in the village 

throughout the week. 1 1 

This type of living arrangement helped to conserve German language use because 

several generations of family members were in constant contact with one another. 

8 While the lack of response made the survey less useful as a toot to measure language use among 
Schoenchen German speakers, the fact that so few responded could also be interpreted as a gesture of 
mistrust of a university student by addressees or it could be a barometer of disinterest among 
Schoenchen German speakers in preserving the dialect 
9 On July 26 ,1976 Schoenchen celebrated the centennial of the Volga German immigration to Kansas. 
Sec Werth (1979,70-81) for a summary of this celebration. On July 2, 1977, the town celebrated its 
own centennial. See Werth (1979, 111-12). 

1 0 Sec Werth {1979, 128-49). 
n Sec anecdote a3, pg. 178. 
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There would be a need for the younger members of the family to communicate with 

their grandparents in German. At the same time, extended periods of time away from 

the village made it difficult for young children to attend school regularly.12 This was 

a major barrier in young people acquiring second language skills in English, as there 

was no pressing need to use English for most aspects of daily life. 1 3 

The two-dwelling system along with the self-contained community relationship 

lasted a little more than one generation. By the time of World War I, living on the 

farm replaced the two-dwelling system. Farmers would come into town to do 

business or go to church, but did not spend extended periods of time there. As 

automobiles replaced the horse and buggy, farmers had the freedom to travel further 

from home to do business.14 

In time, intermarriage increased among the Catholic Volga German villages 

themselves as well as among Volga Germans and other neighboring German speaking 

neighbors.15 Eventually, the Volga Germans began to intermarry with their English 

speaking neighbors. With the loosening of ties to the community through 

intermarriage came a gradual decline in the ties among the extended family, as family 

1 2 In Tciepfer and Drciling (1982, vi«) Victor C. Leikcr writes in the foreword: "The hand economic 
facto of life and the need for more and more hands on ihc farms interfered to a greal degree in the 
education of ihe young. While in all the settlements schools were begun nghi from the start, for many 
forma) education consisted of only a few years, just enough to learn to read and write." 

Carman (1974 .271) also stales that the two-home system made it more difficult for Volga Germans 
to develop neighborly relationships with their English speaking neighbors, making bilingualism less 
important 
1 3 Carman (1974.285) writes: "The English language was just •words' to most of the children so that 
conversation was ordinarily carried on in German.* 

1 4 Petersen (1968. 56) w rites that the two-bouse system was costly and both houses were usually small 
and not very well furnished. With the advent of the automobile, the farmstead became the permanent 
resident since it was now possible to dnvc to church and to school. At the same time, the family was 
relieved of the burden of paying taxes on two homes. 
1 5 Tocpfer and Dretlmg (1982, 150-51) state that the practice of marrying within the village had the 
effect of making the village like one big family. Eventually, the church rules prohibiting mamagc 
within a certain degree of relationship fenced the villages to bury their rivalries and allem people to 
seek mamagc partners outside their own villages. As another clue to the degree in which residents felt 
themselves to be pan of a large family, Informant 1 relates that children were expected to use the 
terms Kcvxl and /bes/ or Vener and Base for Uncle* and 'Aunt' as polite forms of address with other 
adults in the community . 
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members began to move away from the family farm and village.1 6 This resulted in 

the breakup and weakening of the local German dialects. 

As they were selecting sites to locate their villages, the Volga German immigrants 

to Kansas preferred sites along rivers and creeks. Proximity to the railroad was not an 

important consideration. Ties to Hays, the county seat, were not particularly strong. 

The small farming communities were very self-reliant and their local German dialects 

served them adequately in their daily lives. 

This changed, however, by the early twentieth century. It became more and more 

difficult to exist solely in a German speaking speech island surrounded by American 

English. As the isolated villages began to recognize that they might benefit from 

participating in regional business and politics, ties to Hays were established. With 

these ties came the necessity to use English as the language for these aspects of life. 

Nearly all second and third generation speakers of Schoenchen German became bi

lingual, using German at home or in the Volga German villages, but switching to 

English when doing business in Hays or traveling outside of the Volga German 

settlement area.17 With the advent of the automobile after World War I, it became 

even easier to travel from the isolated Volga Communities to the larger English 

dominated towns and cities. Farmers with cars who lived near Schoenchen, for 

example, would not necessarily have to go to Schoenchen to conduct business; they 

also had the option of driving north to Hays. 

The result is that Schoenchen, which was founded in isolation and self-

sufficiency, has gradually evolved into a rural community which is linked to the 

nearby city of Hays. The residents of Schoenchen travel to Hays to go shopping, to 

eat out, to watch or rent a movie, to do their banking, to visit medical facilities, as 

1 6 Sec Werth (197V. 63). 
1 7 Carman (1974. 275) writes about Hays: "I t has also f rom the beginning been the first haven of the 
ambit ious, particularly through courthouse employment, ami these people became speedily b i l i ngua l * 
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well as for many other reasons. The German dialect which served it adequately while 

the community was isolated plays only a very limited role in contemporary life, while 

the use of English is a necessary part of daily life. 

2) Loss of desire to maintain cultural identity through the German language 

Although most of the immigrants who founded Schoenchen, Kansas, arrived in 

Kansas in 1876, other Volga German immigrants continued to arrive and settle in 

Schoenchen until 1939 (Werth, 1979, 14952). 1 8 The continual influx of German 

speaking immigrants helped to invigorate and sustain Schoenchen German and the 

other Volga German dialects and thus, provided additional motivation to maintain the 

ability to speak German. As soon as immigration stopped providing new German 

speakers, an important factor in the preservation of spoken German language skills 

was lost. 

As the German language has gradually declined as the spoken means of 

communication among the descendants of the Volga Germans, its importance as a 

symbol of cultural identity has also declined. This is reflected in the speeches at the 

Volga German centennial celebrations and at meetings of the local cultural heritage 

groups. The predominant language at these events is English. The use of German is 

usually confined to standard greetings such as Mach'sgut! and Wie geht's? 1 9 or 

slogans such as Schoenchen ist ein schönes Städtchen. 2 0 When people talk about the 

use of German, they often reminisce about how they used to say things in German as 

children, or how their parents or grandparents would express a particular thought in 

German. Only a few talk about the current use of German dialects. 

1 8 The parents of Informant 7 arrived in Schoenchen, Kansas, m 1915. 
1 9 Many Volga Germans wear pins with the expression Wk geht's? to public events. 

2 0 This slogan was written on a banner used at the centennial celebration of Schoenchen. Note the use 
til Standard German. In the Schoenchen dialect, this would be realized as /Jenp ist ;> Jenas Jtcip/. 
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When speakers at these public events tell jokes or anecdotes in a Volga German 

dialect, they almost always find it necessary to translate what they have just said into 

English. Usually only a handful of people in the audience can still understand what 

has just been said in German. This can be very frustrating to those few who try to 

foster the maintenance or revival of the dialects. These few people are still capable 

of carrying on extended conversations in a German dialect on a variety of topics and 

they try to speak as much German as possible at public events. But they often have to 

switch back to English for the sake of others around them who have forgotten their 

childhood language or who have never learned German. 

At every gathering of Volga Germans, traditional German folk songs play some 

role in the organized activities. The songs are still regarded by the elders as important 

reminders of the connection of the Volga Germans in Kansas to their forebears in 

Russia and Germany. At one time, there were singing groups in each of the villages 

which would perform these songs at weddings, holiday celebrations and other public 

events. These groups sang the traditional songs of the Volga Germans, many of 

which date back to eighteenth-century Germany. The lyrics for these songs were 

written in Standard German.21 Since the end of World War I I , membership in these 

singing groups has declined to the point that they now are composed mainly of 

elderly, mainly third generation Volga Germans.22 Later generations show very little 

2 1 Lawrence A .Weigc l published in the late 1970s a collection o f 100 o f what he considers the most 
popular Germm fo lk songs in El l is County, Kansas. The title of this collection is "German Folk Songs 
f rom the Volga." (nd.) He wrues in the foreword: T h e song.s were composed in the correct German, 
and therefore served as a means o f preserving the punty of the German language, since we all speak a 
German d ia lec t * (np.) The German lyr ics and music arc accompanied by English translations. 
Wei gel also quotes the German author Gustav Freylag w hen he discusses in the foreword the 
importance o f preserving the Volga German cultural hen tage tn song: "The emigrant may lose 
everything - Jove of fatherland and the use of the mother tongue, but the songs o f his homeland survive 
the longest", (np.) 

When these songs are performed today at public events, the pronunciation peculiarities of the 
Volga German dialects can be heard, although the lyr ics arc Standard German. 
2 2 One o f the members o f the singing group The Schoencheneers w as not even from Schoenchen, but 
rather Vic tor ia , Kansas. This singing group performed at the centennial celebrations of 1976 and 1977. 
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interest in preserving the singing groups. As the older generation passes on, the 

traditional German folk songs will decline in importance as a symbol of the Volga 

German heritage or will simply be a remembrance of how the early pioneers lived. 

Since the number of occasions where a sing-along might occur has declined, 

many of the participants at these events need German lyrics accompanied by English 

translations in order to sing along.2 3 Although many agree that learning the songs is 

vital to maintaining the Volga German culture, less than 20% of those under thirty 

years of age are still memorizing the songs.24 

3) Lack of formal institutions to support the ose of the German langnage 

2 3 A I the Kansas Slate Round-Up of Chapters of the American Historical Society o f Germans from 
Russia, held in Russell, Kansas on October 23, 1993, one of the songs sung during the large common 
sing-along was called . O Susanna!'. The humor in the song relics on the play of words using f irst 
names. In order for participants to understand the humor, the organizers of the state Round-Up felt it 
necessary to provide the lyncs in both German and English. Here is the refrain and the first two verses 
as they appear in the handout provided to participants: 

O Susanna! Wunderschöne Anna! 
1st das Leben noch so schon. 
O Susanna! Wunderschöne Anna! 
1st das Leben noch so schon. 

Oh Susanna! Beautiful Anna! 
L i fe is sti l l so wonderful . 
O Susanna! Beautiful Anna! 
L i fe is st i l l so wonderful . 

A l l e Jahr ein K i n d , 
A l l e Jahr em K i n d , 
B is es fünfundzwanzig sind! (Repeat) 

O Susanna... 

A l le Räder ro l len. 
A l le Rader rol len, 
Nur der eine Kunrad nicht! (Repeat) 

O Susanna... 

Every year a ch i ld . 
Every year a ch i ld , 
Unt i l there arc twenty- f ive! 

O Susanna... 

A l l the wheels are ro l l ing. 
A l l the wheels are ro l l ing. 
A l l except for Konrad! 

[Rad=" wheel" ] 
O Susanna... 

The opening prayers at the event were also given in English and German. 
There was also a smaller sing-along held before dinner w i th mainly older participants. These 

people were provided German lyrics to songs, but w i th no English translations. The songs sung were 
(spell ings arc as they were printed in the songbook): " D u , Du liegst M i r im Herzen"; " O Mein Jesu, 
Du Bist's Wer t " ; "Was kanncs Schonres geben"; "Gott ist die L iebe"; "Wie gross bist D u " ; "Jesus liebt 
mich ganz gewisc". 
2 4 See Sch ind ler and Fundis (1988,53) . 
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Huf fines (1985,241) writes that the school, the church and the press were the 

main supports for language maintenance among German immigrants. As the use of 

German in these institutions declined, so also did the use of the German dialects in 

the home.2 5 This is true in Schoenchen, as well as the other Volga German towns. 

The German press played virtually no role in the lives of the Volga Germans in 

Schoenchen, Kansas. The bibliography of the Ethnic Collection in Forsyth Library at 

Fort Hays State University lists no title of a German Language newspaper dating from 

the early days of the Ellis County settlements (Schmeller, 1980).2 6 It is possible that 

many Volga Germans did not find much information of relevance in the German 

language newspapers which were written more for those German immigrants who 

came directly from Germany to the United States. In addition, a great number of the 

Volga Germans were not able to read German. Due to the demands of farming, many 

did not have the time to attend school as children and sporadic attendance in school 

was typical of the first two generations of their Kansas-born offspring. Werth (1979, 

58) mentions that those early Schoenchen settlers who were able to read German 

subscribed to Josephs Blatt, a Catholic magazine, and Amerika.27 

The Volga German settlers of Schoenchen, like those of the other Ellis and 

northern Rush County villages, were Roman Catholic. The settlers were first served 

by priests who were born in Germany. Since there was no Catholic church in Kansas 

west of Salina, located near the center of the state, contact with priests was sporadic 

2 5 S imi lar ly , B o m (1994, 14) writes: "When the vernacular is no longer protected by a foreign H igh 
variety and supported by formal institutions, the dominant language can invade domain after domain 
unt i l , u l t imately. language death occurs." 
2 6 Sec Schmeller (1980,31 -32). He does list one German language publication in the newspaper 
category, cnuüed Volk auf dem Weg, dated 1979 
2 7 Carman (1974, 161) mentions the German American Advocate, another publication circulating in 
Hays between 1882-86. Petersen (1968,59) also mentions this publ icat ion, describing it as a 
Dcmocrat-oncntcd newspaper, founded by Charles Mi l ler , a candidate for sheriff. Mi l le r was 
or ig inal ly f rom Nürnberg. His newspaper was published in German. 
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until the arrival in Herzog of the Capuchins in May, 1878.2 8 The Capuchins 

established a monastery in Herzog and traveled to Schoenchen and the other villages 

to serve the religious needs of the residents. Residents of Schoenchen and the other 

communities also occasionally traveled to Herzog or Hays to attend mass before 

churches were constructed in the individual towns. Eventually, each village built its 

own church and parochial school. Housing in Schoenchen, like in the other towns, 

was built for the priests and sisters who ministered to the religious and educational 

needs of the Volga Germans. Schoenchen ended up being served periodically by 

Capuchin priests, but diocesan priests have served the town for most of the parish's 

history. 

Schoenchen was served by native German priests until 1932. For many years, the 

mass was conducted in Latin, but sermons and prayers were conducted in German. 

Hymns were also sung in Latin or German. Early tombstone inscriptions were 

predominantly German, but by the early twentieth century, English inscriptions begin 

to gain a larger share. The last German language tombstone inscription is dated from 

the year 1920. 2 9 

The last of the native German priests, Father Peter Hoeller, who served from 1916 

until 1930, is said to have preached the first sermon in English, although the exact 

2 8 See Toepfer and D ied ing (1982. 124). They explain thai the Bishop o f the Kansas Diocese was 
searching for priests at the l ime the settlers arrived in Kansas. Since he knew of the recent amva] of 
the German speaking Capuchins in Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania, i t was only natural that he would try to 
appeal to their leader to send some brothers to serve the German speaking immigrants. He negotiated 
the transfer o f Capuchin monks to Kansas for nearly two years from the arrival o f the Volga Germans 
in 1876 to the arr ival o f Capuchins in 1878. 
2 9 Carman (1974,281) provides the fo l low ing breakdown: 

Eng Germ * G e r m 
1880-89 1 1 5 0 * 
1890-99 3 6 6 7 * 
1900-1909 14 6 3 0 * 
1910-1919 20 9 3 1 * 
One German 1920 
None in German thereafter 
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date of this event is unknown (Werth, 1979, 37). 3 0 From 1932 on, all priests were 

bom in America and English use increased even more in the church.31 

The first public/parochial school was established in Schoenchen in 1880.3 2 Prior 

to that, students attended class in the home of John Dreher, the first "Schulmeister," 

an educated Schoenchen resident willing to offer his home as a classroom.33 He 

taught religion, reading, writing and singing. Since most of the students and teachers 

were Catholic, religious instruction was given during school hours in the 

public/parochial school, along with instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic and 

singing. The next parochial school was built in 1917 (Werth, 1979,55). The 

parochial school was converted to a public school in 1940 (Werth, 1979,56). 

Public school instruction was conducted in English in the mornings and in 

German in the afternoons (Keller, 1956,83). Early on, English was taught as a 

foreign language only. The use of German was still attested in the schools in 1911 

(Laing, 1910,522). Soon afterwards, in 1919, the use of German in the public 

primary schools was prohibited by state law. English became the required language 

of instruction.34 The teaching of the German language as a subject was abandoned in 

the parochial schools at about the same time, in response to the anti-German 

3 0 Carman (1974,279) writes: " In ail the older parishes preaching and pastoral work was uniformly 
German up until the First World War except possibly in the city of Hays. A great deal of pastoral 
work was still done in German tn the 1950Y" 

He continues on the next page: "Preaching in English resulted almost everywhere from clerical and 
not popular decisions, and the clergy made up its mind frequently only because of hierarchical pressure 
or strong though distant public opinion. Once it was established, the people soon accepted it as a 
matter of course, but without applause" (1974.280). 
3 1 Sec anecdote d2, p. 182 for Informant 4*s description of language use in the Schoenchen church in 
1931. 

3 2 A public school district was established by Schoenchen residents in the same year, 1880, because 
the school could be maintained by tax money. But the Catholic Church determined the curriculum, in 
the early years of the district, both Sisters from the Sisters of S t Joseph of Concordia and people 
outside the Catholic ministry served as teachers. Some teachers were paid by the parish, some by the 
distnct Sec Werth (1979,55-56) . 
3 3 Sec Werth (1979,55) . 
3 4 The exact wording of the law, found in the Slate of Kansas Session Laws 1919, Chapter 257. 
Section 1: "All elementary schools in this stale, whether public, private, or parochial shall use the 
English language exclusively as the basis of instruction" (State of Kansas 1919,352). 
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sentiment which was rampant at the time of World War 1 (Toepfer and Dreiling, 

1982, 124).3* By the 1940s, according to Carman (1974, 160), few Germans in 

Catholic communities claimed expertness in dealing with written German, though 

many had learned their catechism in German. 

4) Outside pressure to assimilate into the American cultural mainstream 

When the Volga German immigrants first arrived in Kansas, they created ethnic 

enclaves with German dialects and customs carried on since their forebears1 arrival in 

Russia in the 1760s. However, because of their connection to Russia and their 

different lifestyle from other German immigrants, they were widely known 

disparagingly as 'Roosians' by their English speaking neighbors as well as by other 

settlers of German descent who immigrated directly from Germany.3 6 

This was the beginning of an identity crisis for the villagers which persisted 

through the period of the two World Wars. The newly arrived Volga Germans were 

considered crude and illiterate outsiders. The settlers of Schoenchen, like all the other 

newcomers from Russia, were faced with the dilemma of co-existing with neighbors 

who were openly critical of their language and lifestyle while attempting to hold on to 

their Volga German dialects and living habits. 

In addition, there was rivalry among the Volga German villages themselves, with 

residents of one village having derogatory nicknames for residents of another.37 

3 5 Carman (1974. 160) writes: "In the schools of Ellis County state laws were heeded, but local 
demand was such that between schools and clergy instruction in German was maintained, though not 
all children profited by i t * 
3 6 See Saul (1974,39) . The same label was applied to all the Volga German immigrants in Ellis and 
Rush counties. 
3 7 Sec Kloberdanz (1986,289-90) for his view on bow the rivalries may have still been alive at the 
time of the centennial celebration of the immigration of the Volga Germans to B u s and Rush Counties. 
He finds it significant that the individual villages tried to outdo each other with regard to holding town 
centennial celebrations. 

Kloberdanz also mentions the nicknames of some of the villagers. Although he does not match the 
nickname to the town, the people of Schoenchen were Sandhase (Sand Rabbits), those from Pfeifer 
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Inter-village romances were discouraged.3** Residents of each village could be easily 

identified by their local dialects. Inter-village rivalry even extended to the baseball 

diamond, with each village fielding a local team to compete against the neighboring 

villages. 3 9 

At first, this animosity, not only from English-speaking neighbors, but also from 

other Volga German settlers and recent immigrants from Germany, strengthened the 

sense of community among Schoenchen residents, who were not all originally from 

the same villages in Russia. Next to a strong reliance on the extended family, the 

success of the Volga Germans on the steppes of Russia and the high plains of Kansas 

can be attributed to the strong sense of reliance on the local community.40 The local 

dialect helped tie the various extended families into a community. Although the 

founders of Schoenchen came from different Russian villages, they spoke dialects so 

similar that co-existence in a new community was possible.41 

As more and more Volga German children attended school, their exposure to 

English as a major language in their lives increased. There was extreme peer pressure 

from English-speaking classmates to acquire English language skills. All the Volga 

German informants for this study have personal anecdotes relating to the teasing they 

were die Haufer (Fighters), and those from Catherine were Stolze Staediern (sic) (Haughty 
Townspeople). The Schoenchen nickname is very appropriate. The area around Schoenchen is nch in 
sand, and several farmers have supplemented their income by selling sand. 

Another example of animosity worthy of future study is the division between Lutheran Volga 
Oermaas in neighboring Russell County and the Catholic Volga Germans in Ellis County. 
3 8 Sec Tocpfcr and Dreiling (1982, 150). 
3 9 Sec Werth (1979.65) . Carman (1974. 263) writes: T h e German of each of these Kansas villages 
had, and still has more or less, its own particular charactensucs because each of them drew its 
population primarily from one or two villages on the Volga and maintained the distinctions between 
villages that existed there. The dialects were maintained partly because of isolation of the villages 
from one another, partly because local patriotism was involved." 
4 0 Tocpfcr and Dreiling put it this way: "The segregated life in the new country had many 
disadvantages but also its good points. Both the villages and the families operated as a unit, not 
individually. A man's word of honor was accepted in the community as readily as a promissory note of 
today" (1982, 148). 
4 1 Sec Chapter 6 for an overview of the settlement patterns of the Volga Germans in Ellis and Rush 
counties. 
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received during their first days of school from English-speaking students. This was 

obviously a very troubling event for these young Volga-German children.42 

Informant 1, the youngest of fourteen children in his family, learned enough English 

from his older brothers and sisters so that his first days at school were not so 

traumatic 4 3 Many people who had to endure this teasing said it was one of the 

reasons they chose to raise their children speaking English. 

In 1920, soon after the use of English was mandated in the schools, the federal 

census of Ellis County showed 146 of the 992 foreign-born white males over age 20, 

or 15% were illiterate, as were 192 of the 833 foreign-born white females, or 23%. 

Presumably these people were by and large German speaking immigrants from Russia 

or first generation offspring of German speaking immigrants, all of whom spent very 

little time in schools. 

Co-mingling of older children from different Volga German communities in the 

school systems also began to occur around this time. A public high school was built 

in Schoenchen in 1926. It was one of only two high schools built in the Volga 

German villages in Ellis and Rush Counties, the other being in Victoria. Students 

from the neighboring towns of Liebenthal, Pfeifer, and Munjor also attended the high 

school in Schoenchen.44 This is significant considering the earlier animosity between 

Schoenchen and Lieben thai, and also between the Bergseiter from Pfeifer and the 

Wiesenseiter from Schoenchen and Liebenthal.45 The fact that teams from these 

4 2 One question on the questionnaire sent out as part of this study asks if the respondee ever faced 
discrimination for speaking German. Informant 5 answered yes and wrote that when he first began 
school in 1926, the majority of his schoolmates were English descendants and that such a short time 
alter World War I there was still considerable animosity toward Germans. This type of story was 
repeated by most informants. 
4 3 Sec anecdote a6, p. 181. 
4 4 Students also came from the nearby Volga German communities of Anionino, in Ellis County, and 
Loretto, in Rush County. 
4 5 This is probably one of the reasons why a sense of solidarity among present Volga Germans has 
mollified local animosity somewhaL The membership in the Sunflower Chapter of the American 
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schools competed against teams of English speaking students gave the Volga 

Germans yet another reason to acquire English. It is also important to remember that 

the language of baseball, football and basketball terminology was English. 

By 1940, the median number of school years completed by males in Ellis County 

aged 20 or older was 8.5 years and by females 8.4 years. The 1950 census shows the 

median number of school years completed to be 9.7 years for males and 8.8 years for 

females. By 1960, the number reached 10.9 median years of schooling for both males 

and females. The need to use English daily was increasing with each decade. 

Attendance in school has progressed to the point that by 1990, 80.6% of all adults 

in Ellis County had completed high school, with 23.4% of those having a college 

degree. In Schoenchen, of a sample of 33 residents, 63.6% had a high school diploma 

and 12.1 % had a college degree. As a result, the use of English as the required 

language of instruction in the schools must be considered as having a major impact on 

the decline of the use of German among the educated in the home. 4 6 

Anti-German sentiment was very strong during the periods from World War I 

until World War I I . The Volga Germans were viewed with distrust by Americans of 

non-German descent. The use of the German dialects was viewed as non-American, a 

sign of solidarity with the German homeland. In response, the Volga Germans 

became much more private in the use of their German dialects. In order to show 

loyalty to America, many of the young men of Schoenchen served in the military. In 

World War I, nine men served. During World War I I , the numbers increased to sixty-

five men. 4 7 It is important to note that as a result of military service, many young 

Histor ical Society o f Germans f rom Russia, which is the Ell is County chapter, contains residents f rom 
all the or ig inal Volga German towns in the county. 
4 6 Schmeller and Fundis (1988,52) have determined that the level o f education attained by Volga 
German parents has had a profound effect on their efforts to encourage their chi ldren to learn German. 
They stale that parents w i th college degrees were less emphatic in encouraging their children to study 
German than were parents w i th less education. 
4 7 Sec Werth (1979, 125) and Toepfer and Drei l ing (1982, 124). 
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men were exposed to life outside the confines of a fairly isolated settlement area on 

the Great Plains. Many new opportunities to use English as the language of daily life 

opened up for these men who served in the military. Some of these men ended up 

moving away from the area after their tour of duty was over. Others took advantage 

of the GI bill to help finance a college education, thus accelerating their assimilation 

into the English-speaking American mainstream. 

Although the primary language of business in Hays was and is English, the 

potential profits from dealing with large numbers of German-speaking immigrants 

was not overlooked by many merchants, who conducted business in German with the 

Volga Germans up until the second decade of the twentieth century. The same was 

true in other larger towns near German-language settlements. 

Due to the anti-German sentiment which arose during World War I, however, 

public use of German in businesses declined, particularly in the larger cities. English 

by necessity became the primary language of business for the Volga Germans, who 

were faced with another compelling reason to develop English language skills. 4 8 In 

the smaller isolated Volga German communities, German was probably still used in 

the local community stores up until the middle of the twentieth century (Carman, 

1974, 164). 

The introduction of the radio into the homes of the Volga Germans after World 

War I and then television in the 1950s must also be considered as playing a major role 

in the acceleration of the eventual death of the dialect. The total domination of 

English-language programming is just another reason that young people have not felt 

the need to learn German. All the informants for this study, who were interviewed at 

their farm home, have a satellite antenna dish installed in the yard for television 

4 8 Carman {1974, 164) adds: "On the whole however. German ceased very early to be the language of 
business, though it might well serve to express the amenities that go with business." 
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reception. They, like all other Americans, have participated in the technological 

revolution which has taken place since the end of World War II . 

The result is that speakers from the once independent and competing communities 

now associate much more closely with one another due to the decline in the number 

of fluent speakers of German dialects and the overpowering pressure of the English 

language on the dialects. This convergence of dialects may have affected the nature 

of the dialects as they are spoken today, although it is probably too late to support any 

claim due to the small number of speakers from which to draw data. But this 

apparent change has not gone unnoticed by one native speaker of a Volga German 

dialect. The influx of English words into the dialect prompted Wei gel (1989,44) to 

write: "People everywhere are now so affected by the English that has crept into our 

dialects that we now have a mishmash of new dialects." 

It is, therefore, not suprising that respondents to the questionnaire sent out as part 

of the research for this dissertation with one exception stated that they preferred 

English over German. 4 9 They recognize that the use of German has no advantage in 

daily life other than helping to identify the German speaker as part of the Volga 

German cultural group. It is likely that for many, the thought of the Volga German 

dialects they spoke as children probably brings up today just as many negative 

memories as positive. 

The economic prosperity and educational achievements of the Volga Germans in 

Schoenchen, Kansas, and in the other communities in Ellis and Rush counties have 

come about because the Volga Germans assimilated into the English-speaking 

American mainstream, even though it may have happened without the support of all 

4 9 Schmeller and Fundi* (1988,52) write of Volga Germans in Shs County: "Given the relatively 
high percentage of individuals with some degree of fluency in the dialects- the survey indicated that 
overall some 10% could speak or understand one of the dialects-it seemed surprising that less than a 
fourth actually used a dialect more or less regularly when conversing with Volga German fnends and 
neighbors." 
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involved. While the German dialects can still be heard occasionally and are 

remembered by many older people, the young descendants of the Volga German 

immigrants to Kansas will not hear the dialects much longer in the homes or at 

historical society meetings. The one thing which gave Schoenchen and the other 

individual villages a unique identity, the local dialect, will eventually fade away. 

There is strong evidence to suggest that most other vestiges of the Volga German 

culteral heritage will also soon be lost 5 0 Within a couple of generations, descendants 

of the Volga German immigrants to Ellis County and Rush counties in Kansas will 

have only the pictures and diaries of their ancestors, the written records of historians 

of the Volga Germans in Kansas, the lyrics and music of the songs their forebears 

used to love, the recipes of traditional dishes, videotape recordings of weddings, and 

the family names which can be traced back to Volga German settlements in Russia. 

And thanks to the participants in studies like this, descendants will be able to listen to 

archival tapes of their forebears for a taste of what made the Volga German dialects 

of each village unique, not only among the dialects in the Volga German speech 

island in Kansas, but among the many German dialects which have been recorded 

throughout the world. 

5 0 Schmeller and Fundts (1988,57) wr i te about the question o f whether the Volga Germans arc in the 
process o f losing their cultural identity: "the more highly educated professional groups, which are 
generally so vi tal in the leadership and financial sponsorship areas, arc the least knowledgeable, 
practice the fewest number of customs, arc not speakers of the local dialects, and tend to believe that 
the Vo lga German customs w i l l probably die w i th the current older generation." 
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Appendix I 

Fieldwork Forms 

Questionnaire Cover Letter 

February I, 1992 

Dear Schoenchen area resident, 

My name is Chris Johnson and 1 am a doctoral candidate in German at the 
University of Kansas. Your help is needed to assist me in documenting the current 
state of the German language, still spoken by many descendants of the original 
settlers of Schoenchen. This Schoenchen dialect of German is the subject of my 
doctoral dissertation. 

If you are a descendant of these settlers and still speak German, whether 
occasionally or often, I ask that you please take the time to fill out the enclosed 
questionnaire and return it to me in the enclosed envelope by March 15, 1992. It 
should only take a few minutes to answer the questions. By participating in the study, 
you help document this important aspect of the Volga German culture that is quickly 
disappearing, 

Your help in this matter is greatly appreciated. If you are not a descendant of 
Schoenchen settlers, but know someone outside the area who is, please pass on the 
questionnaire to them, or ask them to call or write me at the address below and I will 
send them a packet. The survey will be all the more accurate, the more responses I 
receive. Even if you have participated in studies in the past, I would encourage you 
to participate in this study. 

All names will be kept confidential. A copy of my dissertation, as well as other 
research published as a result of this questionnaire will be sent to the Ethnic Heritage 
Collection at Fort Hays State University. Thanks in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Johnson 
German Department 
2060Wescoe Hall 
The University of Kansas 
l>awrence, Kansas 66045 
913-864^803 
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Dialect Questionnaire1 

pol • onaofc mar* In tha qoaattona wrhteh CONTAIN AMAT c*rc*a» AND ft* m tha BIANFCS wt>m r 
Co maim — wajoh aa you oat W you dort* know an anawar, Imm TTPTANFC. Plain wtH» ctaarty. Attach AN axtra ahaat, l 

• to oofaptata ail anaa*at , ualnQ tBha captto> tattar of aacli category to aaparata your anawara. 

HOW FTRONGTY DO YOU KMWRTLFY YOURAAW at • VOLGA Garman or German AMARICAN? (PTEASE MAKE A CHECK in THE CIRDE ) 

o Strongly o Modaraiaty o NEVER 

8, Ptaaaa IW in tha otanfca batow about Iba ganarattona of your lamHy; 

Fjtftw Mama „, .. 
Yaar of birth 

Yaarotbidh 

Paiamal Orandmomar 

Yaarotbtnh 

Ma^narnt 

Yaat otbtti 

Yaarolb** 

Yaarotturti 

PatamaJOra**Ofandfettar 1 Mama 
Yaarotbtrti 

Paiamal Ornat Orandmoftar i 

Patamaf Oraal Orandfatw 2 

PajamaJ Gmaat Qrandrnĉ har 2 

Maiamai Oraal Orandbifiaf i 

MatamaJ Otmi Qmnämatm i 

MatamalOraatCkandlMhar2 

Matamai Oraal Ofanomot*af 2 

Year otb*t> 
Maidanname 
Year otbmh 

Yearofb** 
M*»der name 
Yearotbmh 

Yaarotbmh 

Maiden name 
VEAF Of birth 

WyoukmmtteneineaendoBleaotlun^ 

1 Some forms have been reduced in size lo f i l formatt ing requirements for the dissertation. 
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O O O O O O O O O O O O O 

O O O O O O O O O O O O O 

i 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
S 
> 

F 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

I 
8 



K. Do you prefer Eng^h or German? o Engttah o German 

L. Wr«rtacethea<*erita^ofepea«»>g Qarman? 

M What ara tha dleedventagaa of speaking Qarman? 

H. CHd you avar face o^acrm* tattoo for epeefcmg Garman? o Yes O NO 
If yea. piaeit expwao 

O. Ara there any German words you Itke to uae whan you apeak Engten? o Yes o No 
If yet, plsasa Est |YOU CAN APPROXIMATE THE spelling) 

P. Do yoo if] i ik Qarman wfch mambara of other Volga German commuoftles? O Yes o No 

" r d ! * * * w t ^ ^ , c * f l f o r l b c tieciaiectof the *oiow*ng oomrnunmes? 
(Heeee uae an attached sheet i neoemry.) 

Victor* 

Munjor 

Pteeer 

Cadherine 
I in > . int T ii 1 

ueoenarw 

Bm 

MiR)ergar 

Other 

Q. Do you have any ntoitnefVfcee lor people from the foeowing Volga Qarman communities? 

Victor* 

Munjor 

rfeeer 

CeVwtne 

üebemhei 

Otter 

R Are there any aapreeelona that you uae «mich are only pooatple tn German? (You can approximate tte soettng) 

S. ffyou consider youree* a good ef>ae*er ol Schoerichen G e r ^ a i l j f o u « 
recorded k 

o Yes o No 
T. WouW any other fem#y member or friend be h*ereeted m being InSarviewed? 

o Yes o No 

ft YES ptease WRITE IN the NAME and addrees of the inleresled persons) 

Name _ 

Name 
ADORES 
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U. Are there any of your letiely or trtertde who would be Intsreeisd in receiving this questionnaire? 

o Yes o No 

if yea. pieess wms thesr names and addresses so i can contact them right away. 

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Addreee . . . 

Name _ _ » _ _ _ _ 
Addreaa _ _ _ _ » _ _ « _ _ _ « _ _ _ « _ » _ _ _ _ « ^ ^ 

Htm 
Addreea 

mar* you very mueM I aspreolass your hasp! 
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Informed Consent Statement 

The Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures at the University of 
Kansas supports the practice of protection for human subjects participating in 
research. The following information is provided for you to decide whether you wish 
to participate in a linguistic study of the Volga-German dialects of Kansas. You 
should be aware that even if you agree to participate, you are free to withdraw at any 
time without penalty. 

The purpose of this study is to record and analyze the vestiges of the Volga-
German dialects of Ellis County, Kansas, concentrating particularly on that dialect 
spoken by the descendants of the settlers of Schoenchen, Kansas. 

You will participate in an interview lasting about two hours. During the interview 
you will be asked to translate words and phrases from English into your dialect. The 
dialect words and phrases will be recorded in writing. With your permission you may 
also be tape-recorded. Please indicate whether you agree to being taped in the space 
below. Several interview sessions may be necessary in order to gather sufficient 
material for a thorough investigation. 

By participating in this study you will be playing a part in the preservation of one 
aspect of the cultural heritage of Kansas: the ethnic dialects of the Volga-German 
immigrants. 

Your participation is solicited although strictly voluntary. Your name will not be 
associated in any way with the research findings. Your interview will be identified by 
only a code number. 

If you would like additional information concerning this study before or after it is 
complete, please feel free to contact me by phone or mail. You will be given a copy 
of this consent form. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Johnson 
Principal Investigator 
Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures 
2080 Wescoe Hall 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
913-8644803 

Signature of Person agreeing to participate. 
By signing, you certify that you are at least 18 years of age. 

Date 
My dialect interview may be tape-recorded: YES NO 
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Wenker Sentences - Gennan/English 

1. Im Winter fliegen die trockenen Blätter in der Luft herum. 
In the winter the dry leaves fly around in the air. 

2. Es hört gleich auf zu schneien, dann wird das Wetter wieder besser. 
It will soon stop snowing, then the weather will get better again. 

3. Tu Kohlen in den Ofen, daß die Milch bald an zu kochen fängt. 
Put coals into the stove, so that the milk will start to boil soon. 

4. Der gute alte Mann ist mit dem Pferde durchs Es gebrochen und in das kalte 
Wasser gefallen. 
The good old man broke through the ice with his horse and fell into the cold water. 

5. Er ist vor vier oder sechs Wochen gestorben. 
He died four or six weeks ago. 

6. Das Feuer war zu stark. Die Kuchen sind ja unten ganz schwarz gebrannt. 
The fire was too hot. The cakes are burned black on the bottom. 

7. Er ißt die Eier immer ohne Salz und Pfeffer. 
He always eats eggs without salt and pepper. 

8. Die Füße tun mir sehr weh. Ich glaube, ich habe sie durchgelaufen. 
My feet hurt so much. I believe, I have walked them off. 

9. Ich bin bei der Frau gewesen und habe es ihr gesagt, und sie sagte, sie wollte es 
auch ihrer Tochter sagen. 
I was at the woman's and told it to her, and she said, she wanted to tell it to her 

daughter too. 

10. Ich will es auch nicht mehr wieder tun. 
I also don't want to do it ever again. 

11. Ich schlage dich gleich mit dem Kochlöffel um die Ohren, du Affe! 
I am going to hit you around the ears with a wooden spoon, you monkey! 

12. Wo gehst du hin? Sollen wir mit dir gehen? 
Where are you going? Shall we go with you? 

13. Es sind schlechte Zeiten. 
The times are bad. 

14. Mein liebes Kind, bleib hier unten stehen, die bösen Gänse beißen dich tot. 
My dear child, stay down here. Those mean geese will bite you to death. 
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15. Du hast heute am meisten gelernt und bist artig gewesen. Du darfst früher nach 
Hause gehen als die anderen. 
You learned the most today and were well-behaved. You may go home earlier 
than the others. 

16. Du bist noch nicht groß genug, um eine Rasche Wein auszutrinken. Du mußt 
erst noch etwas wachsen und größer werden. 
You arenl big enough to drink a whole bottle of wine. You have to grow some 
more first and get bigger. 

17. Geh. sei so gut und sag deiner Schwester, sie sollte die Kleider für eure Mutter 
fertig nähen und mit der Bürste rein machen. 
Go, be so good and tell your sister she should finish sewing the clothes for your 
mother and clean them with a brush. 

18. Hättest du ihn gekannt! Dann wäre es anders gekommen, und es täte besser um 
ihn stehen. 
If only you had known him! Things would have turned out differently and he 
would be better off. 

19. Wer hat mir meinen Korb mit Fleisch gestohlen? 
Who stole my basket of meat? 

20. Er tat so, als hätten sie ihn zum Dreschen bestellt. Sie haben es aber selbst getan. 
He acted as if they had hired him for the threshing; but they did it themselves. 

21. Wem hat er die neue Geschichte erzählt? 
Who did he tell the new story to? 

22. Man muß taut schreien, sonst versteht er uns nicht. 
One must shout loudly, otherwise he doesn't understand us. 

23. Wir sind müde und haben Durst. 
We are tired and thirsty. 

24. Als wir gestern abend zurückkamen, da lagen die anderen schon zu Bett und 
waren fest am schlafen. 
When we got home last night, the others were already lying in bed and were fast 
asleep. 

25. Der Schnee ist diese Nacht bei uns liegen geblieben, aber heute morgen ist er 
geschmolzen. 
The snow at our place stayed on the ground last night, but it melted this morning. 

26. Hinter unserem Haus stehen drei schöne Apfelbäumchen mit roten Äpfelchen. 
Behind our house stand three beautiful little apple trees with little red apples. 

27. Könnt ihr nicht noch ein Augenblickchen auf uns warten? Dann gehen wir mit 
euch. 
Couldn't you (all) wait a moment for us? Then we will go with you. 
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28. Ihr dürft nicht solche Kindereien treiben. 
You (all) may not be so silly. 

29. Unsere Berge sind nicht sehr hoch. Die euren sind viel höher. 
Our mountains aren't very high. Yours are much higher. 

50. Wieviel Pfund Wurst und wieviel Brot wollt ihr haben? 
How many pounds of sausage and how much bread did you all want? 

31. Ich verstehe euch nicht Ihr müßt ein bißchen lauter sprechen. 
I don't understand you (all). You must speak a little louder. 

32. Habt ihr kein Stückchen weiße Seife für mich auf meinem Tische gefunden? 
Didn't you (all) find a piece of soap for me on my table? 

33. Sein Bruder will sich zwei schöne neue Häuser in eurem Garten bauen. 
His brother wants to build himself two beautiful new houses in your garden. 

34. Das Wort kam ihm vom Herzen! 
That word came straight from his heart! 

35. Das war recht von ihnen! 
They did the right thing! 

36. Was sitzen da für Vögelchen oben auf dem Mäuerchen? 
What kind of little birds are sitting up there on the little wall? 

37. Die Bauern hatten fünf Ochsen und neun Kühe und zwölf Schäfchen vor das Dorf 

Gebracht. Die wollten sie verkaufen, 
he farmers had brought five oxen and nine cows and twelve little sheep before 

the village. They wanted to sell them. 

38. Die Leute sind Beute alle draußen auf dem Felde und mähen. 
All the people are outside today in the field and mowing. 

39. Geh nur, der braune Hund tut dir nichts. 
Go on, the brown dog wont hurt you. 

40. Ich bin mit den Leuten da hinten Uber die Wiese ins Korn gefahren. 
I drove with the people back there over the meadow into the grain field. 
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DWA Questionnaire 

Dialect Form Standard German 

1. Ahorn 
2. Ameise 
3. Anemone 
4. Augenbraue 
5. 
6. 

Augenlid 5. 
6. auswringen 
7. Backenzahn 
8. Backtrog 
9. baifuß 
10. Bauchweh 
11. sich beeilen 
12. Begräbnis 
13. Beule (durch Schlag) 
14. es blitzt 
15. Brennessel 
16. Brombeere 
17. Brotscheibe 
18. bügeln 
19. Deichsel 
20. Distel 
21. Docht 
22. Eichelhäher 
23. Eigelb 
24. Elster 
25. Enterich 
26. Erdbeere 
27. sich erkälten 
28. ernten 
29. Euter (der Kuh) 
30. Euter (allgemein) 
31. fegen 
32. Ferkel 
33. Redermaus 
34. Fliege 
35. Frosch 
36. Frühling 
37. Gabeldeichsel 
38. gackern 
39. gähnen 
40. Gans (männlich) 
41. Gans (junge) 
42. Genick 
43. Gießkanne 
44. Glühwürmchen 
45. Grasschwade 
46. Großmutter 

English 

maple (tree) 
ant 
windflower 
eyebrow 
eyelid 
to wring out 
molar 
kneading trough 
barefoot 
stomach ache 
to hurry up 
funeral / burial 
bump on the head 
it's lightning 
stinging nettle 
blackberry 
slice of bread 
to iron 
thill (wagon shaft) 
thistle 
candle wick 
jaybird 
egg yolk 
magpie 
drake 
strawberry 
to catch a cold 
to harvest 
udder (cow) 
udder (other animals) 
to sweep the floor 
baby pig 
bat (mammal) 
housefly 
frog 
spring 
forked thill 
to cackle 
to yawn 
gande r 
gosling 
neck 
watering can 
lightning bug 
swath of cut grass 
grandmother 
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47. Großvater grandfather 
48. Grummet (2. Grasschnitt) second cut of grass 
49. Gurke cucumber 
50. häufeln (die Kartoffeln) to hill up (potatoes) 
51. Hagebutte rose hip 
52a. Hahn rooster 
52b. Henne hen 
53. Böttcher barrel maker 
54. Klempner tinsmith 
55. Stellmacher/Wagenmacher wainwright 
56. Tischler cabinetmaker 
57. Töpfer potter 
58. Schlächter butcher (preparer) 
59. Fleischer butcher (slaughterer) 
60. Hebamme midwife 
61. Heckenrose rose hip 
62. heiser hoarse 
63. Glucke sitting hen 
64. Heuschreke locust 
65. Himbeere raspberry 
66. Holunder elder (plant) 
67. Hügel hill 
68. Hühnerauge corn (on toe) 
69. Hühnerhaus chicken house 
70. Hummel bumble bee 
71. Igel hedgehog 
72. Iltis polecat/skunk 
73. Käfer beetle 
74. kämmen to comb one's hair 
75. Kätzchen (am Haselstrauch) pussy willow 
76. Kalb (weiblich) female calf 
77. Kamille chamomile 
78. Kaninchen rabbit 
79. Kartoffel potato 
80. Kater tomcat 
81. Kaulquappe tadpole 
82. Kleiderhaken clothes hanger 
83. Kleiderschrank clothes cabinet 
84. kneifen to pinch 
85. Knöchel ankle/knuckle 
86. Knospe bud of a plant 
87. Kopfweh headache 
88. Kornblume cornflower 
89. Kreisel top (toy) 
90. Kröte toad 
91. Kruste crust of bread 
92. Laken bed sheet 
93. Lamm (weiblich) female lamb 
94. Lappen washcloth 
95. leer empty 
96. leihen to loan money 
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97. Lerche lark 
98. Libelle dragonfly 
99. Maiglöckchen lily of the valley 
100. Engerling cockchafer larva 
101. Margerite daisy 
102. Maulwurf mole 
103. Meerrettich horseradish 
104. Mistkäfer dung beetle 
105. Mohrrübe carrot 
106. Motte moth 
107. Mücke mosquito 
106. Mütze cap 
109. Mutterschwein sow 
110. nachharken to rake hay 
111. Nachharke hay rake 
112. Nachmittag afternoon 
113. Narbe scar 
114. neugierig curious 
115. nicht wahr? isn't it so? 
116. Ohrwurm earwig 
117. Ostern Easter 
118. Pate Godfather 
119. Patin Godmother 
120. Peitsche whip 
121. pfeifen to whistle 
122. Pflaume plum 
123. pflügen to plow 
124. Pflugwende plow turn 
125. Pfropfen/Korken cork 
126. Pilz mushroom 
127. Platzregen downpour 
128. Preißelbeere cranberry 
129. Pulswärmer hand muff 
130. jäten to weed by hand 
131. Pfriem awl 
132. die Sense schärfen to sharpen a scythe 
133. Sonnabend Saturday 
134. Quecke witch grass (weed) 
135. Rasen lawn 
136. rauchen to smoke tobacco 
137. Rauhreif hoarfrost 
138. Regenwurm earthworm 
139. Reifen (am Faß) barrel hoop 
140. Rinde (des Nadelbaums) bark (evergreen) 
141. Rinde (des Laubbaumes) bark (deciduous) 
142. Roggen rye 
143. Rotkraut red cabbage 
144. Sahne (süße) sweet cream 
145. Sauerklee wood sorrel (clover) 
146. Sauerkraut sauerkraut 
147. schelten to scold 
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148. Schaufel shovel 
149. Schlüsselblume primrose 
150. Schneeglöckchen snowdrop 
151. Schnittlauch chives 
152. Schnürband shoestring 
153. Schnupfen cold (illness) 
154. Schornsteinfeger chimneysweep 
155. Schwalbe swallow (bird) 
156a. Schwengel pump handle 
156b. Zweispännerwaage bell clapper 
157. Schwiegermutter mother-in-law 
158. Schwiegersohn son-in-law 
159. Schwiegertochter daughter-in-law 
160. Schwiegervater father-in-law 
161. Seil (aus Hanf) rope (hemp) 
162. Sperling sparrow 
163. Spinngewebe cobweb 
164. Stachelbeere gooseberry 
165. Star (Vogel) starling 
166. Stecknadel stickpin 
167. Streichholz matches 
168. stricken to knit 
169. Stricknadel knitting needle 
J 70. Tasse coffee cup 
171. Taube (männlich) dove/pigeon (masc.) 
172. Tomate tomato 
173. Topf (irdener) earthenware pot 
174. unfruchtbar (von der Kuh) infertile (cow) 
175. Veilchen violet (flower) 
176. veredeln (Obstbäume) to graft a fruit tree 
177. Viehbremse horsefly 
178. Wacholder juniper bush 
179. Wanze cockroach / bug 
180. Warze wart 
181. wenden (Heu) to turn hay to dry 
182. Werktag workday 
183. wiederkäuen to chew cud 
184. wiehern to whinny 
185. Wimper (Augen-) eyelash 
186. Zahnschmerzen toothache 
187. Zaunkönig wren 
188. Ziege goat 
189. er hat den Brief zerrissen torn up (a letter) 
190a. voriges Jahr hat es - last year 
190b. -viel Obst gegeben- fruit 
190c. -dies Jahr wenig this year 
191. vorgestern day before yesterday 
192. er soll den Wagen ziehen to pull a wagon 
193. da war niemand zu sehen no one 
194a. erst gab es Tränen- tears 
194b. -dann weinte- cried (tears) 
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194c. -das Mädchen nicht mehr girl 
195a. Junge, halt den boy 
195b. -Mund, gehorche lieber mouth 
196a. das Kind child 
196b. -ist so klein- little 
196c. -es braucht einen Sauger nipple/pacifier 
197. den Schornstein fegen to clean a chimney 
198a. Im Nebel- fog 
198b. -war keiner zu sehen nobody 
199a. Wir haben oft- often 
199b. - gewartet I have waited 
200. zeig mir doch den Weg-

zwischen den Häusern 
between 
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Russian Loan Ward Questionnaire 

Ruenan Lam VMordt Name. 
Town . 
Date . 

(ftooogntze?) 

baachtan WQfftiWi plot outucKi of town 

tyoaoft ouaiaad lurid fuurmd to y m 

tj i i^> iniuWnQ fjatajra 

fjofiA aftor? jackal tor woman 

flmMm üfowwd vaea after Idee 

PURR** mend 

ttejoajch i kwf of wtmp üread 

LUMTFTUT CKD 

knouM artup 

kwea mailed ovtnfc. eonwarztxol 

rmnteahfca a etarched mena draee at* 

meaefl bran and fftew rnaeh tor fa 
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a court official 

nuMMk ouhouaa 

pa)Ohaf*u a oatden piof 

papyrua OQajejie 

paraoho) goaaeay* 

pait ndaiQ ejtap 

aaoaita twraaet ortdcje few horaaa 

tauft ojuaft ftiaaajuni 

mm 2* hour* clay and raght 

Mtajn Hajo oi hoffiaa 

laohajrnc* oartc 

ytari fYiaaaura (2000 fri) 
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Noon Questionnaire 

Noun Plurals 

the man / the men 
the woman / the women 
the boy / the boys 
the girt / the girts 
the child / the children 
the pupil / the pupils (m. f.) 
the priest / the priests 
the nun / the nuns 
the daughter / the daughters 
the son/the sons 
the sister / the sisters 
the brother / the brothers 
the mother / the mothers 
the father / the fathers 
the farmer / the farmers 
the God/ the gods 
the bride / the brides 
the neighbor / the neighbors 
the cat / the cats 
the dog / the dogs 
the day / the days 
the book / the books 
the apple / the apples 
the knife / the knives 
the bird / the birds 
the cow / the cows 
the year /the years 

Noun Cases 

1 give the man the dog. 
I give a man a dog. 
I give the woman the cat 
I give a woman a cat. 
1 give the girt the book. 
I give a girt a book. 



Verb Qoestkmnaire 

Present Tense: sein haben tun 

l/You/Hc/She/(It)/We/You (Pl.)/They 

Sentences: I am a farmer/ housewife. 
1 have a headache. 
I do the housework. 

Simple Past Tense: sein haben tun 

i/You/Hc/She/(It)/We/You (PI.)yThey 

Sentences: I was a farmer/ housewife last year. 
I had a headache yesterday. 
I did the housework yesterday. 

Present Perfect: sein haben tun 

IWou/He/Shc/(It)/We/You (Pl.)/They 

Sentences: I have been a farmer/ housewife all my life. 
I have had a headache for a week. 
1 have done all the housework. 

Past Perfect: sein haben tun 

i/You/He/Shc/(lt)/We/You (Pl.VThey 

Sentences: 1 had been a farmer / housewife before I moved to Hays. 
I had had a headache before I took the medicine. 
I had done all the housework before I went to church. 

Subjunctive Present: sein haben tun 

lWouMe/She/(ft)/Wc/You (Pl.VThey 

Sentences: 1 would be rich if I had more money. 

I would not do that if 1 were you. 

Subjunctive Past: sein haben tun 

I/You/He/She/(It)/We/You (Pl.)/They 

Sentences: I would have been rich if I had had more money. 
I would not have done that if 1 knew better. 
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Strong Verbs 

Class I 

He/Shc is writing a letter, (schreiben) 
He/She wrote a letter yesterday. 

He/Shc is staying here, (bleiben) 
He/She stayed here for a week. 

He/She is riding the wagon, (reiten) 
He/She rode the wagon. 

He/She is whistling a pretty song, (pfeifen) 
He/She whistled a pretty song. 

Class I I 

He/She is lying (= not telling the truth), (lügen) 
He/She lied yesterday. 

He/She is shooting a gun. (schießen) 
He/She shot a gun. 

He/She is bending the pipe, (biegen) 
He/She bent the pipe. 

Class II I 

He/She is finding the child, (finden) 
He/She found the child. 

He/She is singing old songs, (singen) 
He/She sang old songs. 

I/He/She is helping the child, (helfen) 
He/She helped the child. 

Class IV 

l/He/She is stealing the basket, (stehlen) 
He/She stole the basket. 

l/He/She is breaking the stick, (brechen) 
He/She broke the stick. 

He/She is threshing the wheat (dreschen) 
He/She threshed the wheat. 
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Class V 

l/Hc/Shc is giving money to the church, (geben) 
He/She gave money to the church. 

i/He/She sees the child, (sehen) 
He/She saw the child. 

l/He/She is reading the Bible, (lesen) 
He/She read the bible. 

l/He/She is eating dinner, (essen) 
He/She ate dinner. 

Class VI 

l/He/She is travelling to Hays, (fahren) 
He/She travelled to Hays. 

I/He/She is wearing nice clothes today, (tragen) 
He/She wore nice clothes yesterday. 

Class VII 

I/He/She is sleeping now. (schlafen) 
He/She slept the whole evening. 

I/He/She is running to the house, (laufen) 
He/She ran to the house. 

l/He/She lets the child play outside every day. (lassen) 
I/He/She let the child play outside yesterday. 

Weak Verbs 

He/She is playing with the cat. (spielen) 
He/She played with the cat. 

He/She says that he/she is sick, (sagen) 
He/She said that he/she was sick. 

He/She is building a house, (bauen) 
He/She built a house. 

Preterite-Present Verbs, etc. 

He/She is bringing the cake. 
He/She brought the cake. 
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He/She knows the answer. 
He/She knew the answer. 

He/She wants to go. 
He/She wanted to go. 

He/She can go. 
He/She could go. 

He/She has to go. 
He/She had to go. 

He/She is supposed to go. 
He/She was supposed to go. 

He/She likes cake. 
He/Shc liked cake. 
He/She likes to eat cake. 

He/She is allowed to go. 
He/She was allowed to go. 
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Appendix II 

Schoenchen German Fieldwork Transcriptions - A Selection 

Informants: 

Informant # Year of Birth Gender Interview Dates 

a. 1 Born 1927 Male 1981; 2/17/91; 8/18/91; 4/9/92 
b. 2 Born 1914 Female 1981 
c. 3 Born 1912 Male 1981 
d 4 Bom 1919 Male 1981; 7/17/93 
c. 5 Born 1932 Female 8/18/91 
f. 6 Born 1909 Male 8/18/91 
g 7 Born 1921 Male 1/24/93 
h. 8 Born 1926 Male 7/17/93 
i. 9 Bom 1926 Male 7/17/93 

Wenker Sentences: 

1. a. tn wintottsait on di Mo/ di drugnno bleöo rum. 
h. uncollected 
c. m vmtnr fliyo di bledor m di loft. 
d. m vmtnr der fliyo di bleöor ram m di loft. 
e. m den vmtortsart fligo di drogono bleöor iboral rum in di luft. 
f. m vmtoc fliyo di bleöor m di loft. 
g. tn vindbr fliyo di droyono bleöor ram in di loft. 
h. in vmdbr fliyo di droyono bleöor m di loft dran. 
i. tn den vmdor der fliyo di druYono bleöor in di loft dorum. 

2. a. es hett henjor offnen on er gipt es veöo viöo fen. 
b. des heil of tso fneo und es gept bait frijor. 
c. es ha:tl henjor of tso fneo on vor des veior besor. 
d. van tso fertig tso fncon dan vert das veöor viöor besor. 
e. no gans hon$ ftop fneo on dan grt mir viöor gudos veöor. 
f. vens not mer fnc dan geps veöor viöor besor. 
g. des not net mer laq on det hert ofs fneo nan gepts veöor viöor besor. 
h. des hert gans hon? of tso fneo den gips ax des vedor viöor besor. 
i. des dut herto of am fneo on es gip das veöor viöor besor. 
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a. tu koto in ovo das di mil? anfeqt koxo. 
b. du koto in den ovo daß das das flaij koxt, milk koxt. 
c. tu koto m di ovo so das di mi .19 anfaqt tso koxo. 
d. du mer kol in den ovo da, na faijt di rnili? an tso koxo. 
c. no du mol di koto ox den ovo so das mir di mill? gans hon?, ja, 
koxo keno. 
f. mir dun koto tn ovo so das di mi .19 koxo. 
g. du mo! kol m dem ovo nat das di mil.9 selßor koxt. 
h. tu kol in den ovo das di mi .19 onfaqt tso koxo. 
i. du kol in der ovo so das di mil.9 viöor ißor koxt. 

a. der atdo gudo man ist den m ais gobroxo mil sam gaol on is naikfalo 
m wasor. 
b. do aldo man ist dot\ den ais gobroyo und falt in den kaldo vasor 
mit den gaul. 
c. o aktor man ist dori m aix gobroyo mit son gaol on is in kaldos 
wator kfato. 
d. der gudc aide man is dory den ais gobroxo mit sain gaol on is in 
den kaldo vasor kfato. 
e. da aldo man der is ißor den ais mit sam gaol on is naikfalo m den 
kaldo vasor. 
f. der aldo man is tn ais gobroyo. des vor any kalt, mit sam gaol. 

L dcr god aldo man is don? den ais gobroyo mit sain gaol on is in den 
Ido vaznr kfato. 

h. der gudo aldo man breyt don? den ais mit sain gaol on fel in do 
kaldo vasor. 
i. der gudo aldo man is don on ais gobroxo mit saino gail on is naikfalo 
in kaldo vasor. 

a. der ist siks ajtor seßo voxo tsonk kjtorbo. 
b. hi, der ist gnjtorbo fmif or zeks voxo tsonk. 
c. er ist kjtorbo obaot fmf of seks voxo tsonk. 
d. der is so fir afbr seks voxo tsonk kJtorfJn. 
e. der ist kjtoifto fir or siks voxo tsonk. 
f. der is fir or seks voxo tsonk gojtorbo. 
a. der is fir oßor seks voyo tsonk kjtorßo. 
h. der is fir aftor seks voxo tsonk kjtorßo. 
i. der is kjtorßo fir or seks voxo tsonk. 

a. des faior war tso an9 on hot den kck fnrbrent on botom, hot 
onoforbrent. 
b. des fair vor tso has on der kck ist forbrent. 
c. des fair vor tso has aend di kcks saim alo fobrent ono. 
d. des fair des vor ja so has on 19 deqk di ganzo kcks sain al Jvarts 
gobrent ono. ono gants Jvarts gobrent. 
c. des fair is tso Jtark on di kuxo di sain di gans forbrent ono. 
f. des fair war tso Jtark on dan is da der kuxon gans Jwarts gobrent. 
g. des fair vor tsu has. di koxo sam ono Jvaitz gobrent. 
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h. des fair vor tso has on di kuxo sam ono Jvarts gobrent. 
i. os fair vor tso hais on has den kck ono forbrent, ono Jvarts gobrenl 
on on der bodnn. 

a. der est imor aior ono sal/ on pefor. 
b. der ist di aior mit kö sal/ on pevor. 
c. der est sat aior alwcis mit, oni sal/ on pevor. 
d. der hot tmor atr geso mit, ono sal/ un pevor. 
c. der dut imor sai aior e/o mit aos sal/ on pevor. 
f. der est imor sam aior oni sal/ un pefor. 
g. der est tmor sai atom mit aos sal/ un pevor. 
n. der est tmor sam air mit aos salz un pevor. 
i. der est sai aior imor mit aus sal/ un pevor. 

a. mat (is dun so vc. iy deqk 1 9 hon zi apgolovo. 
b. 1 9 vor ox der frao iro Mats, honso ir ksat, 1 9 hon ksat 1 9 hon ax iro 
doxtor des ksat. 
c. mal Tis dun ve. 1 9 deqk 1 9 laovo tsofil. 
d. mal fis di dun mty so ve, 1 9 deqk 1 9 hons apgolovo. 
e. mai fis di dun so ve. 1 9 deqk 1 9 sam tsofil golovo hait. 
f. mat fis dun ve. 1 9 glaop 1 9 vil si aplavon. 

S. mu fis du so ve. 1 9 deqk 1 9 htm son apgolovo. 
. mat fis don so ve 1 9 glaoßo, 1 9 deqk 1 9 hon di apgolovo. 

i. mat fis dun mir so ve, 1 9 glop 1 9 hon si apgolovo. 

a. 1 9 war hat der fro ir haos un honso ir ksat, un di hot ksat, di void os 
ax tso ir doxtor fortsein. 
b. uncollected 
c. 1 9 vor bat di frao un hun sor ksat, si sat si du tso ir doxtor Jpreyo. 
d. 1 9 vor hat der frao, on 1 9 hab des ir ksat, un des sat si, ja, des vil iy 
ax mamo doxtor sayo. 
e. 1 9 vor da dixjßo bat der fro un 1 9 hons der ksat un di vol sayo iror 
doxtor say. 
f. 1 9 war btti di frao in haos goveso un di hot ksat si wils ir, vil sayo 
iror doxtor fertscton. 
g. 1 9 var hai di fro un hons ir ksat un di hat ksat di vols ax ir medjo 
sayo. 
h. 1 9 vor bat der fro un hon der ksat un di hot ksat di vil es ax tso ir 
medjo sayo. 
i. 1 9 vor hai der fro un hun ißor ksat un di hot ksat di void ir, ax tso ir 
doxtor sayo. 
a. des wil 1 9 minor viöor daö. 
b. 1 9 du des ni mer vidbr daft. 
c. dies dun ik m mer victor. 
d. 1 9 vil des ni mats viöor daft. 
e. des vil 1 9 nimor viöor daö. 
f. 1 9 vil es ax net mer viöor dun. 
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g. iy vil des ax net mer viöor duo. 
h. iy vil des ax net mer viöor doö. 
i. iv vils net mer viöor dun. 

a. div Pay iv ^n, ißor di oron mrt den holzono levol, du af. 
b. iv Jlak di? ißom kop mn on holzeno levol, du morjki. 
c. iv Jlak dmbn n kop mit den holzono levol, du monki. 
d. iv Pay dir ißor di oron mn den holzono levol du af. 
c. iv Pax div vtflor di oron mit den holzono levol du of. 
f. iv vil dir mal an di oran payo mit o sttk holts, du af. 

. iv Pax div an di or rum mit o holzono levol du af. 

. iy Puy dtr on di oron dran mit o holzono levol du af. 
i. iv Jlak dir on di oron drum mn o holzonor levol du af. 

a. vii gest du hin? mir selo mol mit dir gö? 
b. vo gest du Hl? selon mir mrt dir gC? 
c. vo gest du hm? kan iy mtt gC? 
d. vo gC mir hm? sei mir mal mn aiy gö? 
e . vo gest du dan Kl? ty sei mit dir g c . 
f. vo vilst du K)? sei mir mrt dir g C ? 
g. vo gesl du dan Hl? selo mtr vol mit dir gen. 
h. vo gest du Hl? sei mir mrt dir g C ? 
i. vo gest du Hl? sein mtr mit dir gC? 

a. di tvaidn sam hart. 
b. alns ist any haul. 
c. di tsaldo sam Pcyt. 
d. di tsaide sam Peyt. 
e . di tsaidn Jor sam net gud. 
f. di tsaldo sam any Jleyt. 
. di tsart sam Peyt. 
. di tsaido sam Peyt. 

i. di tsaido sam Jleyt. 

a. mal gudo» kmt blaip dahonn aßor di bezn gens bar/o diy dot. 
b. mal kmt blaip doo or di gens baizo diy. 
e. kind blaib dahim ono or di beso gens bais diy dot. 
d. mat lipjo blaip do hono bai miy. di bezo gens di bar/o diy dot. 
c. kmt blaip daö. di gens di sam so vidiy di baizn diy, di baizo diy tso 
din gopot. 
f. du lips kmt, blaip no daö, di bezo gens di bar/n diy tso dot. 
g. mat lihn kmt blaip dnhonn. di bezo gens baizo diy dot. 
h. mal libos kmt blaip dahonn. di bezo gens baizo diy kobot. 
i. mal lihn» kmt blaip dahonn. di vidiyo gens di baiz diy kobot. 

a. di hon di miurjt golemt hart an hon siy gut bnhovn. du kanst er harn 
gc vi di andnm. 
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b. du hast do merjt golernt hart, du varjt o gudos kmt. du kanst ero 
hom geo vi di andoro. 
c. du host des mcrjtn golernt hart, du host diy gut bohev. du kanst 
glaiy cm hum gen als vi di andoro. 
d. du host diy so gut bohcfl hart un host gut golernt. du kanst harn gc 
frijor als vi di andoro. 
c. no hart host du fil goternt on varst ax rili gut. so du kanst jetst harn 
gC frijor als vi di andoro. 
f. du host hart fil goternt on varjt any gut. du kanst jetst frijor hom gC. 
g. du hast hart do mscrjt golent on hast diy gut bohovo. du kanst jetst 
frijor hom geo als vi di andoro. 
h. du host gut golernt hart on host ja gut bohovo. so du kanst er ham ge 
vi di andoro. 
i. du host hart di maarjt golernt on varjt ja der best bohovo. du kanst 
er hom gC obon vi di andoro. 

a. du bist net gros gonoq for o gans batol warn drnp. du most erjt 
wakso on most gre/or geßo. 
b. du bist nit alt gnnoqk for vam tso drnp. du most imor nox grezn 
vem. 
c. du bist net alt gonog fir o gans botol vam tso dnrp. du most nox 
grcznr vcm. 
d. du bist nox net gros gnnoq for o botol vam tso dnnko. du must nox 
vakso on grezor geßo. 
c. du kanst net o gans botol mrt warn dnip. du most erjt of vakso bis 
du eltor berjt an grezor. 
f. du bist jetst gros net fir o botol wain tso dnrp on du most grezor 
gebo. 
g. du bist ja net gros gonoq das du gonz botol vam kanst dnrp. du most 
mer vakso on grezor gebo. 
h. du bist nox net gros gonoq for di gans botol vam tso dnrp. du most 
nox bisjo vakso on grezor geßo. 
i. du bist net groso for o gans botol vam dnip. du most erjt grezor 
vaxso on grezor gebo. 

a. ge on sai so gut und feilsch sor Jvestor di sol des sax alos neo for 
dal motor on dan max si saobor mido bscrjt. 
b. sat gut und saks der Jvestor si sol feitiy sai des sak neo for do 
motor und maxs saoßor mrt di berjt. 
c. ge on sak dal Jvestor si sol di we J neo for do motor on max si 
saobor mit o broj. 
d. ge. sai so gut on sax daino Jvestor di sol des sax fliyo for dai motor 
tm sol so ax bisjo apberjto. 
e. ge an sak dai Jvestor di sol des sax neo fir di motor on dan sol das 
saobor maxo mit o ba:rjt. 
f. ge tm sax da Jvestor si sol iro glaidor fertiy neo ond di motor sol si 
mrt iro hazrjt saißorn. 
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g. gc un sai so gul on say da Jvestor si sol sax fertiy mayo for IIT> 
momo cm saoßor mayo mrt o bacrjl. 
h. gc. sai sei gut un sak damor Jvestor di sol des feitiy neo for in> 
mama cm clan saoßor maxo mit der bacrjl. 
i. ge cm sai gut tso dai Jvestor on sax di sol des neo fertiy maxo on sol 
des glino mn dor ba:rjt. 

a. ven iy den bios gokent hel ven*i dnpr Til anjtor govezo on ver der 
fil besor ap. 
b. venst du na den gokent best, atos ver gobasnt dan andors, anors 
saita 
c. ven du den bios gokent hest den ver cbo alos betnr govest. 
d. van 1 9 ir besor govost hel, den kent ir bisjo anjtor aoskomo on vair 
tr besor ap. 
c vens du den bios gokent hest, dnp, di veron fil anojtor govest, on du 
verost fil besor apgovest. 
f. ven 1 9 den bios gokent hel, weron dnp fil besor goveso. 
g. vans du na bios gekent hest dan ver des ganz, anjtor govest on der 
ver der besor ap. 
h. vens du den besor gokent hest veron dnpr anojtor aoskomo on du 
verjt besor ap. 
i. ven si den gokent hest den ver nax dnpr anjtor gebo un ver der ab 
tsvai besor ap. 

a. ver hot dan mam korp mrt flat J kjtob? 
b. ver hat mam korp flaij kjtob? 
c. ver hot mat tacsknt fon flaij kjtob? 
d. ver hot den mam korp mrt flaij kjtob? 
e. ver hot dan main korp mrt flaij kjtob? 
f. du host mai kerbjo mit flat J kjtolo? 
g. ver hat dan mam korp flaij kjtob? 
h. ver hot mam korp fol flaij kjtob? 
i. du host mam korp fiaij goratst. 

a. der hot so gomaxl als ven son godiqt hedo for drey>. aßor di hun 
sc Ißor J godaO. 
b. der hat gomaxt als ven di den gohaut hedo for tso drejo, but di han 
des selpst godaO. 
c. der hot goadkt als ven sin khairt hedo for tso drey>, but di hun siy 
selborj gndfl. 
d. der hols ja o gneyt godnjt for den dre^o aßor der hots jo selßorj 
godfl. 
e. di hun grad so gomaxt als ven di den gehaut, godiqkt hedo fir dicy>-
di hon si? selßors godfi. 
f. der hol so godiqkt das er des drey* sol, afior di hun am andbro 
godiqkt. 
g. der hat so gomaxt als vi der het den godiqkt for drey* aßor di hono 
selvs goduo. 
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h. der hot so gomaxt als ven mir den godiqkt hedo for drejo aßor hon si 
ab* sclpst godoO. 
i. der hot so gomaxt als ven mir godiqkt hedo for tso drey> bot mir 
hado des selhorj godü. 

21. a. ven hol dan der des nato rczeljo fertsclt? 
b. tso ven hast du des nai Jtoris fort seh? 
c. tso ven host du des fertsclt, des Jtori? 
d. ver hot dan der des rcdoljo fortselt? 
c. tso ven hot der dan das naio Jtori, redoljo fertsclt? 
f. ven host du des naio Jtori, naios rcdzol fortselt? 
g. tso ven hot der di naijo rcdoljo feitseli? 
h. tso ven hol der des naio rezoljo fortselt? 
t. ven hol der des naio rcdsoljo fortselt? 

22. a. du most lata graten tsu den, sonst der ferjtel der diy net. 
b. du most laut blaodom sonst ferjte der diy nrt. 
c. ab most laut graten sonst ferjte es di andoro net. 
d. der mosto laut Jpreyo. vans net laut Jpreyt mir forjte diy o mks. 
e. tso den most tr al graten, sonsto ferjtel der uns net. 
f. du most latftnr Jpreyo, sonst ferjte der aiy net. 

S. der mos mtr laodbr graten sonst herd er uns net. 
. ono most laut talko andorveks kan <kr uns net her5. 

i. ono mos laut grury> sonst duts net onderjteä, forjtest du net so vas. 

23. a. mtr sam marodiy un htm dorjt. 
b. mir sam morodty un han durjt. 
c. mir sam marodiy un durjtiy. 
d. mtr sam so marodiy on durjtiy. 
e. mtr sam morodiy on mir htm dbrjt. 
f. mir sam midsam un durjtiy. 

S. mir sam marodo un durstiy. 
. mir sam marodiy un durjtiy. 

i. mtr sam marodiy un durjtny. 

24. a. vi iy hom sam komo gestoro oßont voran di andoro son in bei un di 
hon sund kjlovo. 
b. ven mir tsonk sam komo di andoro han kjlaft in bei saundli. 
c. ven mtr tsonk sam komo gestoro oßond di andoro hun m bet goleyo 
un hun kjlauvo. 
d. vi mtr hom komo di lets naxt di andoro hun so al in bei goleyo un 
htm kjlovo. 
c. vi mir hom sam komo gestor naxt nun hun di andoro sun al goleyo in 
bet on hon si aux gojlovo. 
f. ven mir horn sal komo di letst naxt, da woran di andoron son in bei 
on hon kjlovo. 
g. letsto naxt vi mir horn sam komo voro Jon di andoro in bet un Jon 
gc* kjlovo. 
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h. vi mir getanen oßnnd hnm sam knmn htm si al gnleyn on fest kjlovo. 
i. vi mir gestoro nßnnd hom sam, da hun di andoro son al m bet gnleyn 
tm fest kjlnvn. 

25. a. des hol kjttel gestoro oßnnt on der Jne ist lamgnbiißn aßnr hart morn 
i% der fnrgoip, 
b. halt naxt blaip der Jne ofnm grand bot hail morynn is nr fnrgoip. 
c. halt nßnnd ist der Jne of di ert gnblißn abor hart mnryn ist er 
fnrgaqo. 
d. der Jne hot gnleyn di ganzn day, ganz naxt, aßnr hart monjo is der 
fnrgoip. 
c der Jne m unsnrn blats is abs tsom gront gnblißn dory di naxt aßor 
hart mnryn is alns fnrgoip. 
f. der Jne vnr letst naxt faln, der ist hart morynn fordaot. 
g. letst naxt bat uns is der Jne auf di ert gnblißn aßor hart morpn is 
der fnrgoip. 
h. der Jne is of di ert gnblißn gestoro nßnnd aßnr hart monjo is der al 
fnrgcnp. 
i. der Jne nn unsnran blats is of der grund gnblißn di gans naxt aßor 
han monjo is der fnrgaqn. 

26. a. hmdnr onsnr haos sam drei Jcttn ebnlbemir mit glano rodo eboL 
b. hmnr onsnr haos sam drei ebnlbem wiOn rodo ebol. 
e. hini onsnr haos sam drei Jetm acpnlbem mit rodo ebol, glenn aepols. 
d. hmnr unsor hatis Jten drai Jeim glenn ebnlbem mrt glano r o d o 
eboljnr. 
e. hmdnr onsnr haos Jten drai Jenn ebnlbem mtt glano rodo ebol 
f. hmdnr den haos sam drai Jenn ebnlbem. di hun gl a i no rodo ebol. 

8. htm onsnr haos sten drai Jenn glano ebnlbem mrt glann rodo ebol. 
. htni onsnr haos Jten drai Jenn ebnlbem mrt glann rodo eholjor. 

i. hmdnr onsnr haos Jten drai glano ebnlbem mrt Jenn glann rodo 
eholjor. 

27. a. kent ir net ab grodn mmut brn? dan gen mir mit aiy. 
b. kent tr net n btsyn vardn? dan genn mir mrt aiy. 
e. kent tr n bisyn vartn? den gen mir mrt aiy. 
d. kent ir mnl al n mmut vardb? den derfn mir mrt aiy gC. 
e. mir kent mnl n mmut bran o hunsnnn mir gfi mrt aiy? 
f. kenst net n par mtnutn vardn, so das mir mrt aiy ge kenn? 
g. tr kent vnl net par mmodn vardn for uns? dan gen mir mit aiy. 
h. ven ir nor fir os vartnn, dan gen mir mrt aiy. 
i. tr kunt net n mmut vardn for uns? dan veron mir mrt aiy garp. 

28. a. ir brayt nrt al so kimj sam, fnnkt sam. 
b. du most net so damn dnp daö. 
e. du most net... 
d. on salt dnx net al so fnnkt. 
e. ir braiyt mt so fhk tso sam. 
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f. ir sol net al so IciniJ sam. 
g. tr bratyt net al so ncny sam. 
h. satt net al so nenc. 
t. ir braiyt net al so jpasiy tso sam. 

29. a. onsorn benp sam net so hox. atn> sam fil hejnr. 
b. di benp sam hox. jors sam fil hejnr. 
c. onsnro maontans sam any hox. ainr sam fil hejnr. 
d. onsnr benp sam net any hox, aßnr air benp sam fil hepr. 
c. onsnr berijn di sam any hnx, aßnr airo sam fil grezor. 
f. unsnro benjnn sam hox, aßnr ainr sam nox hepr. 

. onsnr beny sam net any hox. ainr sam fil hejnr. 

. onsnr benp sam net any hox. ainr sam fil hejnr. 
i. onsnr benjn sam net any hox, aßnr ainr sam nax vil hejnr. 

30. a. vi vil punt vurjt and vivil brot void dan ir al hon? 
b. vifil brat glaikst du? 
c. viftl vorjt det ir laijn on brot det ir laijn? 
d. vifil punt vorjt an vifit brot volt dan ir al hon? 
e. vivil punt ov oh vorjt on vifil brot vil dan ir? 
f. vifil punt worjl and fil brot wolt tr haßo? 
g. vivil punt vurst on vivil brot volt ir dan htm? 
h. vivil punt vorjt un vivil brot vil ir al hun? 
i. vifil pent vurjt un vifil punt brot void den ir hun? 

31. a. ty ferjtc aiy net al. ir mist al n bisjn laodor Jpreyn. 
b. iy kan diy net fnrJtC. du must lautnr blauöom. 
c. iy kan aiy net ferjtfi. ir mist lautnr Jpreyo. 
d. iy kan ja aiy net al fnrjte. ir mist laudnr Jpreyo. 
e. ty ferjten aiy gar net. tr mist n bisjn laudnr blauönm. 
f. iy kan aiy net ferjtenn. ir mist al lautnr Jpreyo. 
g. ty ferjte aiy net al. ir mist lautnr Jpreyo. 
n. iy kan n net fnrjten. ir mist n bisjn lautnr blauönm. 
i. ty ondnrjtcn aiy net ab. ir mist n bisyn laudnr blauönm. 

32. a. tr hun nit al o Jtik saf kfunn for nur ovnn dij? 
b. host du nil o glü Jtik saf of nn dij kfunn? 
c. hot ir net n bisyn saf kfon uf mai dij? 
d. tr hot mnl al n Jtiknljn saf ux on dij kfunn for miy? 
e. du host mnl Jtik saf ux mamn dij sc lam? 
f. hot ir al n Jtik saf uf nn dij kfunn? 

8. tr het vol aux kfi Jtik saf kfunn fon miy auf mam dij? 
• hot ir net ab n Jtik saf uf den dij kfunn for miy? 

i. ir hot mn net n Jtik savn kfunn for undnr mam dij? 

33. a. mam bruöor det gern tsvai Jenn haiznr baun in dam gardo. 
b. mam brudnr vil tsvai nam haisnr baun. 
c. den sam brudnr vil sty tsvai Jenn haiznr baun. 
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d. main broönr der vii jn tsvai haisnr, Jenn haisnr baon in air gaiöo. 
c. mam brudbr der vil tsvai nam haisnr baon, Jenn haisnr in dam 
gaitinn. 
f. mam bruöoc der vil siy tsvai haisnr in amm gardn baon. 

. sam brutor vil tsvai Jenn nam haiznr for siy baun m ainr gardn. 

. sam bixjönr vil siy tsvai nam haisnr, tsvai Jenn nam haisnr baun in 
dam gardn. 
i. sam bruönr der vil siy n Jcnns nams haos baun in dam gardn, Jenn 
tsvai haisnr baun in dam gardn. 

34. a. des wort knm Jtrak fon so heits. 
b. er hot Jtrak fon sal heits kjproyn. 
c. der hot Jtrak fon sam heits goblaoöort. 
d. ax. des vnit knm Jtrak fon heits. 
e. des vort is Jtrak fon den sam heits komo. 
f. des word is Jtrak fnn sam heits gnkomn. 
g. des von kam Jtrak fnn sam heits. 
h. des vort komt Jtrak fnm herts. 
i. des vort komt jtrak fnn sam herts. 

35. a. di htm so reyto dnj gndaO. 
b. di hon des reyto diq gndaO. 
c. di hon des reytn dnj gndaO. 
d. di hun des reytn dtq gndaO. 
c. di htm des reyto diq gndaO. 
f. di hun so reyto diq gndO. 

. di harm des reytn diq gndun. 

. di hun des reytn diq gnda(L 
i. di hot des reytn diq gndfl. 

36. a. vns fir glann fcyoljn sits da ox der glö vant? 
b. vas fir fogoljn is des of di vant? fil fegnl. 
c. vas fir n Jenn fcyoljn sam des dut n ovn sitsn an di vant? 
d. vas fir glann feynl sam des vas sitsn drä ux der glano vant? 
c. ves fur gloim fegnljn sitsn dort ux der glö vant? 
f. was sort n fegnljn sits dan dnruf der want, glaum, glä vant? 
g. vas fir glano fegntjnr sitsn dan dort ovn auf der glano vant? 
h. vas fir glano fcynljnr sits da dmof af der glan vant? 
i. vas for Jenn glann feynljn srtnn da dnrof af der glan vant? 

37. a. der faimnr hot fmif nksn gnbruqn un nam ki un tsvehf glann lamir 
for di lan m den dnrf. di vnldn zi ferkavn. 
b. der faimnr hat fir nksn, nam ki, un tsvelf Jcfjnr. di voln di ferkavn. 
di hun si hm m di Jtat gnbraxt. 
e. der faimnr hot fir nksn un nam ki un tsvelf Jef. di void er ferkavn. 
si hun si nuk gnbraxt nox Jtat. 
d. der faimnr der hot ja fmif nksn, nam ki, un tsvehf glann Jefjnr in 
dnrf gnbraxt. un der vol sn fnikavn. 
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c. der faimnr der hot fmif nksn on nam ki on tsvelf Jef dort m di glano 
dnrf tm di voldn sn ferkavn. 
f. der haonr hot fmif nksn, nam ki on tsvelf Jef naxs dnrf gnbraxt. da 
void der ferkavn. 
g. di farmnr hadn fmif nksn nam ki on tsvelf glann Jof tso dis dorf 
gnbmxt. di voldo di ferkavn. 
h. der farmnr hot fmif nksn gnkaft, nam ki on tsvehf glann JeQnr bifor 
des dnrf di fnrkavn volt. 
i. di farmnr hodn fimf bob gnkaft on nam ki on tvelnf Jef on hot der si 
tsu der vibtfo gnbraxt on di voldn den si fnrkavn. 

a. di lait sam al diaos tn felt und Jnaidn. 
b. di Ian sam at draos tn felt und dun Jnaidn. 
c. di Ian sam al draos tn felt...Jnaidn gras. 
d. di sam al draos in felt, di Jnaidn. 
e. di lait sam al han draos in felt ond Jnaidn. 
f. di lait sam ab hat draos in felt und Jnaid des gras. 
g. di lad sam al han draos in felt Jnaidn. 
h. al di lan sam hart dnraos m felt on Jnaidn. 
i. al di lait aut draos, sam draos in felt on me, un mow ir, mojin ir 
gras. 

a. go, ge tsu. der braonn hunt du diy niks. 
b. go. der hunt du diy niks daö. 
c. ge nat. der braonn hunt du dir niks. 
d. ge. der braonn hunt der dut niks. 
e. ge. der braonn hunt der du diy net ve. 
f. ge. Ötet braun hunt vil diy net, der baist diy net. 
g. ge no. da* braune hunt dut aiy net ve. 
n. ge. cfact braonn hunt du diy net ve. 
i. ge. der glann braun hunt der du diy net ve. 

a. iy sam mit di lait kfam hindnr in di valt, ißor den paestor tsonk in, 
uxs vutsland. 
b. mir sain duty den paestnr kfam in tsu den grinn fudor. 
c. iy sam mit denn lan hinaus kfamn in des felt, intu do vatsfelt. 
d. iy sam mn denn lait tsonk kfumn ißor den pastor naus in den 
kctfell aßnr in bauland. 
e. iy sam mit denn lan kfamn niönr m felt, vo der vats in den felt ist. 
f. iy hon di lait ins felt, in to!, kfamn un dan in den vatsfelt. 
g. iy sam mrt di lait dnrtn hmnr kfamn ißnr di Jtep nai ins vatsfelt. 
h. iy sam mit denn lait tsonk ißnr den pacstnr kfamn in den vatsfelt. 
i. iy sain mit der lait hindnr kfamn tn der pacstnr dun, un sam mir nun 
onsnr vats bndraxt. 
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Excerpts from Anecdotes:1 

al 

mam grosfatar ist fon roslant komo. di sam nox hcis komo ox di junpn prwiftk 

reilrowd on di sam erjt nox m roj kaunti gomuvt on hun o Jtctp aqkfoip hat dt 

noma libondal. di saion onaini^t VDHHI vail der vorun lait VD ! di flat hath josap 

haso and di anctan> volcfo lihonda! hun. on di andom vol des di ktny sctnt 

aen&mi, sciqkt antonios haso. on di sam unvili^t varoo on is mam grosfatar mit 

sai familio on obaot seks or sifb ancbn> familio sam fir mail vaidbr n.irt garp 

on der Jmogo, vas in enghj öc sa Jmowki hil, mir kab Jmogo, on hun dbrf vi 

der onkfoijgs. on glaij had os a bi&p unamifkait dert hir vail di ambro volcb 

es saqkt antonbs kab, di Jtat, on endhf honso, varon si ami? voran und hon di 

[tat Jenp gohas so vi m roslant on di kin? saqkl antonbs so vi di ktny tn 

roslant vor. on, we I, 19 derjk for di letst hondbrt p r varan imor abac* tsvai 

hüncbrt lait in Jenp. des hot net fil goveksolt, svansi? mer, svansiv venijar. 

a bor des ist imor simh? vel andon gabbva. des ist 119t if halt isa day vail di 

glano Jtetjo ab apjterte. Jenp blaipt SOT1I19, ju now, gracb nax so gros vi si 

vanm. di hun imor o gojoi, a kin?, a pacbr und ist (Ü9 ganoq an he is, un gudb 

vc9 nox heis und es is biliyar su lete m Jenp als vi sis in hois, di gros Jtat is. 

di hun alas doit vas si hun veb abor es, vi mir saya, biliyar tso lebo der. un 

Junp blats fir kmdor oxbnip. des on Jmuya. di hun halt mer galegcnhait als 

vi si in der gros Jtat hedo. is mer tso daß. 

1 The informants tended to link a lot of sentences with adjunctions. The placement of 
punctuation is arbitrary and is intended to separate sentences «0 make the English iramlaUtm* 
readable. 
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'My grandfather came from Russia They came to Hays on the Union Pacific 

Railroad and they first moved to Rush County and began a little town with the 

name Liebenthal. They were not in agreement because there were some people 

who wanted to call the city St. Joseph and the others wanted Liebenthal. And the 

others wanted to call the church St. Anthony. And they were not in agreement 

and my grandfather and his family and six or seven other families went north four 

miles on the Schmuggy, in English they say Smoky Hill, we call it Schmuggy, 

and they began a town there. And right away there was a little disagreement there 

while the others wanted to call it St Anthony, the city. And finally they were in 

agreement and they called the city Schoenchen like in Russia and the church St. 

Anthony, like the church in Russia was. And, well, I think for the last hundred 

years there were always about two hundred people in Schoenchen. That didn't 

change much, twenty more, twenty less, it has pretty much stayed the same. That 

is important today because the little towns are all dying out. Shoenchen has 

remained, you know, pretty much the same as it was. They have (always had) a 

school, a church, a priest. And it is close to Hays, but (yet) a little removed from 

Hays and it is cheaper to live in Schoenchen than in Hays, which is a big town. 

They have everything they need there, but it is, as we say, cheaper to live there. 

A nice place to bring up kids. It's on the Schmuggy. They have more opportunity 

than they would have in a big city. There is more to do/ 
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ML 

drum in di kondri hun tsvai lait govont, man un frao, un der man vor so 

onbcmHIiy tan mn sat gelt, un jedos mal ven di fro o bisjn gelt hun voltn, na 

sat er. nu» no, des gelt vil 19 oxhcßo ven 19 Jterp, des vil 19 alns nn haihgn 

pcdnr parscnliy geßo, parsenli9. un es sam al simhy fil jomn forbaigarjgo un 

des glann vaip di vil vidnr n bisjn dijdux hun abnr n forreguljn, forreqguln for ir 

ki J. na sat den« na, na, na, des kacjn gelt vel mir uxhebn, vail ven 19 Jterp, 

des vtl 19 nn hailignn pcdnr parsenliy geßn. na, dor hot sat so okjtann simliy 

fil joron un ist der man kJtorfJn. so seks, sißn monat nox das er dot var, na, di 

deqkt di get da um n nuk un nbnrjtn bodon, vo er imnr gnarbait hot un sit da 

vas der tmor da ovnr gndaO hot. on hot di do Jlizol net un endli? hot si di dir 

gobroxo, un is nat. on grozns sek der gehuqgo aus betdiynr. var nytiy grosn 

hot di gndeqkt... un is si hingarp un grabjt den on betdux und praist ux. un 

hailign steps, da kum des ganzn kary> gelt raus un felt un hot di ni dif in gelt 

kjtann. un hodn si nux gngukt an himnl un sat so na, daqk den almeytigor got, 

der ist jn der andoro VC9 gaqn. 

•Out in the county lived two people, man and wife. And the man was extremely 

tight with his money. And each time when the wife wanted a little money, the 

man said, "No, no, 1 will take the money up with me when I die, I will give it all 

personally to St Peter, personally I* And a few years went by and the wife wanted 

again a little tablecloth or a curtain for her kitchen. "No," he said, "No, no, no! 

We will take up our cache of money, because when I die, I will give it personally 

to St. Peter." And it stayed that way for a number of years and the man died. So, 
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six or seven months after he died, well, she thought she would go take a peek on 

the top floor where he always worked and see what he always did up there. And 

she didn't have the key and finally she knocked down the door. A large sack hung 

there made out of bedsheets. It was really big, she thought. And she went in and 

grabbed the bedsheet and ripped it, and holy smoke, the whole cache of money 

came out and fell (down) and she stood knee deep in money. And she looked up 

to heaven and said, Thank almighty God, he went the other way !"• 

*3 

der vuron di di hon hodo glö haos m di Jtat on hon ax oxs lant govont. fon 

onkfatp di hun al tsimltf Jarf haisor gobaot aos Jtö aßor holts, di hon net larjg 

tn dogauts govont. aßor goman dran hodo as o glö par Jtibif haisor in dorf on 

hodo grezn haus oxs lant... on sam di sam stays ovonds nox dorf komo on sam 

haiflo gaip alos an Sundays m di kerf un sondays ovonds un montays moms 

sam si viöor tsonk oxs lant. vel dan os sam al di aldo lan im dorf gnblißn. 

There were those who had a small house in the city and also lived in the country. 

From the beginning they all built rather quickly houses out of stone or wood. 

They did not live in dugouts for long. But in general they had a couple of small 

strong houses in the town and had a large house in the country... and they came 

Saturday evenings to town and they all went to confession, and on Sunday 

mornings to church and Sunday evenings. And on Monday mornings they were 

back in the country. And all the old people stayed in the town.1 
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*4 

182 

onsnr lait ... di hem an volgn govont. di hon imor des sant aos den volgo 

gonomo tm hon siment gorant. vi di eldon danßo komo den, on hot main faöor, 

vo 1 9 jetst nox von, hot den aiskefor gnbaut. on des vor on ben? on der voran 

bios obaut tsvai fos giunt un des andoro wns alns sant. un hun di den ganzo 

sant dnraos kjeft on neßnn aos o gros bx ausgoholiyt. al di sam nun kfaran an 

Jmoyo tm htm den ssend aus den Jmoyn goholt for den siment dorm, des on 

pador lenkst komo, vo fon daitjland var, un var o halt gut golert, hato, der vor 

riliy, vaso si sayo ded m daitj, arkitekt, endpnir. un er komt nidorgnlovo, on 

garad vi mam dad un dik ksat hun on den aiskebr, un sato der, na mk... mk 

vas dut? o, mir runo dad siment aßor mir sam aus saend gorund di sain an 

Jmoyo fir sant hob... un sat der, mk, vas vilst du den sant jura aus Jmuyo? 

du host fil besnrns sant daft, a, gen mir los! na, na, sat der pador. du host 

gudns sant dafl, du just den sant daö. des is besor als vi vas du da host, des 

feil darm on matj, des daö guts sant. fon dort da aus hun mir onkfarp den 

sant fon di dwkon eit gojust, drugono lant, drugonos sant gojust for siment 

rtmo. befor hon si imor aus den Jmuyo un des vor unbendliy harto arbart for 

den aos den vasor Jefo. 

'Our people, they lived on the Volga. They always took sand out of the Volga and 

extracted their cement. And when the elders came over, my father, where I live 

now, built an ice cellar. The was a hill and the dirt was just about two feet deep 

and then the rest was sand. And they removed all the sand to the side and dug out 

a big hole. Then they went to the Schmuggy (Smoky Hill River) and took sand 



out of the Schmuggy for the cement in it. A priest came along later, who was 

from Germany. He was well educated. He was, as we would say in German, an 

architect, an engineer. And he came down just as my dad and Dick sat on the ice 

cellar. And he said, "Nick, Nick, what are you doing?" "Oh, we're extracting 

cement but we ran out of sand. They've gone down to the Schmuggy to get sand." 

And he said, "Nick, what do you want to do with sand from the Schmuggy? You 

have better sand right here." "Oh, goon!" "No, no", said the priest, you have 

good sand right here. Use the sand right here. It is better than what you have 

there (in the Schmuggy). It has shale in it and sludge. This is good sand." From 

then on we began to use the sand from the dry earth, dry land, to use dry sand to 

extract cement Before they always (got) it from the Schmuggy and that was 

extremely hard work to remove sand from the water.' 

A I 

des vor mat grosmoöar tr foftor. on der konto, o, der vor golert in di Jul in 

soradbf m di semoneri. on der vor on vorjraißor, on obonytor, on on grozor 

obonytor. der hot ox, o, vats, o, vi vil 19 dan sayo, somovats. der var m di, in 

der biznns der hot somovats forlcnt tso di farmor m bojol, on van di o emdo 

hot dan hot der tsvai bojol tsonk grit, honso kü erndo, hodo halt der gar niks 

grit, on di say on gud framt hu mam daxl angonomo hot jaron tsonk, sain 

nomo vor Jmn. der hot mir fortselt das der hot am bar fol mit, am bar fol 

somovats vi di boljovik ißorgonomo hon. an es sam di naos komo, on den sam 

ganzo somovats gonomo on des letst vi mir gohert fon der is der forhorprt. 
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That was my grandmothers father. And he could, he was educated in the school 

in Saratov, in the seminary. And he was a notary, a judge, a great judge. He also 

had wheat, oh, how wilt I say it, seed wheat. He was in the business that he lent 

seed wheat to the farmers in bushels and if they had a harvest, he got two bushels. 

If they had no harvest, he got nothing at all. And a good friend my dad had years 

ago says this. He told me that he had a barn full of seed wheat which the 

Bolsheviks overran. And they came up and took all the seed wheat and the last 

we heard about him, he starved to death.' 

a t 

tq htm vnrjamli? grot o bisyo mer iqghj gotalkt vi di maerjt kmor hon vail mai 

clsto gobriftor sam m di hoxjblo gai). on ven di kjproxo hon, hon 15 aosvaesi?. 

di htm mu; bovert lemod tqglij, ju now, vas main nom is, on mam kut, on mam 

Juw, on bohcv diy on so vaidor. 

1 probably spoke a little more English than most children because my oldest 

siblings went to high school. And when they spoke, I memorized it. They made 

sure I learned English, you know, what my "name" is, and my "coat", and my 

"shoe", and "behave yourself" and so on.' 

dl 
wcl, mist iy jetst o bisjo deqko, es vor mo doxtor hoxtsait on des var tsait for 

horn tsa faron on kondo mir den aldo faöor net fmdo. so ißoral gogokt on amol 

sat dor di joq fro, di sat der, gok mol in den nojnik, iq deqk der is in den 
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nojnik. un is main bruAor hmgobßo on ers hol naigogokt on da hol der aldo 

da doruf setsi uf den nojnik of den amo bx un hot der kop moor in den andoro 

bx hot er der kop niflor gohono. on des sayo, faftor, kom des Lsart, vas jetst 

dan hir dau mit den kop dau m den andoro bx dorm heno? ax, er sal, da komt 

so Jenas kilos lift hir doraof. des bm 1 9 ainkjloßo. 

"Well. I would have to think a little. It was my daughter's wedding and it was time 

to go home and we couldn't find the old father. (We) looked everywhere and then 

the young wife said, she said, "Look in the outhouse. I think he is in the 

outhouse." And my brother went over and looked inside and saw the old (man) 

sitting in the outhouse on one hole and he had his head down in the other hole, he 

had his head hung down there. And he said, "Father, it's time, what are you doing 

down here with your head hanging down in the other hole?" "Ah," he said, "such 

nice cool air is coming out of here, that I fell asleep."' 

d2 

in namtscnunondrabuc hon mir o naio pristor gognct, vor on pador ridol. der 

vor dart J aßor der kont net daitj Jpreyo aßor hots golemt. on am sonday na 

hot der gobrcdict un hol er o halp Jlund in eijglij gobrcdict dan hol der o halp 

Jttmd andoro in daitj gobrcdict so das di aldoro lart forjte konto. 

"In 1931 we got a new priest, he was Father Riedel. He was German, but he could 

not speak German. But he learned. And on Sunday he preached and he preached 
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a half hour in English and then he preached another half hour in German so that 

the older people could understand/ 

<£> 

der hot tsaOvc on der sat, es hot miy tsen dolor for den tsaOn aos tsu tsion fon 

den doklor. on der sat, na du dumor csol, varjt du nox paifor komo, dan het si 

den draos kjlayo fir niks. 

'He had a toothache and he said, "It cost me ten dollars for the doctor to pull the 

tooth." And he said, "Well, you dumb ass, if you had gone to Pfeiffer, then they 

would have knocked it out for nothing."' 

11 

well, Aers o Jen glano saoßnros derQo. da varon imor Jrekbar gut aldo lait 

dortn, di aldo dartjo lan, varon kfl besom lait gomaxt, vi m Jeno varon. aßor 

jetst is es nn mer vo es vor. des sain al alorhant, is alos do. des is alos fertig. 

IV kans net glaßo, but rt is sc», var nox Ö feitol derfon, sain daitsch. drai fertol 

kan kfl dansch vort blaudoro. di aldo, di sam al noxs donf gomuvt, nox heis... 

'Well, there is a nice, small, clean little town. There have always been extremely 

good old people there, the old German people. There were no better people made 

than those who were in Schoenchen. But now it's not like it was. They are quite a 

bit, everything is gone. Everything is finished. I can't believe it, but it is so. 
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There were only a quarter of them who are German. Three-fourths cannot speak a 

German word. The old ones, they moved to the city, to Hays.* 

12 

ty hon Jtö hclfo breyo. der varon di doboljuw bi cj kerol. di hon ans vi mir 

kids jo varon, di hon uns boron laso... un hun uns leyor naiboro laso in den Jtö 

nox tm hun mir di glano vcdjo gonomo nai un na mosto mir imor tsu globo 

globo globo bis si molon ser Jtibiy goblatst. 

• I helped break stone. There were the men from the WBA IWPAJ. When we 

were kids they let us bore. And they let us bore holes down into the stone. And 

we took small wedges and we always had to klopp, klopp, klopp until the blocks 

broke off clean." 
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